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Abstract

We are regularly implored to exercise our ethical or social values through
consumption. Ethical consumerism is the latest in successive waves of consumer
activism, each of which can be understood as advancing its own moral economy.
Academic interest across social scientific disciplines has sought to engage with
the question of consumer reflexivity, but has paid insufficient attention to the moral
economy communicated by ethical consumerism. Fair Trade represents perhaps
the most interesting example of ethical consumerism for it is an attempt to work ‘in
and against’ the market: the market is both the subject and object of Fair Trade
activity.
This study examines the construction of Fair Trade as a social problems activity
through the global English-language news media. Focusing on the period of its
emergence from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s, this study uses the theoretical
insights of constructionist sociology’s approach to social problems and the
methodological tools of qualitative media analysis to depict the claimsmakers and
rhetoric used in the construction of Fair Trade. In so doing, the existence and
nature of Fair Trade’s moral economy is investigated. Drawing on the economic
sociology literature on moral economy, it is argued that the frames mobilised by
Fair Trade reflect the particular ideological features of late 20th century capitalism.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

Fair Trade is an attempt to provide an alternative to conventional trade by basing
economic relations on a partnership between consumer and producer. As
Fairtrade International exclaims, “Not all trade is fair! Farmers and workers at the
beginning of the chain don’t always get a fair share of the benefits of trade.
Fairtrade enables consumers to put this right” (What is Fairtrade?, n.d.). The two
mechanisms Fairtrade uses are a minimum or floor price paid to producers and
the ‘Fairtrade Premium’, an additional sum that is dedicated to development
initiatives.
The first Fairtrade label, Max Havelaar, was launched in 1988 in the Netherlands.
The initiative was replicated across Europe and North America throughout the
early 1990s. In 1997, the Fairtrade Labelling Organisations International (FLO)
was established, uniting the various initiatives; the FAIRTRADE Mark was
introduced in 2002 as a worldwide guarantee of Fairtrade certification.
The Fairtrade market in the UK has grown from £33m in 2000 to over £1bn by
2010 (The Co-operative Bank, 2011). Globally, the Fairtrade market is worth
€4.9bn (£4.2bn), a 12% increase since 2010, in spite of the global economic
slump. The global reach of the network is indicated by the number of countries in
which Fairtrade products are sold (over 120) and the number of participating
producer organisations (991). Notably, Fairtrade International introduces its most
recent annual report by claiming that research shows nearly six in ten consumers
have seen the Fairtrade mark and that, of those, nine in ten trust in it (Fairtrade
International, 2012).
But Fair Trade is not just a labelling initiative, it is a social movement.1 It seeks to
raise awareness of conditions in the developing world and hopes that, through
1

A note on terminology. Henceforth, Fair Trade will refer to the labelling initiative and associated
movement, while Fairtrade will refer to the internationally-certified label itself. Meanwhile, fair trade
(no caps) will refer non-specifically to the social movement for reform of international trade which
may or may not be represented by Fair Trade organisations.
1
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generating understanding about the needs of producers and the opportunities
offered by Fair Trade, the situation of producers may be improved. The currency
Fair Trade has today is indicated by more than just sales figures. Fair Trade’s
aspirations have received widespread affirmation — from national and
international policymakers and in popular and academic discussion.
Fair Trade has found endorsement at all levels of local, national and international
government. As well as adoption of Fair Trade by local authorities through the
Fairtrade Towns initiative,2 the scheme has been discussed in the UK Parliament,
endorsed by the European Parliament and hosted by the United Nations.3
Significantly, Fair Trade is taught in schools across a range of subjects as a means
of engaging young people in global issues. As one Fairtrade Foundation Local
Group puts it, “The concept of something 'being fair' is easily grasped by students
of all ages. The issue of fair trade can appeal to their natural sense of justice, and
provides an ideal vehicle for teaching the National Curriculum” (Woking Fairtrade
Action Group, 2013). A cohort will have been taught about global issues through
the categories Fair Trade proposes, and will have been exposed to the labelling
initiative from a young age. Children’s ‘natural sense of justice’ will have been
associated with a particular notion of ‘fairness’.
This alerts us to a key facet of Fair Trade. Whatever form it may take as an
alternative trade network, it is also set of ideas about the nature and
interrelationship of citizenship and consumerism. Public discussion of Fair Trade
communicates ideas about values and consumer behaviour that frame the world in
particular ways.

Fairtrade Towns commit a local authority to the principles of Fair Trade. There are over 500 in the
UK. There are also thousands of Fairtrade colleges, universities and schools in the UK doing
likewise, many of whom host Fairtrade Fortnights — annual campaigns raising awareness about
the initiative and its aims.
2

3

An early notable example of each:
1994 — European Parliament adopts ‘Resolution on promoting fairness and solidarity in NorthSouth trade’ (OJ C 44, 14.2.1994), following European Commission endorsement of Fair Trade in
‘Memo on alternative trade’.
1997 — Early Day Motion in UK Parliament in support of the serving of Fairtrade products in the
Palace of Westminster.
2004 — United Nations Commission on Trade and Development (UNCTAD XI) hosts a symposium
on Fair Trade in São Paulo, Brazil.
2
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Fair Trade — and the broader concept of ethical consumerism 4 — has generated
growing coverage and debate over the 1980s, ‘90s and 2000s. For example, since
early 2004, The Guardian, a major UK broadsheet that describes itself as “the
world’s leading liberal voice”, has run an ‘ethical living’ blog on its website
dedicated to debating the morality of consumption choices.5 The communication of
ethical or political values through consumption is given voice through headlines
such as, “Shopping in Tesco or Asda and helping the Third World? It’s a great
notion and big business for charities” (Robotham, Guardian: 1992); or “Shopping
and sending a message: avoiding items made by sweatshop and child labour is
high on some consumers’ lists” (Campbell, Philadelphia Inquirer: 1996). The ‘new
politics of consumption’ (Schor, 1999) leaves behind the “consumerism with a
shrunken vision” of comparative testing magazines, and incorporates social and
environmental concerns (Nicholson-Lord, Independent: 1994). Ethical
consumerism is evidently an idea whose time has come.
Chart 1.1 Ethical consumerism in the news 6

Defined as “any practice of consumption in which explicitly registering commitment towards
distant or absent others is an important dimension of the meaning of activity to the actors
involved” (Howard and Willmott, 2001)
4

5

See http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/ethical-living

6

LexisNexis search of all English-language news media for terms: ethical consumerism/ethical
consumption/ethical shopping
3
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But rather than delve into the debate about how to change the world through
consumption or how the Fair Trade initiative should operate, it is important to step
back to try to understand how its premises have come to be widely accepted. The
notion that the consumer, or the citizen-consumer, should be the subject of politics
underpins ethical consumerism. How have the specific social problems to which
Fair Trade is posited as a solution — for example, unfair trade, or poverty more
generally — come to be understood as problems of consumption? What
understanding of the economy does Fair Trade communicate? And what does
public assent for these tacit understandings say about the cultural moment today?
The approach to social problems espoused in this study differs from the
conventional one. Our method is not to study the objective characteristics of social
problems, such as the social, economic or political issues facing poor producers in
the global South, or to study the impact of Fair Trade on the latter. Instead, this
thesis proposes that we not assume the existence of these problems and
automatically adopt the categories through which they’re understood, but instead
probe the categories themselves. It is the contention of the social constructionist
approach that common-sense understandings or lay knowledge about the world
need to be submitted to sceptical analysis. This is because the ‘real world’ cannot
be grasped in unmediated fashion. The way we understand the world is mediated
by language: how something is named, placed and located in society influences
our understanding and action towards it. Reality is thus in a constant process of
construction.
What this study proposes is to reconstruct the process through which Fair Trade’s
framing of the world comes to be taken for granted. The following are therefore the
research questions that guide this thesis:
1. Who is responsible for constructing Fair Trade as a social problems activity?
Who are the claimsmakers?
2. What are the conditions that Fair Trade claimsmaking problematises?
3. What are the discursive means through which Fair Trade enlists its audience
into Fair Trade activity? Why is Fair Trade important?
4. Does the Fair Trade discourse frame the economy in moral terms? What is the
nature of this ‘moral economy’?
4
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These questions are important because consumer movements have helped shape
and define the nature of modern mass consumer societies. They contribute to an
ongoing debate about the nature of society and economy; ethical consumerism —
of which Fair Trade is an instance — is but the latest incarnation. To understand
this, it is important to reconstruct the discursive means by which these ideas
construct and maintain our social reality.
The broader objectives of this study are therefore to place Fair Trade within a
longer history of consumer movements so as to examine the extent to which it
represents change or continuity vis-à-vis its antecedents. Secondly, it is our
ambition to develop and apply the concept of moral economy to the study of Fair
Trade. Thirdly, we wish to demonstrate the use to which the constructionist
approach to social problems can be put, as a form of ideologiekritik. And finally we
hope that, in so doing, this thesis is able to reflect something about the historical
conjuncture which produces the Fair Trade discourse.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 proposes a periodisation of
successive waves of consumer movements and locates the history of ethical
consumerism and Fair Trade within it. It is suggested that every form of consumer
activism bears with it its own moral economy: a set of implicit or explicit normative
claims about economic behaviour, relations and structures. Chapter 3 explores the
debates over Fair Trade in the academic literature. It is proposed that Fair Trade is
best understood as a form of ‘moral economy’. Classic and modern theorisations
of moral economy are discussed before a working definition is adopted for the
purposes of this study. The following two chapters, 4 and 5, adopt and defend the
theoretical, conceptual and methodological tools to be used in our empirical
investigation. The history and contemporary application of the constructionist
approach to social problems is laid out, before the qualitative media analysis
method is explained. Chapter 6 presents the results of the study of news media
discussion of Fair Trade. Claimsmakers are identified and their interaction
discussed. The rhetorical features of claims are investigated in light of the themes
and categories suggested by the documents themselves. Chapter 7 analyses the
results and discusses the moral economy framing advanced by the Fair Trade
discourse. Finally, chapter 8 draws together our two foci, the nature and history of
5
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consumer activism (specifically ethical consumerism) and the social construction
of Fair Trade. The notion of ‘ethical capitalism’ that is advanced in the discourse is
reflected upon; and future lines of research are suggested.
It is hoped that this study is able to demonstrate a fruitful application of the
constructionist approach to social problems and thereby illuminate contemporary
ideas of moral economy. It is our contention that a better grasp of this will advance
sociological understanding of the contemporary ideology of ethical or ‘responsible’
capitalism.

6
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2 History of Consumer Activism

Following the termination of the Cold War struggle between capitalism and
communism, one ideology came to stand unchallenged: consumerism. In the
words of Gary Cross, consumerism was “the ‘ism’ that won” (2000: 1).
People in the global North today — and increasingly globally — talk about
themselves more as consumers and less as workers or citizens. “The consumer is
now a god-like figure, before whom markets and politicians alike bow. Everywhere
it seems, the consumer is triumphant” (Gabriel and Lang, 2006: 1). But this figure
displays many faces. They are a hero/heroine, a victim, a villain, a fool, a dupe, an
addict, either sovereign or dependent; but in all cases central. The declining
salience of religious salvation or political emancipation seems to bolster the case
for the consumer. Consumption becomes not just a means of fulfilling needs but
permeates our social relations, identities, perceptions and images.
But just as the consumer has different faces, each portrait highlighting certain
aspects while obscuring others, consumerism is a similarly ambiguous creature. It
can be a moral doctrine, an ideology of conspicuous consumption, an ideology of
economic development, a political ideology of citizenship, or a social movement
(Gabriel and Lang, 2006: 3).
It is the latter consumerism that is our primary focus in this study. But it is
important to bear in mind the contribution of the last of these to the formation of
the former: consumerism has been framed in part by consumerism. That is to say,
the claims made upon capital and the state by consumer activism shape and
define the nature of consumer society.

7
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2.1 Waves of consumer activism
Every consumer movement bears with it its own moral economy. To better
understand the context and meaning of ethical consumerism, we must chart
consumer activism’s antecedents.
Consumer activism can be understood as consisting of four successive waves.
Each of these involves a different worldview, and these continue to exists in
various forms up to this day (Gabriel and Lang, 2005). Late 19th/early 20th century
consumer activism was characterised by working-class self-help, the apotheosis of
the co-operative movement, struggles against profiteering, boycotts and the
engagement of labour unions in consumer politics. This first wave was eclipsed in
the 1930s by ‘value-for-money consumerism’. Advocacy focused on challenging
austerity and rationing and attempted to drive down the price of consumer staples.
By the 1950s, the agenda had expanded to safety, value-for-money and
independent information. The movement was led by middle-class women in the
guise of organisations such as the National Council of Women in the UK. They
promoted a view of the consumer as responsible and sensible. The vision of
consumerism was “cosy, individualist, home-owning, materialist” (Martin Pugh,
cited in Hilton, 2003: 197).
The presumption of irrationality on the part of women shoppers came to be
reversed in this period, while business interests happily championed the confident
individualist. A deferential culture was accepting of business speaking on behalf of
the consumer. Labour interests meanwhile remained separate from consumer
advocacy, as the Labour Party and the Trades Union Congress rejected
consumer-oriented initiatives pushed by social democrats. Focusing instead on
traditional producerist interests, the labour movement declined to respond to the
interests and desires of a new class of affluent workers. The moral economy of
second wave consumerism after the war was thus framed by the interests and
worldview of middle-class housewives and business interests.
By the mid-1960s, a third wave of consumer activism was emerging as consumers
yearned for greater guidance from consumer organisations and greater protection
8
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from corporate interests. This came to be termed Naderism in the US. Organised
consumer groups sought to challenge corporate power, advocate in favour of more
and better regulation and labelling, and ensure the quality and safety of products.
The third wave also saw the proliferation of appeals to an abstract entity – the
consumer – which had only vaguely featured in earlier periods. The ‘consumer
interest’, as a conception of a collectivity, was given voice.
The third wave can be bookended by two US presidents’ speeches. John F
Kennedy’s speech to Congress in 1962 set out four rights under which consumer
activism would mobilise for the next two decades: the right to safety, to
information, to choice, and to be heard. This heralded a much less deferential
consumerism. Kennedy asserted that “consumers include us all” and lamented
that consumers were the only group not to be politically organised and whose
views were not represented (Cohen, 2004: 351). President Carter marked the
exhaustion of this period with his ‘malaise speech’ in 1979. Breaking with what
Cohen calls the Consumers’ Republic understanding of the good life, Carter
criticised the “worship of self-induglence and consumption” and the endless “piling
up of material goods”.
In the UK during the same period, the Consumers Association (CA) and Which?
comparative testing magazine embodied an ethic of rationalism, objectivity and
professionalism. But this was not conceived as a defence of individual
acquisitiveness and the free-market system. The CA saw its attachment to
consumer-controlled scientific research of products as opposition to the
emotionalism purveyed by advertisers. The character of organised consumerism in
this period is exemplified by the popularity of Vance Packard’s The Hidden
Persuaders (1957).
In the US, third-wave consumerism’s moral economy was more pronounced. The
‘Consumers’ Republic’ invited expectation of universal access to the consumer
society and of growing affluence.7 As Cohen states, “for the next decade and a half
7

Many scholars have remarked on this fact, arguing that American political culture was more
comfortable with the politics of consumption than was Europe, the latter maintaing a more
‘productivist’ slant which emphasised class politics and viewed consumer issues as frivolous or
sub-political. Both Micheletti (2003) and Bostrom & Klintman (2008) point out that this has changed
since the 1980s and that Europeans have become as comfortable with consumer politics (in
particular with labelling) as Americans.
9
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at least, a new protagonist — the victimised consumer — would attract the
spotlight in the president’s cabinet room, the congressional hearing room, the
public courtroom, the corporate boardroom, and the community meeting
room” (Cohen, 2004: 346).
The period witnessed the passing of a great deal of consumer protection
legislation focusing on harmful products, misleading advertising and labelling,
discriminatory commercial practices, unfair monopolies and environmental
hazards. Naderism’s moral claim about the economy was that the consumer-victim
was towered-over by the giant, careless or malevolant corporation which was in
need of restraint by civil society and the state.
By the early 1980s, the terrain of consumer activism narrowed and became more
individualised, while the rhetoric of consumerism — in terms of affirming individual
self-interest — was adopted by the administrations of Reagan and Thatcher.
‘Being a consumer’ became not a democratic claim to a piece of the pie, and an
association of the consumer interest with the public interest, but rather a claim to
personal entitlement. Cohen (2004) describes this as a tranformation of the
Consumers’ Republic into the Consumerisation of the Republic.
Simultanously, organised consumer activism began to flirt with post-material
concerns, while activists associated with the New Social Movements advocated
‘alternative’ consumption. This convergence marks the fourth wave of consumer
activism. It is characterisied by the mainstreaming of ethical and green
consumerism, the association of global social and environmental problems with
individual consumption behaviour, and anti-corporate/anti-globalist activism.
The international arm of national consumer associations best expressed this new
orientation, taking on more idealistic and humanitarian campaigns (Hilton, 2009).
The International Organisation of Consumers’ Unions (IOCU) dedicated itself to
dealing with global trade issues and adopted a ‘basic needs’ and ecological
agenda. It advanced the first major global consumer campaigns on issues such as
baby milk formula by setting up the International Baby Food Action Network in
1979. By the 1980s, the IOCU was campaigning on international development
goals alongside international NGOs such as Oxfam, and had gained a degree of
10
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influence within the UN, as well as amongst the broader ‘global civil society’ of
NGOs and activists.
The growing traction of alternative consumption in Europe and North America was
not however driven by the established second wave national consumer groups;
these remained largely wedded to the comparative testing model (Hilton, 2009:
203-4). Instead, it was humanitarian, development and environmental groups and
associations that increasingly colonised the terrain of consumption. Organised
consumerism of the second wave continues to sit uneasily with the ‘new politics of
consumption’.
It has been argued that fourth wave consumerism marks a return to the concerns
of the first, exemplified in the use of boycotts against sweatshops (cf. Gabriel and
Lang, 2005). This misunderstands the historical context. Nineteenth-century
consumer activism was rooted in communities’ material interests. Alternative or
ethical consumerism is in many ways emblematic of post-materialism. Moreover,
there is a contemporary division in subjectivty or personhood that did not exist
during the first wave. For example, the political subject of the ‘Don’t buy where you
can’t work’ anti-discrimination campaign led by Black groups in the 1930s was the
worker — albeit utilising the tools provided by the sphere of consumption.
Contemporary Fair Trade finds the consumer divorced from his/her producer half
(who finds him/herself in Chinese factories or Indian fields).
Ethical consumerism’s moral economy is therefore premised on the individualised
consumer in the North and a late 20th century global division of labour. If anything,
it would be more accurate to say that aspects of second wave consumerism’s
comparative testing has been harnessed to the humanitarian and environmental
concerns of alternative consumerism in the form of green or Fair Trade
certification, labelling and auditing.

11
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2.2 History of Fair Trade
As with consumer activism in general, Fair Trade’s own history can be understood
as consisting in four waves. Nicholls and Opal (2005) distinguish each according
to its respective product lines, means of distribution and agencies involved.
The first wave consisted in the importation of handicrafts by charities in post-war
Europe and North America; the second featured the setting up of Alternative Trade
Organisations (ATOs), which were often based in religious or community groups.
The third wave sees sympathetic retailers (such as the UK’s Co-op) selling the first
ranges of Fairtrade-certified products, while the fourth encompasses the recent
period of Fair Trade’s mainstream growth.
Alternative trade was anticipated by several forms of consumer activism or
charitable giving from the 1940s onwards. Oxfam in the UK began importing
handicrafts from Eastern Europe, while in North America the Mennonite Central
Committee initiated a project in partnership with communities in Puerto Rico to sell
their handicrafts. Often these were given as a token of appreciation in return for a
charitable donation, rather than sold as a commodity.
Expanding beyond religious congregations and relief efforts, World Shops began
selling artisanal products from the developing world, appealing to a New Age and
hippie social milieu. However, at the organisational level, religious groups
remained important agents in the development of Fair Trade, setting up
organisations such as Gepa in Germany (1974) or Traidcraft in the UK (1979).
The 1970s and ‘80s witnessed the growth in solidarity trade in opposition to
Western neo-imperialism. Goods produced at sites of national liberation struggles
were sold to politically motivated consumers. Handicrafts and agricultural products
from countries such as Angola or Nicaragua would feature in World Shops and
mail-order catalogues. Throughout this period, the use-value of goods is hardly a
concern, with emphasis placed on demonstrating political solidarity with the
producer community or country of origin. At the same time, the focus of
development NGOs shifted away from aid and towards trade as a means of
12
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empowering developing countries. Hence the slogan later adopted by Fair Trade:
‘trade not aid’.
The limitations of solidarity and alternative trade were later criticised by Fair Trade
activists on the grounds of its inefficiency in passing on the proceeds of sale to the
producers; and more generally for the lack of commercial success or market
expansion achieved by World Shops and alternative trade catalogues. Fair Trade
thus emerges in the late 1980s out alternative consumption and solidarity
movements (Max Havelaar for example was created by Dutch ecumenical NGO
Solidaridad which had traditionally offered development aid to Latin America) but
with an increasing focus on labelling and certification as a means of assuring
consumers of the validity of the mechanism.
Some ATOs at the time adopted the labelling initiative and helped create a unified
movement through the informal establishment of the European Fair Trade
Association in 1987, bringing together the eleven largest European importers.
However, the majority of sales continued to be made through catalogues and
World Shops, and many ATOs, especially in North America, persisted in the
second wave tradition, selling only a limited number of non-certified products.
The Max Havelaar label was to provide the model for Fairtrade. The label
guaranteed environmental and labour standards at the site of production; the
brand was marketed to major retailers like supermarkets, rather than niche World
Shops. The adoption of the model in several European countries and in North
America was given impetus by the collapse of the international agreement on
coffee prices in 1989, and led the first Fair Trade labelling initiatives to focus
specifically on coffee. The period sees the growing marginalisation of handicraft
importing in favour of a focus on agricultural goods. Industrially manufactured
goods on the other hand, despite being the object of activist claimsmaking (e.g.
the anti-sweat campaign), never caught on to the same extent.

13
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The early 1990s saw the establishment of a range of Fair Trade organisations and
institutions.8 Over the course of the decade the initiative grew, with traditional
mass-market distributors and manufacturers, including trans-national corporations
(TNCs), introducing their own Fairtrade-certified product lines. Nineteen ninetyseven sees the establishment of the FLO, marking the beginning of the latest
wave of Fair Trade.
Fair Trade comes to be distinguished by its mainstreaming and the growing
divergence between the technical organisations overseeing labelling and the wider
movement. While ATOs used Fair Trade to create alternative trade patterns in
order to pass on proceeds to producers, or to support political struggles and
contribute to development initiatives, the FLO system can no longer be classed as
‘alternative’. The vast majority of Fair Trade goods pass through mainstream
distribution channels. Indeed, this is an aim of contemporary Fair Trade: the more
Fairtrade products sold, the more successful it is deemed to be. But as we will see
in the following chapter, this prompts serious debate as to what Fair Trade truly is
about.
This narrative of Fair Trade’s development is however challenged by some
authors. Low and Davenport’s studies (2005a; 2005b) dispute the linear and
epochal narrative suggested by Nicholls and Opal, even if both identify similar
strands and sets of actors. For them, the fair trade movement is much more
fragmentary, discontinuous, symbiotic and multiplicitous.
Similarly, Raynolds (2009) challenges the notion of a happy succession of waves
and presents Fair Trade’s history as more conflictual. Alternative trade based on
mutuality and trust was able to create new alternative movement ideas, trade
practices and institutions, but was limited by its restricted market; alternative trade
only bought directly from producers to sell in World Shops and catalogues, to
dedicated customers.
1991: Cafédirect founded by Equal Exchange, Oxfam, Traidcraft, Twin Trading. First to receive
Fairtrade certification in the UK.
1992: Fairtrade Foundation, responsible for certification, founded by CAFOD, Christian Aid, New
Consumer magazine, Oxfam, Traidcraft and World Development Movement, with support from
Joseph Rowntree Foundation and European Commission.
1994: North American Alternative Trade Organisation established. Becomes Fair Trade Federation
(the North American equivalent of the Fairtrade Foundation) in 1995.
14
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The emerging labelling initiatve instead turned to product certification and with it a
move from handicrafts to food, and alternative retail venues to mainstream
supermarkets. The idea would be that Fair Trade norms would be communicated
not through World Shops and the like but through product standards and thirdparty oversight and auditing. The contemporary FLO system is marked, therefore,
by its transformation into a “management system based on formal standards and
bureaucratic oversight” (Raynolds, 2009: 1085).
Even within the context of handicraft-importing ATOs — particularly in North
America — there is a tension over the move away from a producer-driven culture
to a greater attention to marketing and consumer desires. Littrell and Dickson
(1999) bear witness to increasing market competition in the artisanal goods market
in which not-for-profit ATOs struggle to compete. Market imperatives eventually
come to force a choice upon alternative traders.
One way to understand contemporary Fair Trade relative to the history of
consumer movements is to contrast it to traditional boycott and ‘buycott’ strategies.
Levi and Linton (2003) argue that the class composition of the fair trade movement
is a distinguishing feature, principally the absence of labour unions or workers.
This is typical of ethical consumerism more broadly: it is predominantly a middleclass consumer movement, working in the interests of workers abroad. This point
is echoed by Frank (2003) who also notes the absence of workers in what is
supposed to be a consumer-worker alliance.
Fair Trade is thus an inheritor of some traditions of past waves of consumer
activism, but is also marked by some notable divergences. To what extent, then, is
there a disjuncture between contemporary ethical consumerism — particularly Fair
Trade — and these movements? Whereas second and third wave consumer
activists were rooted in a notion of the consumer interest, alternative consumerism
foregrounds consumer ethics. Meanwhile, the development initiatives out of which
Fair Trade grew were grounded in political or humanitarian thought, while Fair
Trade represents a turn towards the market.
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These distinct aspects of contemporary Fair Trade are in need of analysis. Our
task is to tease out its moral economy, and thereby grasp what Fair Trade reflects
of the spirit of its time.
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3 Review of Fair Trade Scholarship

This chapter presents a critical survey of the academic literature on Fair Trade and
develops the notion of Fair Trade as a moral economy. As the first section
explains, the scholarship on the subject is all relatively recent. Only a minority of
works are qualitative sociological studies focused on consumer-side — as
opposed to producer-side — issues.
The second section introduces the first book-length scholarly work written, Michael
Barratt Brown’s Fair Trade (1993). It captures the transition from the older reformoriented social movement to the modern labelling and certification model.
Following that, Gavin Fridell’s work will be examined, for it presents the best
typology of competing perpectives on Fair Trade; Fridell’s categories will be
adopted throughout the rest of the chapter. The fourth section surveys how
academic studies account for Fair Trade’s emergence and its aims.
The fifth, sixth and seventh sections draw out what we feel to be the most
prominent debates in the literature. We reconstruct these debates as a means of
highlighting the contributions and limitations of the academic treatments studied
therein. The fifth section deals with competing accounts of the primacy of the
consumer: whether Fair Trade is a consumer-led or consumer-dependent
movement. A subsection deals with the related issue of whether Fair Trade
practice is essentially political or ethical in nature. The sixth section concerns the
debate over mainstreaming. The seventh attempts to unpick the debate over
whether Fair Trade can justifiably claim to de-commodify trade.
The approaches represented in these debates are found lacking due to their
partial nature. It is argued instead that Fair Trade be understood as a moral
economy. The eigth and final section of the chapter thus deals with classic and
contemporary understandings of moral economy and presents this thesis’ own
operational definition.
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3.1 Overview of the literature
The term Fair Trade was given currency by Michael Barratt Brown’s Fair Trade in
1993, but it would take until the latter part of the decade for the first academic
studies to emerge. These were primarily producer-side studies, examining the
effect of Fair Trade on producer communities and countries, in disciplines such as
development and geography. This was later broadened to commodity-network or
supply-chain analyses in the disciplines of business studies and political economy.
Consumer-side studies were, and remain, dominated by marketing and business
studies literature, focusing on the marketing and advertising of Fair Trade
organisations (FTOs), or quantitative studies exploring market potential for Fair
Trade goods. Until recently, the sociological literature either focused on ethical
consumerism in a more general sense or consisted primarily of producer-side
studies.9
Indeed, academic literature reviews tend to remark on this paucity. An ESRCfunded project, Fairtrade Consumerism as an Everyday Ethical Practice,
comments on the growing body of literature on ethical consumerism, but the
absence of studies examining the specific ethicality of Fair Trade (Varul, 2006).
In line with their own disciplinary and methodological concerns, most studies
locate Fair Trade as an alternative in the global agro-food system (Renard, 1999)
or to the global market generally (Brown, 1993; Raynolds 2000; Leclair, 2002).
Working within politics and development studies, Fridell (2007a) notes that the
literature tends toward a celebration of sales growth in Fair Trade products but
offers little critical examination of the political-economic impact of Fair Trade or of
the historical context in which it emerged. Morover, few studies use a theoreticallyinformed analysis.
In geography, Bryant and Goodman (2004) make a related complaint that the
study of alternative consumption as a form of commodity culture in and of itself
has been hardly broached, in either political economy or consumer studies. This

Cf. the work of the Centre for Fair & Alternative Trade at the University of Colorado: http://
cfat.colostate.edu/
9
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would in part explain the nature of the sociological literature: Fair Trade may be
treated as a critique of consumer culture but rarely an example of it.
Writing in Sociology, Adams and Raisborough (2008: 1166) restate the lack of
sociological work on Fair Trade: “analysis has largely been left to business studies,
consumer studies and political geograpy” (cf. Cowe & Williams 2000; Goodman
2004; Micheletti 2003). “Most of the existing literature on ethical trade, both critical
and supportive, has focused on the politics of production” (p. 1168), they claim (cf.
Howley, 2006).

3.2 Barratt Brown’s radical reform
As we have seen, alternative trading shifted away from charitable donations and
famine relief towards ‘trade not aid’ over the course of the 1970s. For Barratt
Brown (1993) Fair Trade is but a limited, practical initiative to be understood within
the context of more far-reaching proposals for reform of international trade. In this
regard, Barratt Brown’s contribution is emblematic of Nicholls and Opal’s second
wave of Fair Trade (2005).
Barratt Brown locates the problem both at the level of the global food system
(restricted choice, less-than-pure products, etc.) as well as in the specific
conditions facing farmers in the global South. There, problems such as anti-union
practices on the part of employers and state policies favouring large transnational
corporations (TNCs) abound, as does the predominance of exploitative or parasitic
middlemen (‘coyotes’). Barratt Brown proposes a range of potential reforms,
including the establishment of a Trade Clearing Union using alternative payment
units.
As a way of working towards these more radical reforms, Barratt Brown proposes
an alternative trade network in which partners establish a more equal basis of
exchange between First and Third Worlds. In keeping with the conclusions of the
1987 Brundtland Commission, the author urges the development of these links on
the basis of the existing work of ATOs, “a very different kind of middleman”. ATOs
would “influence consumer demand, not so much towards the product they are
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marketing and away from someone else’s, as towards Third World products as a
whole and, more important, towards a different attitude to international trade
relations” (p.164). Under this proposal, “the aim is to pay as much as possible, not
as little as possible, to the producer, yet at the same time to offer goods on the
market at competitive prices or at prices that are acceptable to consumers
because they know that the extra they pay is going to those who are in need” (p.
163).
Barratt Brown conceives of alternative trade as resting on a change in attitude
among consumers of the First World but also, crucially, on the establishment of
new structures. This is conceived of as trade ‘in and against the market’, a
conceptualisation of Fair Trade which continues to have currency. But remarking
on the Fairtrade Mark, Barratt Brown claims, “alternative trading has found for
itself a niche on the margins of the market”, indicating that Fair Trade, according to
his vision, is but a special application of the alternative trade system, rather than
being synonymous with it. His fear is that “ethical considerations become simply
another normal cost of doing business, which is how some see their business
anyway” (p.183).
While Barratt Brown initiates the study of Fair Trade, he also straddles the period
of transition from alternative to fair trade. Contained within his study are the
emergent tensions with which the later literature is to grapple.

3.3 A typology of Fair Trade tendencies
Gavin Fridell’s study (2007a) divides Fair Trade’s history into a pre- and post-1988
period. The former sees the alternative/fair trade movement focused on achieving
national and international regulation of markets — that is, through state and
intergovernmental institutions — while the latter features the development of the
Fair Trade network, structured around labelling initiatives, with support from
neoliberal institutions and corporations. The theory and practice of the post-1988
period poses questions as to whether the network is opposed or complementary to
neoliberal globalisation.
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Three perspectives exist on Fair Trade today, all of which have adapted to the
post-1988 period. The ‘Shaped Advantage’ (SA) perspective seeks to advance the
interests of Southern producers by enhancing their capacities to engage in the
global market. It is politically Third Way-ist, conceding that neoliberal globalisation
is inevitable; the best alternative is to protect Southern producer communities from
the worst excesses of the market. It recognises the limitations of the concept of
Fair Trade-as-market-niche, but suggests the alternatives are undesireable or
impractical. Advocates of this approach therefore welcome Fair Trade’s
mainstreaming, even if they may lament certain aspects. For them, the crucial
question is the pricing of Fair Trade goods, which must be as high as possible but
not so high as to alienate all but the most committed ethical consumers. Likewise
the Fair Trade message should focus on the plight of the Southern producer, but
not present too radical a statement, which would repel semi-ethical consumers
(Renard, 1999; Leclair, 2002).
The ‘Alternative Globalisation’ (AG) vision is the closest to alternative trade before
its 1990s turn towards the market. However, for AG, the state is no longer seen as
an agent of development. Fair Trade presents an alternative to neoliberal policies
but not the capitalist system itself. Two tendencies exist within AG. Fridell argues
that one section sees itself as representing genuinely free trade, in a neo-Smithian
sense, contra the current neoliberal order that only cynically uses free trade
policies to favour the rich world. Another tendency within AG is the Polanyian
approach that seeks to socially re-embed international trade, so that the market
serves people and not the other way around (Raynolds, 2000; Guthman, 2007).
Like the SA perspective, AG defends the benefits of Fair Trade in protecting
producers from the worst effects of the market, but argues that this is insufficient.
Structural changes are necessary, not just local ameliorative efforts. Though these
two perspectives are not mutually exclusive and often overlap, Fridell notes that
the AG is in fact more reflective of the aims and desires of Fair Trade NGOs and
the wider fair trade movement than is SA. Nevertheless, Fridell maintains that SA
better conforms to existing Fair Trade practice, especially to its increasing
commercialisation through the late-1990s.
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A third perspective presents Fair Trade as a decommodification effort (DC). This
need not be an independent position and is often expressed alongside the other
two. A moderate version of this approach seeks advance certain ethical values and
an educational mission to challenge capitalist or consumer culture, through raising
awareness. The more radical version believes the practice of Fair Trade itself can
challenge the fetishism of commodities and alienation/atomisation. Fair Trade is
held to reveal the conditions of production to Northern consumers and to affirm
non-economic values of cooperation and solidarity (Hudson & Hudson 2003; cf.
Elson 1988).

3.4 Accounting for Fair Trade
Identifying the grounds for Fair Trade in the academic literature is an important
way of understanding their main problematics, as well as sheding light on the
historical context. We can divide these accounts up into two broad sets: objectivist
accounts which tend to stress the conditions which have made Fair Trade
necessary and culturalist accounts emphasising the changed social environment
that has allowed Fair Trade to become a possibility.
Renard’s early study of Fair Trade (1999) is a classic objectivist account, locating
the problem at the level of the agro-food system. She identifies five tendencies:
industrialisation, the concentration of capital and the creation of oligopolies, the
competitive pressure exerted by mass distribution (i.e. supermarkets), increasing
product diversity through the growing importance of demand-led commodity
chains, and questions of quality and its implications (health, ecology,
authenticity...). These globalisation-led developments have created certain
contradictions, allowing for the creation of alternatives in the interstices of
globalisation, aided by new patterns of consumption. Fair Trade is such an attempt
to insert an alternative into the system.
Levi and Linton (2003) locate Fair Trade as a response to the International Coffee
Organisation agreement’s collapse. The eclipse of reformism that neoliberalism
intends means that other solutions are necessary. The inherent difficulties in
unionising coffee workers means boycotts of non-union coffee are impossible. The
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growing specialty coffee market instead presents an opening for the labelling and
certification scheme whereby consumers can buy fairly-traded coffee in preference
to others.
Raynolds also focuses on the coffee market. But rather than see Fair Trade as a
regulatory response to low prices, Raynolds assesses whether Fair Trade can
challenge production and exchange based on ‘abstract market principles’. Fair
Trade offers an opportunity to “re-embed commodity circuits within ecological and
social relations, thus challenging the dominance of conventional price relations in
guiding production and trade conditions” (Raynolds, 2000: 298).
Fridell also notes how globalisation and neoliberal policies create ‘cast offs’.
However, the success of Fair Trade depends on its ability to challenge “the
imperatives of the specifically capitalist global market if it wishes to remain a true
alternative to ‘exploitation-as-usual’” (2003: 2). Fridell’s critique alerts us to the
importance of identifying the precise way in which scholars account for Fair
Trade’s aims: if Fair Trade is conceived of as being a radical alternative to the
market, its commercialisation will bear tensions that may not be resolvable through
the Fair Trade mechanism itself. More moderate, market-based (SA) accounts
meanwhile have no such compunctions.
Micheletti and Stolle’s (2008) account combines elements of objectivist and
culturalist approaches by identifying a combination of extra-market political push
factors (activists forcing reform of corporate globalisation) and intra-market pull
factors (the development of niche markets and entry of new market actors) in
accounting for Fair Trade’s development, and its capacity to perform a regulatory
role in the market.
Laure Waridel’s anti-globalist account Coffee With Pleasure (2002) problematises
the pursuit of growth as an end in itself and the tendency of free trade policies to
erode national sovereignty. At a cultural level, branding represents a form of
‘mental colonisation’. Fair Trade is therefore one strategy that has arisen amongst
the ‘movement of movements’ to oppose the free trade paradigm, rebuild
democracy, and redefine the rights and responsibilities of businesses and
consumers in order to develop a sustainable trading system. However, Fair
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Trade’s labelling initiative represents a lamentable adjustment to the demands of
neoliberal governance: a means of transferring responsibility for trade regulation to
the consumer.
Johnston (2002) emphasises the cultural context, specifically ‘over-consumption’.
Fair Trade could be seen as part of a wider counter-hegemonic projetc. But
oppositional tactics such as culture jamming are rapidly co-opted and rebellion
commodified.10 Lifestyle politics is derided as ‘myopic multiculturalism’. A real
alternative would put forward new political identities which question hyperconsumption in the interest of transnational economic democracy. Fair Trade might
represent such a strategy but like Waridel, Johnston is sceptical of its potential to
live up to these goals.
Hudson and Hudson (2003) share similar problematics with Johnston. The former
attempt to extend Marx’s critique of the fetishism of commodities to Fair Trade,
through which production relations and the relation between humans and nature
can be “deeply inscribed in each supermarket item” (p. 417). Fair Trade is held to
counter the intensified fetishism created by marketing, advertising and longdistance trade. The idea of lifting the veil of production through Fair Trade will be
returned to in section seven.
Varul’s study of ‘ethical selving’ (2009a) combines culturalist and objectivist
aspects. The global market creates the technical possibility for Fair Trade as well
as the cognitive conditions (that is, by allowing for the establishment of a cognitive
chain of causality in the market from the act of consumption to the point of
production). Meanwhile, consumerism as a culture-of-choice opens the space for
the construction of character through consumption. Thus Fair Trade labels can
transmit information about production but can also serve as a means of ‘ethical
selving’ — that is, the construction of the self as an ethical person.
Ethical consumption appears to be opposed to utilitarian and hedonistic
consumption, but in fact it has two dimensions of similarity. First, ethical selving
entails the development of ‘ethical taste’. Experiential ethical consumption is no
See Frank, R. (1998). The Conquest of Cool. Chicago: University of Chicago Press; Heath, J.
and Potter, A. (2005). The Rebel Sell. Chichester: Capstone
10
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different from the experience promised by other brands. At the same time, ethical
consumption exists on a continuum with ‘ordinarily ethical’ consumption. This
concept codifies values (many of which we wouldn’t associate with ethical
consumerism, e.g. ‘thrift’) as an everyday ethic of consumption. So for example,
when a parent shops for the whole family, guided by values such as care and thrift,
they are engaging in ordinarily ethical consumption. Ethical consumption is
different only insofar as it makes its values explicit.
Varul also identifies discursive developments creating the conditions for Fair
Trade. The discourse of justice-in-exchange (such as the idea of just desert for
labour) is mobilised by Fair Trade. Discourses of recognition are also mobilised in
promises of dignity for the producer through ‘trade not aid’. This work is valuable in
presenting a ‘contextual constructionist’ account of Fair Trade. That is, its
reference to context, in particular to political-economic developments, allows us to
understand the historical specificity of Fair Trade. Highlighting the role of ‘ordinarily
ethical’ consumption also avoids an error common to elements of the moral
economy school which portrays modern capitalist markets as entirely free of moral
motivations or justifications (in contrast to pre-modern communities supposedly
bereft of any ‘economising’ behaviour). Ethical consumerism exists instead on a
continuum with other forms of consumerism that bear with them their own values,
even if sometimes these are more latent.
Many of these authors’ work will be returned to in subsequent sections. The point
to note here is that the author’s standpoint has a major bearing on their
assessment of Fair Trade’s potential and limitations. Most approaches have a
partial emphasis on one aspect of Fair Trade and find themselves ultimately
disappointed with other aspects. The ambition should be to develop a perspective
on the ideals, aims and practice of Fair Trade that is able to capture it in all its
contradictions.
!
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3.5 Debating the primacy of the consumer
So how important is consumer reflexivity in Fair Trade practice? What is the
identity of the Fair Trade consumer? And to what extent can Fair Trade
consumerism can be deemed ‘political’?
A commonly-held assumption about Fair Trade is that information-laden Fair Trade
goods, communicating conditions of production in the global South, allow
consumers to act on previously held ethical commitments. For Barnett et al (2005),
“consuming ‘ethically’ is understood in both theory and practice to depend on
processing knowledge and information, and on explicit practices of acknowledged
commitment”. The upshot is that, although ethical consumption practices work in
registers that appear universalistic in their ethical and political commitments,
ethical consumption is actually related to “routines of differentiation, discrimination
and distinction” (p. 28). For the authors, consuming ethically is therefore not as
straightforward as it seems. Like Varul (2009a), Barnett et al do not maintain a
strong distinction between ethical consumption and non-ethical consumption.
Ordinary consumption is also shaped by ethical considerations. What
distinguishes Fair Trade from ‘ordinarily ethical consumption’ is that that the former
is subject to explicit campaigns and re-articulated by policymakers, campaigners
and businesses.
This has two consequences. Firstly, as consumption is a key site for ethical selfformation in the contemporary period, Fair Trade is a means of ‘ethical selving’:
the mediated work of creating oneself as a more virtuous person through practices
that acknowledge responsibility to others, including, but not limited to, practices of
self-display (Varul 2009a). While consumption for ethical or political ends is not
new, Fair Trade is unique in seeking to configure social subjects qua consumers.
The second consequence is that consumer campaigns and organisations, like
FTOs, are the drivers of ethical consumerism in enrolling consumers as citizenconsumers. Rather than mobilise existing ethical commitments and consumer
subjectivities, Fair Trade provides the capability to act (I can) and thereby
articulates an ethical obligation (I ought). Simply put, ‘I can’ suggests that ‘I ought’.
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Goodman (2004) also sees Fair Trade as a consumer-dependent rather than a
consumer-led movement. Activists contribute to the construction of a ‘political
ecological imaginary’, and stimulate markets for the consumption of this imaginary.
In a different vein, Adams and Raisborough (2008) critique the ‘extended reflexivity
thesis’ holding that the reflexive consumer embodies a broad agency in the sphere
of consumption and, in its absolute autonomy, is responsible for the creation of the
ethical consumer. Instead, reflexivity is always embedded or situated in a preexisting cultural or social contexts. Not everyone, everywhere can and should be
an ‘ethical consumer’.
The authors adopt a moral economy analysis demonstrating how specific
discursive devices shape notions of ‘fairness’ that are assumed to be universal.
What is actually at play is the framing and isolating the problems of capitalism in
particular ways, through moral economy discourse. For some, this framing is the
product of particular class dimensions. Adams and Raisborough show (following
Lawler, 2005; Frank, 2003) how the conception of ethical consumption as a project
of selfhood is situated in middle-class anxieties. Lawler (2005) argues that these
anxieties are manifest in a competitive drive to distinguish oneself from the lower
orders. Fair Trade consumption, then, is an act of Bourdieusian distinction. Adams
and Raisborough add that middle-class unease may also sensitise subjects to
inequality/injustice (albeit in a temporary and uneven way); Fair Trade
consumption is thus also motivated by a desire to assuage affluence guilt.
A strongly contrasting view is presented by Micheletti (Micheletti, 2003; Micheletti
and Stolle, 2008). Here the term ‘political consumerism’ is used, pointedly, to
signify the use of the market as an arena for politics, using consumer choice to
change institutional or market practices in a conscious, deliberate way. The
authors distinguish buycotts and boycotts from what is called ‘discursive
consumerism’. Bostrom and Klintman (2008), along similar lines, distinguish these
two dimensions as follows: monetary consumerism refers to consumption
decisions based on political principles, enacted at the point of sale (or non-sale);
discursive consumerism refers to communicative action. In Micheletti’s account,
there is no conflict between the consumer-led conception (emphasising the
reflexivity of consumers) and the activist-led conception (emphasising the political
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strategies of collective organisations); rather they exist on a continuum. Subjects’
pre-existing political commitments can drive them to action — be it through Fair
Trade consumption or by means of political participation in new social movements.
‘Pull’ factors are also relevant however. Micheletti and Stolle suggest that
capitalism has put corporations “into a ‘trap’ of social justice” where they must
change their image and practice “if [the system] is to sustain itself as
capitalism” (Micheletti and Stolle, 2008: 759). This change is premised upon a shift
in power from production to consumption. Not only has this increased the power of
the consumer as an agent of social change, but it has also created conditions in
which corporations must respond to consumer demands. What triumphal accounts
of consumer power miss, the authors argue, “is that capitalism itself through its
market actors and market logic, can be a locus for progressive social change” (p.
764).
Similar in its emphasis on the political rationality of consumer activism, Clarke et al
(2007) argue that Fair Trade does not necessarily enroll people as consumers,
and that Fair Traders do not see themselves primarily as consumers. Rather, they
use consumption to express pre-existing political or ethical commitments. As part
of a critique of the way in which scholars have treated ethical consumers as
“curiously abstract, detached, even placeless actors”, the authors instead claim to
have found no sense of Fair Traders’ belief in abstract ‘consumer power’. The
mainstreaming of Fair Trade is seen as raising awareness and widening of support
for the movement, so that Fair Trade organisation can lobby and speak with
authority in representing ‘the consumer’.
So, in stark contrast to scholars emphasising ethical consumption’s role in ‘ethical
selving’ and identity-construction, Clarke et al depict Fair Trade as more in line
with second and third wave consumer activism (for example, lobbying institutions
in the name of value-for-money, quality, or product safety) which was political in its
strategy and primarily self- rather than other-directed in its ends.
For Low and Davenport (2006) however, this sort of political rationality was lost in
the transformation from ‘alternative’ to ‘fair’ trade; that is, in Fair Trade’s depoliticisation. Its mainstreaming has entailed a dilution of the movement and a loss
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of its radical thrust. Consumers can now buy the product without buying the
message. Problematising the primacy of ‘feeling good’ over ‘doing good’, the
authors call for political rather than ethical consumerism.
This transformation is crucial to undertanding contemporary Fair Trade. As the
ideal subject of Fair Trade changed from the politically-motivated activist to the
atomised ethical consumer, the responsibility for constructing the Fair Trade
narrative fell increasingly to the activist network rather than the consumer. The
subject of Fair Trade is therefore the Fair Trade activist, with the figure of the
ethical consumer being merely the vehicle for the alternative trade mechanism. Of
course, these two roles may be enacted by the same person. But Fair Trade’s
mainstreaming means that the ‘average’ Fair Trade consumer is (in an empirical
sense) not likely to be an activist; a fortiori the mainstreaming model intends that
the Fair Trade consumer not necessarily be politically committed.
One could even go as far as to argue that the Fair Trade or ethical consumer is a
myth (Devinney et al., 2012). Prompted by the failure of surveys to predict ‘ethical’
consumption behaviour, Devinney et al. conclude that ethical consumer as
discursively constructed doesn’t exist. The ethical consumption market is largely
not driven by consumer demand — market expansion for ethical products depends
primarily on their adoption by multinational corporations. The ethical consumer
then is a Barthesian myth, existing to reproduce ideologies.
It is a compelling argument and one which will be returned to in chapter seven. It
seems, however, that however one conceives of the political rationality of Fair
Trade consumers, the responsibility for Fair Trade’s expansion rests elsewhere.
Surely mainstreaming means Fair Trade is necessarily a consumer-dependent
rather than a consumer-led movement? Of course, rather than assert this, one aim
of this study is to investigate how Fair Trade has been discursively constructed
and what its claimsmakers say about the primacy of the consumer.
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3.6 Debating mainstreaming
The debate over mainstreaming was already latent in Michael Barratt Brown’s
work. The fact that Fair Trade is ‘in and against the market’ entails using the
market mechanism but importing values and standards from outside it. This
ambivalence makes even the basic compromise over price (“paying as much, not
as little as possible”, according to Barrat Brown) an agonised issue. For Fridell
(2003), Fair Trade remains constrained by market competition. Irrespective of
cooperation between producers, and between producers and importers, Fair Trade
goods must still compete with normal goods on the market. ‘Fairness’, then,
becomes purely a function of how much Northern consumers are willing to pay.
Goodman (2004) frames the problem not so much in terms of ‘values versus
interests’, but rather in terms of competing values. Questions of product quality
and value-for-money bear with them their own ‘moral economy’. Tension between
‘ordinary’ consumer ethics and Fair Trade ethics mean that Fair Trade can only go
as far at the market will bear. Furthermore, fluctuating coffee prices mean
producers will sell to normal market actors (the maligned ‘middlemen’) if the price
is higher than the Fair Trade minimum price. This is naturally to the consternation
of activists and NGOs: producers who sell to ‘middlemen’ are not subject to the
other assorted ethical standards on which Fair Trade instists. This then raises
questions about the degree of ‘buy-in’ on the part of producers and the degree to
which Fair Trade genuinely represents a ‘partnership’.
For scholars and activists adopting the SA perspective, the correct price is the only
question that really matters. Levi and Linton (2003) propose that Fair Trade
reorient the market towards big institutional buyers so as to maintain bulk sales.
This has the benefit of taking the decision out of the hands of the individual
consumer. This strategy emphasises the consumer-dependent nature of Fair
Trade.
For others, though, this would represent a retrogression; it is precisely the
consumer’s conscious engagement which allows for the creation of affective ties
between consumer and producer. Goodman (2004) stresses Fair Trade’s attempts
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at creating an ‘expansive ethic of care’ by overcoming and shrinking physical,
psychological and cultural distances between North and South. Diminishing the
scope of consumer ethical reflexivity would scupper this effort.
As this indicates, the vagaries of Fair Trade mainstreaming amount to more than
just haggling over price but bring into question Fair Trade’s raison d’être: “the risk
of remaining an island of justice in a sea of exploitation — or worse, being
swallowed up by the sea — is ever present” (Fridell, 2003: 7). Low and Davenport
(2006) enumerate three discourses relating to mainstreaming. ‘Adoption’ suggests
that Fair Trade can become the model for all commerce. A virtuous circle of
mainstream businesses responding to consumer demand, creating new Fair Trade
products and thus bringing in new customers is created and generalised. Fair
Trade becomes the default; selling non-Fair Trade products alongside Fair Trade
(under the guise of ‘providing choice’) loses legitimacy. ‘Assimilation’, on the other
hand, sees the continued mainstreaming of Fair Trade but only as a lucrative
niche. The anti-hegemonic element is removed and commodity fetishism is
perpetuated. Environmental and social qualities of the product remain
subordinated to price competition. The final discourse of ‘appropriation’ entails the
increasing colonisation of the Fair Trade terrain by mainstream corporations.
Consumers become unable to distinguish between Fair and non-Fair Trade
practices and its mission is terminated. This would represent what Renard (2003)
terms ‘clean-washing’ or ‘image laundering’. Low and Davenport (2005a, 2005b)
maintain that ‘assimilation’ remains the dominant discourse today but fear further
loss of Fair Trade’s alternative mission.
Raynolds (2002) depicts the mainstreaming problematic through a conventions
theory approach. Raynolds argues that Fair Trade involves the creation of
alternative knowledge systems as well as alternative commodity networks. These
serve to destabilise neoliberal conventions in which price governs. Fair Trade
draws on domestic conventions relating to trust, place and tradition. ATOs also
build on civic conventions emphasising fairness, equality and global citizenship.
Yet, these conventions are in constant competition with others, as a consequence
of mainstreaming: commercial conventions relating to price and quality; industrial
conventions regarding standards, certifications and inspection; and public
conventions regarding recognition of labels.
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In another study, Raynolds (2009) claims mainstreaming involves a change of
emphasis from partnership to traceability — effectively, a dominance of industrial
conventions over domestic and civic ones. Issues of product quality and
provenance come to dominate the Fair Trade message of ‘a fair deal to small
farmers’. This is evident in the increasing prominence of quality- and market-driven
Fair Trade organisations, over ones driven by commitment to the social mission.
The theory of conventions is best able to conceptualise Fair Trade’s contradictions
through highlighting the overlapping and competing modes of coordination that the
initiative entails. As market and non-market relations have different conceptions of
worth (Boltanski & Thevenot, 2006), a system attempting to work ‘in and against’
the market will naturally entail contrasting and sometimes mutually-incompatible
justifications for action. As Fischer (2004) notes in relation to ideas of the moral
economy, there is a tendency to view the overlapping of social spheres as
corruption or hypocrisy — hence the fraught nature of mainstreaming.
More radical critics take issue not just with Fair Trade’s increasing
commercialisation, but with much of consumer activism itself. For Johnston (2002),
Fair Trade fails to match up to the criteria of an anti-hegemonic movement,
exemplified in three contradictions: consumer sovereignty, lifestyle politics and the
normalisation of overconsumption/underdevelopment. Fair Trade consumerism
tends to reify notions of consumer sovereignty in which ‘free choice’ for the
consumer actually obscures the paucity of political choices available to citizens.
Fair Trade encourages lifestyle politics; the identity of the consumer comes to
dominate that of the citizen. Locating responsibility for global problems at the level
of the consumer tends to individualise social problems, and turn politics away from
collective, pubic solutions. Finally, there is a normalisation of unequal relations in
Fair Trade whereby people ‘over there’ produce for the whims of consumers ‘over
here’. Johnston remarks, with no little irony, that this is “a sugar-coated liberal
vision where everyone has an equal voice, and where global citizenship has
already been achieved. Fair Trade is a development solution where everybody
wins: the first world consumer gets a handcrafted item along with a clear
conscience, while the producers get an improved standard of living” (p. 52).
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The mainstreaming of Fair Trade is not only an attempt to moralise the market, but
is also a marketisation of morals. For Schmelzer (2010), this results in a double
tension. On one side, morality is marketed in the obvious sense that activists
promote an ethical discourse via the market; but morality is also marketised
(commodified) by capitalist corporations. On the other side, Fair Trade attempts to
moralise markets by injecting ethical concerns into consumption decisions; but
Fair Trade is also used to moralise (in the pejorative sense) market activity:
consumers use their ethical shopping behaviour to distinguish themselves from
‘immoral’ consumers.
A third approach, beyond SA and AG, seeks to overcome these contradictions in
mainstreaming by emphasising the political nature of Fair Trade and refusing to
collapse the fair trade movement into the labelling initiative. Barnett et al (2007)
exemplify this position. They portray two equally problematic attitudes to
mainstreaming. The first advances the consumer-citizen as agent of marketchange, acting in the interstices of the global economy as an agent of regulation,
filling the vacuum left by the nation-state. The second sees ethical consumerism
as evidence of the individualisation of political culture, undermining collective
mobilisation. It is held to be less egalitarian than formal representation and it
reproduces the logic of market-driven capital accumulation and the crisis of
democratic representation. The authors argue that the problem common to both
approaches is that they assume that market expansion is the sole strategy of the
fair trade movement. Instead, Barnett et al argue that Fair Trade is not as
individualistic and consumerist as is sometimes portrayed; rather, the act of buying
Fair Trade is tied to a wider range of action such as campaigning, petitions,
protest, boycotting other goods, attending meetings, and so on. “To fully develop
the insight that Fair Trade facilitates participatory forms of social action, the
analytical focus on consumers as agents of fair trade consumption needs to be
displaced”, they contend (p. 588). Compelling though this approach may be in
transcending the amiguities of mainstreaming, research with actual ethical
consumers (specifically Fair Trade shoppers) might indicate a much lesser degree
of participatory political engagement than Barnett et al hope (Varul, 2008b;
Devinney et al, 2010).
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A fourth and final perspective on the mainstreaming question also seeks to get
beyond the SA/AG deadlock. For Varul (2008a), the critique of commercialisation
(the move from solidarity to use-value as motivation for the consumer) misses the
point. The ethical content of Fair Trade is precisely in its commercialisation. What
is distinct about Fair trade compared to other forms of ethical consumption is that
Fair Trade seeks to moralise trade itself (Varul 2008b). The object of Fair Trade
(the market) is also its subject. This is what appears to give the initiative its selfcontradictory character. But Varul’s investigation into the ethical content of Fair
Trade demonstrates its ethicality inheres in the fact of not being charity. Instead,
the ethical content is to be found precisely in mutually-beneficial Smithian trade
relationships between consumer and producer (with the the ‘middleman’ cut out).
Fair Trade promises just reward for producers’ labour. Fair Trade’s
commercialisation in this view does not represent the self-undermining of its
ethical basis.
The neo-Smithian angle is further developed when one considers that Smith’s
moral economy obtained in attitudes to the market (guided by sympathy and
reciprocity) rather than in real social relations. If Fair Trade, irrespective of its
marketisation, can promise a form of just market exchange, then it succeeds.
Aiming for a better grasp of the nature of this moral economy is therefore a
worthwhile endeavour.

3.7 Debating de-commodification
The question of whether Fair Trade is capable of combating commodity fetishism
represents a move beyond the standard political-economic claims of Fair Trade to
introduce a social critique. Hudson and Hudson (2003) have advanced the most
forthright account of this perspective. They argue that, “whereas conventional
commodity exchange brings down differences in the process of production to
equate units of labour, fair trade attempts the opposite, presenting as unequal
what is unequal — the qualities of the labour process and human transformations
of nature” (p. 427). Fair Trade is held to lay bare, or lift the veil of, conditions of
production because “the relationship between producers and importers is based
on entirely different principles than those that give rise to commodity fetishism” (p.
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421). And yet, the authors recognise Johnston’s criticisms (2002) about the
limitations of Fair Trade (i.e. reification of consumer sovereignty and lifestyle
politics; normalisation of North-South inequality). For them, the case for
decommodification rests on Fair Trade’s ability to perform its public education role:
“it its only in fulfilling the potential of its pedagogical function that alternative trade
might break out of its limited, current role as a feel-good conscience cleanser for
the well-to-do Northern consumer” (p. 427).
Goodman (2004) elaborates on the mechanisms through which Fair Trade
consumerism can “remove the veil of the commodity”. There are two moments of
production: the semiotic/discursive, in which meaning is imprinted onto the
commodity, and the socio-material. In the case of the former, Fair Trade enables
the life history of the small farmer to be incorporated into the marketing of a Fair
Trade product. This provides “space for the re-appearance of producers and the
material, social, and economic conditions under which these commodities are
produced” (p. 900). And yet, this making-transparent is confronted by “established
consumer knowledges and marketing iconography full of fetishised meanings
around which Northern consumers can achieve solidarity by helping to save” (p.
902). Thus we are left with a ‘double-fetish’: the removal of the commodity veil (by
revealing relations of production) while at the same time replacing the veil through
the consumed images of indigenous producers, productive nature, and so on. This
is an objectification of the producer and the commodification of difference. Despite
this double fetish, the authors nevertheless pithily maintain that “the
commodification of difference can make a difference” — that the transmission of
knowledge about production is essential to Fair Trade’s success (ibid.).
Lyon (2006) also suggests that the commodification of difference is at play in Fair
Trade. The author worries that the Fair Trade relationship reifies the consuming
Self and producing Other. The connection between the two only operates at a
symbolic level, and only for the Northern consumer. The Southern producer has no
knowledge or interest in the Northern consumer, seeing in Fair Trade only a better
price. Furthermore, Lyon rightly argues that fetishism is not just about masking
production, but about endowing the commodity with a mystical character. Fair
Trade advertising would only increase that fetish.
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One of the earlier empirical works to seize on this tendency is Wright’s content
analysis of Fair Trade advertising (2004). It demonstrates that the Fair Trade
producer doesn’t actually know ‘us’ (the consumer). It is a one-way relationship, in
which the worker is an object, an image to be consumed. In many advertisements,
the ethical case is secondary. This is a way of recuperating pleasurable
consumption from the risk that knowledge about the real conditions of production
would undermine pleasure. The predominant advertising themes, Wright notes,
are the escape to nature, authenticity and fetishised pre-industrial landscapes.
Through this advertising discourse, the producing Other is subsumed by the
product, becoming almost part of the natural world. Citing Spivak, Wright claims
that in Fair Trade advertising, “the subaltern may talk here, but cannot speak” (p.
678). Mobilising Nancy Fraser’s notion of maldistribution and misrecognition,
Wright argues that the cost of redistribution is misrecognition. This is to say, the
cost of redistribution to the global South through Fair Trade is paid through the
increasing consumption of difference, whereby the image of the authentic producer
is commodified.
Along similar lines, Adams and Raisborough (2008) introduce a domestic class
dimension to the debate. We have already discussed the authors’ location of Fair
Trade in middle-class anxiety, but they go further in arguing that Fair Trade
represents a ‘politics of proximity’. It is a psychosocial ‘reaching beyond’ (of the
domestic/national sphere) towards the Southern producer. This is a connection to
the other working class, the deserving poor ‘over there’ which is construed as
benign and hard-working, against which the reflexive project of the consumer can
take place. The subtext, in the case of the middle-class Fair Trade consumer, is
that the Southern worker is deserving and not culpable for their poverty, while the
proximate Other — the domestic working class — deserves what it gets. It is “the
romanticisation of a distant working-class that acts as an important symbolic and
affective corollary in the overall discursive production of middle-class
distinction” (p. 1179).
Varul’s work also endorses the view that decommodification efforts tend to result in
a romantic commodification (cf. Campbell 1987) of the Southern producer, through
the use of distance and authenticity. Reflecting on Frank’s (2003) query as to
where the workers are in worker-consumer alliances, Varul notes that the few
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attempts at creating Fair Trade for the benefit of Northern workers has failed.
American Apparel tried, but quickly realised they had to create a ‘Fourth World’
image to sell, by conjuring images of sweatshop-like factories employing illegal
labour in the US. Solidarity-through-consumption could not be achieved between
middle-class consumers and the domestic working-class. As Varul argues in
‘Consuming the Campesinos’ (2008b), the consumer-producer relationship that
Fair Trade is meant to generate is a deeply unequal one. The Southern producer
must be a simple producer and nothing else. To complete the circle of market
recognition (in a Smithian sense) one needs to sell one’s commodity and then go
on to consume. But “because Fair Trade fails to achieve consumerism in the Third
World, it fails to do what was intended by the move from aid to trade: to establish
producers’ dignity on the basis of utilitarian, selfish market recognition, rather than
pity and charity” (p. 664).
Instead, the notion of ‘fairness’ in Fair Trade, argues Varul, is drawn from the
grammar of the market itself. The ‘fair’ price paid to the producer is never fixed or
given determinate criteria. Fair Trade’s floor price is based loosely on the costs
necessary for production and reproduction, plus that needed for Fair Trade
standards-compliance. ‘Fair’, contends Varul, is based on an unacknowledged
assumption that the global market functions (or should function) like a domestic
regulated market in the North. The fact that international trade does not conform to
this model should normally prompt moves to regulate international trade (as was
the case pre-1988). In the absence of that, consumer initiatives seek to perform a
regulatory role, drawing the conception of fairness from their own economic
habitus. The assumption behind Fair Trade, therefore, is that economic relations of
production in the North are fair.
Fridell (2003) criticises Waridel (2002) for these same assumptions. Waridel
emphasises that the existence of labour regulations in the North means Fair Trade
initiatives would be unnecessary in the case of Northern workers. Fridell argues
this ignores the reality of the world market and that neoliberal onslaughts against
Northern workers impact on what can be demanded by workers in the South.
Ultimately, we might suggest, Fair Trade’s critique of the market is very partial,
sometimes vauge and contradictory, and often of an exclusively moral nature.
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3.8 Fair Trade as a moral economy
Fair Trade’s ambiguity, its position ‘in and against the market’, means there is a
clear dischord between Fair Trade’s developmental impact and its broader moral
and political objectives. As Fridell (2007a) argues, this is best captured by the
concept of an (international) moral economy. Following EP Thompson’s work
(1971) on food riots in 18th century England, ‘moral economy’ is not a politically
developed concept, but nor is it apolitical. Rather it is a pre-political notion, one
upheld by a paternalistic tradition of guaranteeing fairness in case of market
failure.
To profit from others’ necessities was held to be immoral; prices were maintained
at a customary level in times of crisis, irrespective of limited supply. The threat of
food riots from below maintained this arrangement. But in the 19th century, the old
political economy of provision was superceded by the ‘natural’ self-equilibrating
market, one supposedly bereft of any moral considerations.
For Fridell, this notion is illuminating when considering Fair Trade: it takes
advantage of ethical market niches in the North to construct a new type of moral
economy which crosses national boundaries and reasserts the ‘right to live’ over
the profit-motive, and against the competitive and ethically-impoverished culture of
capitalism. In the 18th century this was instituted the interests of poor consumers;
in its 21st century guise, it exists to aid poor producers. While the threat of riots
does not enfore market adherence to Fair Trade today, that role is taken up by
activist and consumer pressure. And instead of paternalistic (quasi-)feudal elites,
in their place we have image-conscious multinational corporations. As Trentmann
(2007) elaborates, modern society is depicted as a demoralising system in which
commerce, individualism, and instrumental action replace custom, sympathy, and
reciprocity. Postindustrial ethical consumerism appears to restore a moral
dimension lost in the transition from preindustrial to industrial society.
Fridell is conscious of the limits to the creation of a moral economy through Fair
Trade. The network’s corporatisation and non-statist vision means Fair Trade’s
alternative vision has likely come to an end. Market imperatives “have eroded, and
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will likely continue to erode, the fair trade programme over time” (2007a: 286).
Nevertheless, the question of what sort of moral economy is communicated by
Fair Trade is what interests us. As intimated above, Fridell (2007b) depicts Fair
Trade’s conception of the market as a place of opportunity, and of capitalism not
as a set of social relations, but as an attitude towards commerical exchanges.
Social or economic problems are thus caused not by a social system but by
“unscrupulous agents” or the “distortion of the market” (Fairtrade International,
cited in Fridell, 2007b). The moral economy approach shows how specific
discursive devices shape a vision of ‘moral economy’ by framing and isolating
problems of capitalism in particular ways (Adams & Raisborough, 2008).
Andrew Sayer, who has made important contributions to debates on moral
economy and its relation to consumerism, defines moral economy briefly as “the
refraction of economic exchange through moral norms and sentiments” (cited in
Adams & Raisborough, 2008: 1170). This has a more dialectical conception,
though, as: “the study of the ways in which economic activities, in the broad sense,
are influenced by moral-political norms and sentiments, and how, conversely,
those norms are compromised by economic forces; so much so in some cases
that the norms represent little more than legitimations of entrenched power
relations” (Sayer, 2000: 80). By this definition, all economies — not just pre- or
non-capitalist ones — are moral economies.
‘Moral economy’, then, should be the most appropriate lens through which to
apprehend the apparently mutually-contradictory discourse and practice of Fair
Trade. To put it simply: it is our hypothesis that Fair Trade discourse
communicates a moral economy frame.
Moral economy has two aspects. As Sayer (2000) puts it, ‘moral economy’ is to be
used as ‘history’ is: both as the object of study as well as a kind of inquiry. Booth
(1994) goes further in elaborating three dimensions of moral economy. The
institutional dimension pertains to the historical account of two classes of
economic regime (the idea that, in pre-modern times, economic relations are
embedded in, and governed by, non-economic relations). The explanatory
dimension refers to the debate over the way market and non-market societies are
to be understood (for example, the idea that pre-modern societies cannot be
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explained with modern economic concepts). Finally, the normative dimension is
the foundation of a critique of modernity based on properties of pre-capitalist
societies. This can be understood as a form of romantic anti-capitalism or as an
instance of the ‘artistic critique’ of capitalism (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2006).
Booth’s distinctions may however be problematic, in light of Sayer’s work on the
subject. Booth arguably concedes too much to the notion that pre-modern equals
moral while modern equals amoral. It is not as if all non-capitalist economies are
governed exclusively by moral norms. Nor is there such a thing as ‘normal’
capitalism. Capitalist economies can also be seen as the product of certain cultural
legacies and forms of ‘embedding’.
We of course recognise that capitalist socities are the product of a disembedding
of the economy from, for example, particularist kinship or ethnic ties, as classic
social theory emphasises.11 But there is no contradiction in simultaneously holding
that there are social modes of regulation that “stabilise modes of economic
calculation and norms of economic conduct” (Jessop, 2000: 218) or which run
society “as an adjunct to the market” (Polanyi, 1944, cited in Sayer, 2004: 4). The
point here is simply that there there are varieties of capitalism (cf. Crouch &
Streeck, 1997) and that one cannot totally abstract economy from cultural and
social aspects. This is what it is meant when we say that all economies are in
some sense moral economies.

3.8.1 Classical approaches to moral economy
Before we go on to specify our operational definition of moral economy, we must
elaborate the four classical approaches to moral economy, as it applies to Fair
Trade. We have already presented the first, introduced by Fridell (2007a, 2007b),
which draws from EP Thompson’s work and asserts the right-to-live over market
imperatives.

11

The idea — from the 19th century onwards — is that capitalism requires the displacement of
moral and traditional norms by market forces and capitalist competition. The economy gains
autonomy from actors’ intentions and becomes dis-embedded (Polanyi), or ‘works behind the
backs’ of actors (Marx), or becomes decoupled from the lifeworld (Habermas), or elevates
instrumental rationality (Weber). (Sayer, 2004)
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The second approach draws from the Polanyian tradition (Guthman, 2007;
Watson, 2006; Goodman, 2004). Karl Polanyi’s The Great Transformation ([1944]
1957) makes two claims about modernity: that the economy becomes
disembedded (an autonomous sphere goverened by its own laws); and that this
disembedded economy presses outwards, integrating other spheres of society.
This movement produces a counter-response from society that Polanyi terms the
‘double movement’; a sort of action-reaction model. Fair Trade could be seen as
an instance of social protection, a movement of self-protection against the
dehumanising effects of the market.12
Guthman (2007) discusses Fair Trade labelling as just such an instance, but
criticises it for reproducing several aspects of neoliberal governance. So while
labels may seek to protect against the market, they are also implicated in the
neoliberal creation of new (regulated) markets where none previously existed.
Watson (2006) focuses on what Polanyi terms ‘economising’ behaviour — the
idealised form of buying and selling consistent with neoclassical economics. Fair
Trade is held to counter this sort of behaviour, by challenging the dominant form of
socialisation within a market economy. Watson nevertheless echoes many
criticisms introduced above about the creation of a ‘double fetish’ and the hazards
of Fair Trade’s insertion into mainstream markets. But — and this is crucial — the
fact that Fair Trade may not match up to the normativity of moral economy
advocates need not bring into question the project of analysing Fair Trade as a
moral economy. As noted, ‘moral economy’ can be used for normative evaluation
just as it can be a mode of inquiry. It is the latter, as applied to Fair Trade’s social
construction, that interests us.
A third moral economy approach draws from Adam Smith (Fridell 2007a; Watson
2007). Fair Trade is an attempt to create a more pure and just market,
approaching that depicted in the Wealth of Nations, as against the corruptions and
inequality of contemporary international trade. In line with Smith’s Theory of Moral
12

The modern state can be seen as embodying this double movement. It simultaneously creates or
sustains capitalist markets while providing social protection against the destruction wreaked by the
market. We could posit an analogous situation with Fair Trade’s moral economy: it seeks to provide
protection against the market (e.g. floor price for producers) while simultaneously sustaining the
market through the creation of new consumer niches, and providing moral norms to govern this
new market.
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Sentiments (1984), Fair Trade urges the development of ‘sympathy’ through an
imaginative act wherein partners in market exchange place themselves in the role
of the ‘impartial spectator’. Justice prevails when harm is ruled out through an
imaginative accord between parties. Fair Trade’s authentic relationships between
Northern consumers and Southern producers, as mediated through the
information conveyed in the Fairtrade label, would thus be a neo-Smithian moral
economy.13 Watson, though, critiques this attempt for being one-sided: the
Southern producer has no way of reciprocating; the mutuality that the Smithian
perspective insists upon is not achieved.
A final moral economy approach draws on the anthropology of Marshall Sahlins
and Marcel Mauss, specifically concerning gift-giving. According to Fisher (2007),
Fair Trade features the introduction of the gift into market exchange (through
higher prices and the social premium), characterised by long-term, meaningful and
personal relationships, and real or symbolic connections to the producer.
However, the emphasis on gift-giving tends to an elision between ‘the gift’, the
historical past, and non-Western societies such that, when placed into a modernist
narrative of progress, gift-giving is presented as the Other to modern Western
societies. Fair Trade would, in this view, represent a ‘return’ to that gift-giving
community, building on the basis of peasant cooperatives in the global South and
alternative trade organisations in the North (Simpson & Rapone, 2000). While this
approach may have appeal for activists, this has no analytical value. For Fischer,
anthropology has moved beyond this analogy of ‘moral : pre-modern; amoral :
modern’. Anthropologists have shown how morality obtains in modern commodity
exchange as well — just as how aspects of ‘economising’ behaviour are to be
found in pre-capitalist societies.
This broader point is demonstrated in Frank Trentmann’s study of moral
economies of food before Fair Trade (2007). Fair Trade is held to be a novel
example of consumers enacting ‘caring at a distance’, only possible through
See Winch, D. (1978) on the notion that there are not two Adam Smiths — that of Wealth of
Nations and that of Theory of Moral Sentiments — but one alone: his moral philosophy and
economic theory were part of the same project. Smith’s approach does not separate moral
considerations from economic ones but sees them together, so that, for example, free trade is
informed by a moral sensibility, rather than purely by amoral calculation, as certain caricatures of
Smith have it. Adam Smith's Politics, Cambridge: Cambridge University
13
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contemporary ‘ethical consumerism’. And yet, for example, the Buy Empire Goods
campaign of the 1920s-1940s mobilised notions of a moral community of
metropolitan housewives and White dominion producers at the point of
consumption, in the interest of sustaining British imperialism. This approach may
be less universalistic in its appeal, depending as it does on a racial and nationalist
conception of community, but it is a moral economy nonetheless. This protectionist
vision had in fact displaced an older moral vision, operative from the 1840s to
1910s, of free trade. Free trade is held by some Fair Trade activists to be amoral
(even immoral), and yet at the time, free trade was a “genuinely popular ideology”
tied to the “Christian ethics of the Golden Rule” (Trentmann, 2007). Accordingly,
free trade was not just an impersonal, utilitarian and instrumental sytem, but a
moral one too.
Moral economy, therefore, obtains in many different socio-historical contexts and
not just in pre-modern or non-Western ones. We can note here the parallels with
the notion of ‘ordinarily ethical consumption’. That concept likewise serves to
displace, or at least blur the lines of, the dichotomy between rationalised, selfinterested, amoral and possibly unethical consumption/trade on the one hand, and
caring, other-oriented, ethical consumption of the moral economy on the other.
The point here is not to claim that ethical consumerism — and Fair Trade — is not
a novel phenomenon to be studied in its historical specificity. It is. Nor is it to
diminish the analytical place afforded to capitalism as an historically novel social
system based around commodity production and exchange. Certain
anthropological approaches are indeed wont to do so in their emphasis on the
social embeddedness of economic behaviour even in bourgeois/market society.
The point is rather that supposedly rational, self-interested economic behaviour, in
modern capitalist societies, is often coded in the language of morality, and that
morality or ethics serve as justificatory mechanisms to explain and give meaning
to action or to a certain social order.
Our overarching interest here is thus what role Fair Trade, as a vision of a moral
economy, plays in justifying institutions and practices. Scholarly social scientific
treatments have until now tended to adopt one of the three perspectives (SA, AG,
DC) identified by Gavin Fridell. Different aspects of Fair Trade practice have
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appeared contradictory in the eyes of each of these approaches, precisely
because of Fair Trade’s multifaceted nature (a social movement, a network, an
alternative market, a consumer initiative...) and its paradoxical position ‘in and
against the market’. Those studies that have tried to work through and advance
the ‘moral economy’ perspective have taken a normative approach, analysing how
Fair Trade practice fails to match up to whichever moral economy tradition they
have adopted.
Our concern is an analytical one regarding the moral economy frame advanced by
the Fair Trade discourse. The questions which pose themselves, then, are as
follows: Does Fair Trade have a moral economy framing, as the history of the
movement and the literature suggest we should find? If so, what is Fair Trade’s
moral-economic framing and vision? What has been the process through which
this has been constructed? And what does the Fair Trade discourse communicate
about the nature of society and economy?

3.8.2 An operational definition of moral economy
We should specify here precisly what we mean by moral economy framing. There
are logically three parts to this: moral, economy and frame. Here we follow the
work of Andrew Sayer (2000, 2003, 2004), who in turn draws from the various
classical moral economy traditions already discussed (Polanyi, Smith, Thompson,
Sahlins/Mauss...). Sayer proposes the most universal conception of moral
economy. We hold that this is the one which can best be operationalised for our
purposes.
For economy, we mean all forms of provisioning, including those taking place
outside a cash economy. This is all formal and informal activity involving
production, distrubution and exchange and consumption. Markets are important
but are only one part of economy, only one mode of coordinating economic activity.
Capitalism is therefore not to be reduced to ‘the market’ — even if at times we do
use the metonym to mean (capitalist) economy.
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Morality is likewise loosely defined, so that it is equivalent to ethics.14 Norms,
values and dispositions regarding behaviour that affects others is considered as
belonging to the category ‘morality’. Fundamentally, ‘moral’ refers to any claim or
conception of ‘the good’. So that this does not becomes too all-encompasing, we
recognise that not all behaviour is brought under the umbrella of morality. Much is
guided by convention, by discursive constructions or by interests and power
(Sayer, 2004). Our concern here is with lay normativity: what people believe about
the way things should be. This is an important topic of interest precisely because it
matters to people. In the following chapter, we will discuss an analogous idea, that
of common-sense knowledge — what ordinary people know about the world and
how that comes to be constructed. In studying Fair Trade, we wish to discover
what are the lay or commonsense norms or values guiding economic behaviour in
this particular area.
The notion of framing is useful in drawing attention to particular areas. Following
Callon (1998), framing allows us to see which activities are enabled by excluding
certain influences and possibilities. Framing draws our attention to what is inside
at the exclusion of what is outside. A moral economy frame is therefore a means of
drawing attention to the particular values governing or governed by economic
activity.
Another way of putting this is to say that any regularised economic activity involves
a partition between normative matters which are settled and those which are
unresolved and up for contestation or negotiation.15 Moral economy framing is a
14

Russell Keat (2004) makes a distinction between morality and ethics, drawing from political
theory and philosophy. Morality refers to “claims about the rules which should govern people’s
relationships with one another, the proper limits on their pursuit of their own interests, the principles
upon which income, wealth or opportunity should be distributed amongst them, and so on” (p. 5).
Ethics is about what the ‘good’ consists in: “what would constitute a ‘life worth living’, what would
contribute to their well-being or flourishing or fulfilment, what it would be best for them to pursue as
goals or ends, and so on” (p. 6).
However, Keat concedes that in ordinary language this meaning of ethics is rarely distinguished
from ‘morality’, especially in phrases such as ‘business ethics’ or ‘professional ethics’, which in a
technical sense would refer to morality. These phrases are especially relevant to our investigation
(is not ‘ethical consumerism’ more often than not ‘moral consumerism’?), but given the widespread
popular elision between the two terms, we will likewise not make distinction between them, unless
the material calls for differentiation to be made.
15

Sayer (2004) takes the example of property rights in a capitalist economy as a settled matter: we
accept that capitalists own not just the means of production, but also the product. On the other
hand, something like the commodification of genetic code, for example, is highly contested.
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means for claimsmakers to put into question economic activity and thereby make a
claim about ‘the good’.
Does Fair Trade discourse do this? How does Fair Trade make use of a moral
economy frame? What claims does it make about the economy? And what do
these claims — if successfully institutionalised as a social construct — say about
our contemporary society?
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4 Constructing Social Problems

This chapter introduces the philosophy behind the method we will apply to the
study of Fair Trade as a social problems activity. The first section lays out the
difference between so-called objective and subjective approaches to social
problems and justifies our adoption of the latter. The following section explains the
development of constructionist sociology and discusses its epistemological and
ontological features. Section three demonstrates how constructionist sociology has
been applied to the study of social problems. The fourth section debates the
limitations of so-called ‘strict’ constructionism and opts for a potentially less
epistemologically ‘pure’ approach, but one which is judged to be more useful and
productive: contextual constructionism. The fifth section deals with the social
problems process itself and the study of rhetoric required to reconstruct this
process. The following concepts, amongst others, are explored: claimsmakers, the
rhetorical features of a claim (grounds, warrants, conclusions), framing, and social
problem ownership. The sixth and final section, anticipating the following chapter’s
discussion of the qualitative media analysis method, discusses the role and
importance of the mass media in social problems construction.

4.1 Objective and subjective approaches to social problems
What do we mean when we ask, ‘what sort of moral economy is communicated by
Fair Trade?’ Two issues are brought into view: the role of communication and that
of construction. We are asking how something that we think we are familiar with,
Fair Trade, has come to be defined the way it has and what the communicative
process is by which it has been established. Process is therefore another keyword.
We have already seen how Fair Trade entails a questioning of the nature of trade
relationships, development, and consumer behaviour. It problematises certain
conditions and labels them social problems. Fair Trade can be seen as a ‘social
problems activity’ whereby it defines certain conditions as problematic and
suggests solutions for it.
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We are interested, in this thesis, in understanding the ways in which Fair Trade as
a social problems activity constructs a view of the world. So rather than examine
how Fair Trade works or the problems it seeks to remedy as objective conditions,
we instead focus on what may be termed the ‘subjective’ aspect of the problem.
This may seem counterintuitive. Would it not be more obvious to describe and
analyse Fair Trade’s objective characteristics — as a social movement, trade
network or development initiative? The constructionist approach is directed at the
‘subjective’ aspect of social problems. Instead of examining objectively troubling
conditions and seeking to offer an explanation for how and why they occur, the
‘subjective’ approach attempts to describe how some conditions come to be
conceived of as social problems, and to account for how they are constructed or
‘put together’ (Clarke, 2001: 3).
The objective approach to social problems can be termed realist or naturalist,
while the subjective can be labelled constructionist, nominalist or interpretivist.
Henceforth, we will dispense with the subjective/objective labels because they are
too loaded. Both approaches take into account the subjectivity of actors. Likewise,
both approaches consist of objective descriptions and analyses of social
phenomena, and are thus amenable to empirical research. We prefer to
distinguish the approaches by contrasting constructionist to naturalist approaches
to social problems.
The naturalist perspective originated in the 19th century. Victorian reformers’ study
of empirically observable social phenomena, such as poverty, was put to the
service of social reform. Rather than social problems being conditions to be
endured, they came to appear resolvable through scientific study and rational
human intervention. Early approaches tended to make use of biological metaphors
whereby social problems were understood as defects, degenerations or
pathologies of the social body.
The legacy of this early approach is visible in early 20th century American studies
which focused on social pathology or disorganisation (Clarke: 2001). Troubling
conditions were depicted as deviations from social norms requiring explanation.
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This perspective then bred several approaches such as value-conflict, deviant
behaviour, and labelling theories, which gradually began to pay more attention to
the categories through which social problems are understood; that is, to the
‘subjective’, or socially constructed, aspect.
Naturalist approaches can be distinguished by their level of analysis. So, a
‘troubling condition’ can be located at the individual level, prompting studies in the
disciplines of biology or psychology. Sociological approaches would locate and
analyse problems at either the micro-social level of interaction between individuals
and groups, at the meso-social level examining specific social patterns, institutions
or geographical locale, or at the macro-social level of structures and social
dynamics (Clarke, 2001).
Ultimately, however, all naturalist approaches to social problems share a basic
epistemological and ontological bias; they take the existence of the social problem
in question for granted. The social problem itself is their starting point and
knowledge about it is to be gained through study of objective conditions. To return
to Fair Trade as a means of example, the naturalist approach might study the
behavioural patterns of ethical consumers or poor peasants’ development
prospects or the structure of global trade arrangements for a particular commodity.
Although the naturalist approach has historically been dominant, it has a number
of limitations. As Joel Best notes, textbooks on social problems traditionally make
little mention of social problems in a general sense after the introductory chapter.
Instead, the focus is on specific, discrete conditions. Little attempt is made to
move beyond this fragmented approach to explain social problems in general.
How, for example, would a study on the objective condition of crime help to
illuminate that of sexism, or say anything more critical about how society works?
(Best, 2001: xvii).
This failure of abstraction is inherent to naturalist or objectivist conceptions.
Assumption of the existence of conditions has meant scholars have not sought to
unite various problems as ‘social problems’. As a consequence there has been
little development of a theory of social problems (Best, 2004). Additionally, the lack
of focus on the process of social problems has meant a failure to identify or
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explain changes in social problems over time, or the way in which social problems
appear and disappear as the focus of public attention.
These criticisms of naturalist approaches originate with Becker’s (1963) critique of
social deviance approaches of the time. Deviance studies looked at the “infraction
of some agreed-upon rule”, leading scholars to analyse “who breaks the rules, and
to search for the factors in their personalities, and life situations that might account
for the infractions” (Becker, 1963: 8). But deviance and normality are not
unproblematic categories, they are context-specific. The contention of
constructionism is that sociology should instead ask who makes the rules.
Deviance is subjective — the deviant is someone to whom the label ‘deviant’ has
been successfully applied — and so the focus should be on the process by which
this comes to be.
As Clarke points out (2001), Becker illustrates the importance of definition and
how this process is contested; how it is ideological. After all, the process of
defining social problems affects government and politics, and also serves to
prevent other definitions from coming to prominence; it may obscure other, equally
important issues. Thus our concern here is precisely with the so-called ‘subjective’
process. We seek to explore the way in which conditions come to be seen as
problematic. How does claimsmaking about a social problem constitute the
(discursive) practice of Fair Trade itself?

4.2 The development of social constructionism
Just as naturalist approaches to social problems are not monolithic but
comprehend various theoretical orientations and levels of analysis, so the
constructionist approach also has different aspects. Clarke (2001) attests to two
strands of social constructionism: that which draws its resources from Marxism
and the other influenced by poststructuralist thought. The former places emphasis
on questions of power, domination and legitimacy, specifically looking at how
discourse sustains power relations; the latter focuses on the production of
knowledge and social reality itself; that is to say, how power is produced through
discourse.
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To gain a richer understanding of the approaches falling under the constructionist
umbrella, it is important to grasp its historical development, beginning with one of
the original statements of the constructionist approach, Berger and Luckmann’s
The Social Construction of Reality (1966).
The authors seek to develop a sociology of knowledge as a part of the empirical
discipline of sociology; that is, of the concrete problem of how one goes about
studying social knowledge. This is contrasted to philosophical problems about the
fundamentals of knowledge (p. 26). The practical tasks of the sociology of
knowledge are to ask how notions have come to be taken for granted in one time
or place, and not in another, and how this reality is maintained or not maintained
(Berger & Luckmann, 1966: 15). The ‘knowledge’ in question is not philosophical
knowledge but that which people hold in everyday, non- or pre-theoretical life. That
is to say, the sociology of knowledge Berger and Luckmann propose urges
researchers to address common-sense knowledge rather than ‘ideas’. The
conception of moral economy communicated by Fair Trade is not to be discovered
through intellectual history (studying the history of published theoretical knowledge
on the subject) but through the study of what participants say about an issue.
The analytical spotlight is thus focused on communication. Constructionism
understands society not as a collection of physical facts but as a matrix of
meaning (Clarke, 2001). Reality cannot be grasped directly, in an unmediated
fashion. How something is named, placed and located in society affects our
understanding of, and action towards, it. This matrix of meaning is created by a
system of signs, the most important of which is language. For Berger and
Luckmann (1966), language is an essential constituent of the reality of everyday
life and a common-sense apprehension of that reality. The study of the
construction of social problems is therefore also to be a study of the language
used to categorise its objects.
Lest the impression be given that social constructionism is merely about the play
of signs and language, Berger and Luckmann emphasise the institutionalisation of
social constructs and the competitive process over this institutionalisation. Our
interest is not in some ethereal communicative realm apart from the ‘real world’.
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On the contrary, representations of the world become institutionalised and made
concrete. It is the fact that the institutionalised world comes to be experienced as
objective reality that makes necessary the constructionist approach. Even though
social actors can be involved in the co-creation of reality, it most often happens
‘behind the backs’ of participants. This external facticity of socially-constructed
institutions is achieved through a process called objectification (or alternatively,
reification).
However, even if institutions come to be taken for granted, a process is still
required to generate assent, or legitimacy, for them. For the authors, legitimation is
a sort of second-order objectivation of meaning; it makes the first-order meanings
“objectively available and subjectively plausible”. It “justifies the institutional order
by giving a normative dignity to its practical imperatives” (Berger & Luckmann,
1966: 137). The picture that emerges is one in which social reality is actually the
product of a human process of defining the world and seeking legitimacy for those
definitions.
The need for legitimation suggests that not all social constructs are automatically
accepted. There is contestation over meaning and definition. The maintenance of
certain definitions at the expense of others is achieved because they come to be
embodied. Specific individuals or groups can be the bearers and definers of social
realities. The question is raised, in relation to social problems, not just of ‘what’,
but of ‘says who?’ Inquiry into social problems requires not just a study of the
objective condition, but also a study of who is defining the condition as a social
problem. What reality do they present? Who are they? What are their interests?
Competition over different knowledge claims may sometimes happen at a
theoretical level, between experts. Ultimately though, knowledge claims are
validated socially and not empirically. That is to say, they must have some popular
appeal and resonance. A social construct is not merely the arbitrary result of a
process of meaning-creation, as if the simple act of labelling and categorising by
various individuals and groups accidentally results in a specific reality. On the
contrary, it is the product of groups achieving legitimacy for their particular
conception of reality. While constructions can be contingent, the process is not
random. Indeed, once a certain definition achieves a degree of legitimacy, the
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process of social reproduction may entrench it further. For example, those who
have control over an important part of the socialisation process — say, the national
education curriculum — have the ability to solidify meanings and definitions that
were previously contested.
Human subjects are of course not passive recipients of social constructions by
claimsmakers. The social construction of reality is a two-way process. It is neither
the arbitrary consequence of multitudinous definitions, nor is it the imposition by
the powerful of a certain ‘truth’. “Since society exists as both objective and
subjective reality, any adequate theoretical understanding of it must comprehend
both these aspects… these aspects receive their proper recognition if society is
understood in terms of an ongoing dialectical process of externalisation,
objectivation and internalisation” (Berger & Luckmann, 1966: 149).
But what of the reality of social problems, the objective conditions? Even if one
accords some importance to the process of knowledge-formation, are we
ultimately guilty of “not taking social problems seriously”? (Clarke, 2001). This
would be to misunderstand the meaning of constructionism. It rarely denies the
reality of the outside world. But the ‘reality’ is whose name the critics speak can
often be the very reification of a previous struggle over definition and meaning.
Constructionism’s contribution is to draw our attention not just to language but to
the role of power and its implication in the contestation over meaning.

4.3 The constructionist approach to social problems
Prior to the publication of Spector and Kitsuse’s Constructing Social Problems
([1977] 2001), sociological attention to definitions of social problems had always
been embedded in analyses of objective conditions. So while Spector and Kitsuse
were not the first to examine how social problems come to be defined, they were
the first to develop it as an independent approach, amenable to empirical
elaboration, in which objective conditions were not central. The observable data of
claims are as legitimate an object of study as any other that occupies social
scientists (Spector & Kitsuse, 2001: 22).
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In developing a formal method for the constructionist study of social problems,
Spector and Kitsuse urge us to “examine how individuals and groups become
engaged in collective activities that recognise putative conditions as problems, and
attempt to establish institutional arrangements” (p. 72). This is opposed to studying
how certain institutional arrangements produce conditions, as per naturalist
approaches. The individuals and groups in question — claimsmakers — should be
the central interest of sociologists. We are to examine the interaction between
claimsmakers and others regarding the definition of social conditions and what
should be done about them.
Thus social problems are not conditions themselves, but instead must be seen as
a kind of activity. If a social problem is seen as a condition, then how are we to
answer the question as to why the condition is understood as problematic? This
tends to result in either a numerical approach (x is a social problem when y
number of people define it as such) or relies on predetermined definitions (if a
condition fits criteria x,y,z marking it out as problematic, then the condition is a
social problem). The former approach is necessarily arbitrary, while the latter is
often tautological. Instead, seeing social problems as an activity allows the
claimsmakers themselves to do the defining, and not the observer. Spector and
Kitsuse thus define social problems as “the activities of those who assert the
existence of conditions and define them as problems” (p. 74). To clarify by means
of an example, the sociology of work is the study of wherever or however people
work — of all those involved in a category: work. Likewise, social problems are the
“activities of individuals or groups making assertions of grievances and claims with
respect to some putative conditions” (p. 75).
Thus, when we say we intend to analyse Fair Trade as a social problem, we do not
mean that we are bringing into question Fair Trade as a (putative) condition, about
which claims are made. Rather, we are examining Fair Trade as the activity of
claimsmaking with regard to conditions in the world. It is this interactive process of
claimsmaking and its reception that concerns us.
But who are the claimsmakers? Does anyone, saying anything, anywhere, about
Fair Trade qualify? Spector and Kitsuse emphasise that claimsmakers are not to
be identified by an ascriptive set of criteria but by the interactional setting in which
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claims are made. Venue is thus crucial in determining which claims we study and
which we do not, what is relevant and what isn’t. The concern of this study is the
construction of Fair Trade in the news media. A doctor in a clinical setting, making
an offhand remark about drinking Fairtrade tea, would therefore not be relevant to
the process we are studying.
Spector and Kitsuse’s first programmatic statement of constructionism succeeded
in shifting social problems research away from the previously dominant normative
or functionalist paradigm. According to the latter, conditions or behaviours that
supposedly impeded society’s norms, goals or proper functioning were the object
of study. The functionalist approach rested on defining society as a system so that
social problems would be defined — and thus examined and proven — as being
dysfunctional to the system, whereas the normative approach was based on an
assumption of shared social standards which the social problem supposedly
violated. In either case, however, it was the values of the sociologist which were
being brought to bear in defining a condition as a ‘problem’ (Spector & Kitsuse,
2001).
Instead, Spector and Kitsuse built on more phenomenological approaches, such
as value-conflict theory (Fuller and Myers, 2003) or labelling theory. In the case of
the former, the approach attempted to allow members (of society) define what
social problems are rather than import the observer’s judgement. Problematically,
however, this relied on using members’ values to identify what constituted
deviance. Of course, seizing on exactly what someone’s values are is a difficult
procedure. And, at its worst, value-conflict approaches were tautological:
someone’s values are in part what they determine to be normal and deviant, so
explaining what is defined as deviant by reference to values is circular reasoning.
Labelling theory went a step further towards contemporary constructionist
sociology by rejecting the idea that deviance could be defined with reference to
norms or values independent of how members of society treated them. Deviance
was not sought in atomic actors but in the interactive process between those
creating rules and those ‘breaking’ them (Spector & Kitsuse, 2001; Schneider,
1985).
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But Spector and Kitsuse’s distinctive contribution to the development of social
constructionism was to introduce a proper distinction between the sociologist’s and
members’ perspectives. One must no longer substitute the scholar’s view for that
of the participants. The sociologist is to observe and interpret members as
perceiving subjects, actively engaged in constructing social conditions as moral
objects (Ibarra & Kitsuse, 1993: 26).
The focus on members’ claims means that the objective versus subjective (or
naturalist versus constructionist) debates have been to an extent overcome; or at
least, the approaches are now sufficiently distinct as to occupy different scholarly
worlds. The debate within constructionism has become that between contextual
and strict constructionists (Best, 1989). This essentially revolves on the extent to
which facts about the objective world should be taken into account in our analyses
(Ibarra & Kitsuse, 1993; Best, 1993).

4.4 Contextual constructionism
Spector and Kitsuse’s initial statement (2001) entertained a certain ambiguity on
this question, or at least allowed for contrasting readings (Best, 2003). For
instance, while the authors claimed that “conditions must be irrelevant to and
outside of the analysis” (p. 76), they also hinted at assessment of claimsmakers’
motives, experiences and power. This brought forth the pointed accusation from
Woolgar and Pawluch (1985) of “ontological gerrymandering”.
These critics held that Spector and Kitsuse had introduced an ontology whereby
the definitions of social problems could vary while the real object, the ‘putative
condition’ itself, remained constant. Of course, the ‘putative condition’ does change
when members of society define it differently, but as the scholar would already
have labelled it as such and such an object, it would be prevented from changing.
Stating that there was a (putative) condition meant accepting it as real, or at least
giving it a label. Woolgar and Pawluch held that this approach was selfcontradictory. The observer’s judgement was creeping into analyses of social
problems, despite Spector and Kitsuse’s intention to keep the sociologist’s
judgement out of it.
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John Kitsuse’s response was to harden the constructionist position and iron out
these contradictions (Ibarra & Kitsuse, 1993). Recognising that a ‘selective
relativism’ had been introduced, the authors proposed replacing the term ‘putative
condition’ (which members construct through the process of claimsmaking) with
‘condition-category’. The condition-category is part of the social classification
system, what members propose that the social problem is ‘about’. In so doing,
they proposed a constructionism which ‘never leaves language’. The struggles
over meaning in which participants are involved would be the focus. The “putative
condition” had to be abandoned because it would “contain the evolution and
change of meanings and subtexts”; that is, preserve them in aspic, while
“members press their claims, redefine their concerns, make alliances with some
groups, collide with others, assess their political strategy, and so forth” (p. 32). The
scholars of social problems should therefore study this dynamic process.
This exclusively textual focus was intended to remedy the ontological and
epistemological inconsistencies, and guarantee the scholar’s neutrality in the
social problems process. ‘Strict’ constructionism was to turn its empirical gaze to
the ‘vernacular resources’ used by claimsmakers: the conventional means by
which members can realise the signifying processes called claims. Vernacular
resources are strictly delineated from analytical constructs — what we as scholars
label objects — so that theoretical and mundane perspectives remain separate.
Ibarra and Kitsuse’s strict constructionism must therefore focus on rhetoric.
This focus on language, or discursive practices, certainly enriches the social
problems scholar’s toolbox. But might it not also preclude what sociology can say
about the world? Certainly, a ‘strong’ reading of Kitsuse’s work is radically
phenomenological, calling into question all commonsensical assumptions. But, as
Best (2003) has argued, this strict approach entails asking the same questions
about each and every claimsmaking campaign, irrespective of what we may
already know about the context. We must (pretend to) start from ignorance each
time.
This may unnecessarily constrain sociology by insisting on neutrality with regard to
claims. Rather than focus on what the scholar deems to be the most interesting
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questions, scholars instead have to flatten each claim to the same level. To
illustrate the shortcomings of this approach Best offers the contrasting examples of
the satanic ritual abuse scandals and the panic over AIDS. Sordid claims over
satanic abuse, according to strict constructionism, would need to be taken as
seriously as scientific claims about the nature of HIV. Contradictory claims should
not be compared and evaluated according to what we may know about the
claimsmaker, even if one claimsmaker is obviously a crank and the other is a
widely recognised scientific expert. Strict constructionism entails such a radical
separation of theoretical and mundane knowledge that the sociologist must
(pretend to) forget everything they (think) they know about a problem.
This is not to claim that, for instance, official statistics should not be subject to the
constructionist gaze; on the contrary, Best himself has practiced this approach (cf.
Best, 2004, 2008b). But the ‘contextual’ stance advocated by Best is a “practice of
evaluation of members’ common-sense beliefs and understandings against the
standard of scientific knowledge [and] is one that contextual constructionists share
with most sociologists and social scientists, past and present” (Best, 1989: xiv).
The contextual approach is more comfortable with the use of existing knowledge
to make judgements about the world.
In placing contextual constructionism in a mainline sociological tradition, Best is
affirming two different kinds of knowledge: participants’ tacit and often incomplete
knowledge, and that of the analyst, which is systematic and (ostensibly) validated.
This, in contrast to the strict approach, allows for the building of a professional
sociological theory of social problems which is capable of superseding members’
tacit theories about ‘troubling conditions’. The alternative would be confine oneself
to merely describing members’ theories and how they are used — a position Best
rightly holds to be less useful (1989, 2003).
Advocates of a strict approach would not doubt retort that this is to be
epistemologically inconsistent, that to leave the discourse and seek information
about claims in the objective world is to undermine the phenomenological
approach. We would concede this point but argue, alongside Best, that this is to be
accepted in return for an engaged sociology which is able to theorise about and
explain the world, rather than one which ‘never leaves language’. Secondly, we
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hold that strict constructionists set standards that even they themselves cannot
meet. Best cites the abstract typologies of linguistic devices that Ibarra and
Kitsuse come up with to analyse rhetoric, and argues that even in that instance,
the scholar needs to ‘reach back into’ the objective world to inform what sort of
claim they are evaluating.
Contextual constructionism, then, does involve a sort of compromise. It adopts a
metaphysical dualism in recognising both that phenomena are ‘real’ and
simultaneously that there is a ‘constructed’ representation of those phenomena.
The challenge is to engage a dialogue between the objective world and subjective
representations. Lest it be confused, this is not a ‘debunking’ approach whereby
the social condition is held up against claimsmaking in order to dismiss all claims
as mere ideological distortions (a sort of vulgar Marxist conception of ideology).
Nor is contextual constructionism a means of denying the reality of the objective
world outside the text, or of asserting that all objects in the world are produced by
discourse, as much poststructuralist thought is wont to do.
Contextual constructionism as applied to social problems is a means to unpick the
dialogical relation between subject and object and to subject social subjects’
claims to due scrutiny. Calling a statement a ‘claim’ does not discredit it; it submits
it to scepticism and evaluation, against its taken for granted-ness. In this way,
knowledge about objective conditions can be integrated into the study of a
discourse — for example, so as to explain the emergence of claims, or why some
claims receive special attention or shape policy, or how some claims involve
rhetorical exaggeration.
In order to understand Fair Trade as a social problem activity — as a process of
claimsmaking about the world — we must therefore not only reconstruct the
discourse in order to describe its ‘natural history’, but also scrutinise it in its
specific historical context. This entails assessing not just linguistic or rhetorical
features but also making judgements about those claims.
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4.5 The social problems process
So what is the social problems process? The past two decades have seen a great
deal of elaboration of the empirical method of social problems research. The social
problems process, imagined as flowing from one stage to another, can feed into a
range of areas: policymaking, public awareness, media discourse, and so on. We
will make mention of this when relevant. But our interest in this thesis is on
framing: the moral economy being communicated by Fair Trade. Thus the ‘latter’
stages of the social problems process are not our principal concern.16
The constituent elements of communication about social problems are called
claims. At its most basic, a claim is an argument, an effort to persuade others that
something is wrong, that there is a problem that needs to be solved (Best, 2008a).
Following Best (1990), claimsmaking exists in two stages. Primary claimsmaking is
carried out by activists or experts and sometimes occurs prior to entering the
public arena. Secondary claims are the media’s transformation of a primary claim
and are thus attempts to convince a wider audience. They therefore operate in a
competitive environment. However this environment is not a generic ‘public
square’ but always a specific locale. As Hilgartner and Bosk explain:
“The collective definition of social problems occurs not in some vague
location such as society or public opinion but in particular public arenas in
which social problems are framed and grow. These arenas include the
executive and legislative branches of government, the courts, made-for-TV
movies, the cinema, the news media (television news, magazines,
newspapers and radio), political campaign organisations, social action
groups, direct mail solicitations, books dealing with social issues, the
research community, religious organisations, professional societies, and
private foundations” (1988: 58).
Claims which compete in the mass media — arguably the most public of these
contexts — face the most challenging environment in which to survive and

16

The social problems process is dialectical and involves feedback loops. It is not a rigid,
unidirectional process as implied by the term ‘stages’. As Hilgartner and Bosk (1988) explain, we
must move beyond the ‘natural history’ model of constructed social problems. Even if we talk about
ideal-typical ‘stages’, it is wrong to present a social problem’s career as passing through predefined stages.
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convince an audience. The proliferation of a multitude of claims via the media (and
by the media itself: that is, journalists and editors) means competition over an
ultimately scarce resource: the audience’s attention. It is not enough simply to
define a problem and advance a solution to succeed in the ‘marketplace of care’.
Indeed, Hilgartner and Bosk (1988) develop the concept of ‘carrying capacity’ to
explain how each communicative institution is limited to a certain quantity, and how
each institution is limited in a different way.
Figure 4.1 Insider and outsider claimsmaking in the social problems process17

Whether claims about problems appeal on an emotive or a rational/logical level
(Loseke, 2003), they still demand from an audience a degree of ‘caring’. The
question must be asked, how much ‘surplus compassion’ is out there? Writing at
the end of the 1980s, Hilgartner and Bosk already presage a discussion that came
to prominence in the late 1990s/early 2000s regarding ‘compassion fatigue’ (cf.
Chouliaraki, 2010). The explosion of humanitarian claims playing on the public’s
feelings of compassion and pity eventually exhausted them; these claims no
longer held so much purchase. So, just as seasoned claimsmakers know how to
frame their claims with an audience in mind, at specific junctures new rhetorical
strategies have to be developed to overcome saturation points.
17

Adapted from Best, 1990. The thick arrow indicates the bulk of claimsmaking activity. Outsiders
must pursue their claims via the media, whereas insiders have direct access to policymakers.
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Here we come to the importance of persuasion — rhetoric — in the claimsmaking
process. Social problems activity is not merely a unidirectional process of
promulgating claims which then come to successfully define conditions as
problems and stimulate a response (e.g. in public policy). Claims can just as easily
fail as succeed. Indeed, failed claims vastly outnumber the successful. Various
rhetorical strategies are used by claimsmakers and these can be modified as they
encounter success or failure for their claim.18 The outcome of this competitive
process is not determined empirically. That is to say, successful claims are not
those which prove to be ‘true’. Nor is there any outside authority which would
determine truth. To claim otherwise would be to assume a direct one-to-one
relation between the real, objective world and the world of language and
discourse. If this were the case, the constructionist approach to social problems
would be redundant. Why study how social problems come to be defined if their
definition is already inscribed in their objective being?
Instead, as Fairclough (1992) puts it, language exists in an active relation to reality,
not a passive one in which it refers to pre-existing objects. Language serves to
construct and in cases constitute the world. In constructionist sociology, part of the
task is to study how the parts of language form a whole; how claims are put
together into a package that produces a story about the world. These stories are
important because they put to the test which disagreements or contestations about
conditions in the world are tolerable or intolerable. Loseke (2003) terms these
‘social problem formula stories’ — the combination of all claims and frames about
a condition. “Successful claims and the social problem formula stories they
construct are effective precisely because they deny the complexity of the world” (p.
93).
To recapitulate an earlier point about the constructionist approach (the Marxian
rather than the poststructuralist variant), the package of claims which we believe
important to study are not mere ideological distortions, mystifications or
obfuscations of the ‘real world out there’. They are neither direct representations of
that world. Instead, they are simplifications of the world, intelligible stories which

18

cf. Maurer (1995) on failed claims leading to altered strategies.
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make an infinitely complex world comprehensible. These stories are ones we can
tell one another to highlight that which is important and give a sense of what these
issues are, why they matter and how to resolve them. Thus ‘social problem
formula stories’ are particular representations of the universal. In that sense, one
can say that the constructionist approach to social problems is the study of
ideology.19
This is so because we are not just interested in studying claims in and of
themselves. The claims which succeed do so because they speak to a certain
cultural moment. The language used by claimsmakers sheds light not just on the
troubling condition itself but offers a window onto a culture (Altheide, 2009). Our
study is not only about Fair Trade but about the culture in which Fair Trade gains
prominence and public assent.
Of course, the process of social construction is not neutral. Claimsmakers are not
all equal and those with more resources — money, access to policymakers,
cultural cachet, access to the media, etc. — can be more successful. Here we
wish to draw attention to cultural resources. These are “familiar ideas about how
the world works — and how it should work” (Best, 2008a). Paying attention to the
cultural resources claimsmakers draw upon not only illuminates the claimsmaking
activity, but also, if the claim is successful, tells us about the culture in which these
claims take root. Fair Trade claims about exploited peasants, for example, may
resonate because of a cultural context which is sensitised to development issues
and suffering in the global South.
However, which claims succeed and which fail is not predetermined according to
cultural context, and claimsmakers still must develop strategies — conscious or
not — for the project of persuasion. One strategy is to avoid resistance, framing
issues in ways so as to draw the greatest assent from the audience. Issues or
positions on which there is a great degree of agreement, such that it is difficult to
imagine any reasonable opposition, are called valence issues (Nelson, 1984).
Alternatively, knowing one’s audience can mean using rhetoric which appeals to
19

Ideology in this sense meaning ‘the representation of particular interests as universal’. cf. Marx,
K. (1998). The German Ideology. Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books. Section I. III. 1. ‘The ruling
class and the ruling ideas’, pp.67-71
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one’s ‘side’ in a political contest, rallying those who are already sympathetic.
Nelson (1984) terms these position issues. Various other strategies exist to get a
claim across. The important point is that in any given instance, claimsmakers
make use of resources on the one hand, and rhetoric on the other.

4.6 Grounds, warrants and conclusions
Joel Best offers one of the most useful elaborations of the constructionist approach
to social problems. Best builds on Toulmin’s ([1958] 2003) work on the basic
structures of argument. Toulmin divides up the parts of argument (or claim) into the
facts about the issue (data; later termed grounds), warrants (the means of
convincing an audience by appeal to principle or other motivation) and conclusions
(the proposed action). Classifying these component parts allows Best to develop a
scientific analytical technique (1987).
Establishing the facts of the problem is usually a first and essential step in defining
a social problem. Various techniques and strategies exist in order to do this. Best
(2008a) gives a ‘basic rhetorical recipe’ for establishing grounds: a typifying
example (a particular instance of the general condition, offering an implicit
definition), a name (giving the problem a distinct moniker) and a statistic (a
number giving an indication of the scope of the problem and some scientific
legitimacy). Grounds may also include, but are not limited to, the prognosis of a
worsening situation, the claim that the condition is of a familiar type, an example of
the kind of people affected, or the intimation of potentially disastrous
consequences.
Naturally, facts or data about the problem are insufficient in a crowded social
problems marketplace. Meaning needs to be given to the facts of the problem by a
social problem frame. The frame is like that around a picture: it suggests to an
audience what is and is not relevant (Altheide, 2000). There are three types of
frames, each of which broadly corresponds, respectively, to grounds, warrants and
conclusions: the diagnostic frame, the motivational frame, and the prognostic
frame. In the case of grounds, the diagnostic frame constructs the meaning of the
problem and its causes (Loseke, 2003).
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Two prominent diagnostic strategies have already been mentioned above.
Domain-expansion is another. This is a means of gaining competitive advantage in
the social problems marketplace by expanding narrow conditions to a greater
area. For example, one might do this by broadening the category of ‘slavery’ (a
situation few, if any, would support) to include poor indentured farmers. In this
manner, peripheral issues can be linked up as ‘another form of x’, ‘essentially the
same as y’, ‘the moral equivalent of z’, etc. Similarly, the strategy of ‘piggybacking’
claims the troubling condition in question is a new instance of a previously existing
problem.
Both these approaches rely on consensus. As our research focuses on the Fair
Trade movement, Loftland’s work on consensus movements is apposite. He
contrasts traditional social movements grounded in politics and conflict to newer
‘consensus movements’ combining “fresh-minded and attitudinal idealism and
emotional joy and good will” (Loftland, 1988: 82). In such instances, building on
the work of past claimsmakers by claiming that such and such new problem is
similar to, or belongs to the same category as, a past problem is an appealing
strategy.
The motivational frame is that which answers the question ‘why does this matter?’
or ‘why should I care?’ Warrants invoke values or principles and explain why
something ought to be done. These play on cultural themes or socially circulating
and widely held ideas about the way the world should work (Loseke, 2003).
Cultural themes are always historically specific. Like the concept of cultural
resources, popular resonance is a crucial consideration; socio-cultural change
means that what resonates at one point in time may not at another. A warrant
could, for example, involve framing a problem in terms of ‘rights’, mobilising a
discourse with roots in the 1960s civil rights movements but which is applied to
very different issues. Other warrants could include the value of protecting children,
the principle of defending tradition, expanding freedoms, and so on. Motivational
strategies can play on multiple culture themes — so Fair Trade can make appeal
to the cultural theme of fairness (‘just reward for labour’) as well as to authenticity
(in producer-consumer relationships) and to safety (e.g. food safety). Piggybacking
techniques are also used in motivational framing to build on popular worry about
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existing problems, or to claim that a typifying example (grounds) is symbolic of a
deeper problem, without expressing the latter in its entirety.
Claims seeking to transition between data and solutions, giving warrants to action,
need not only concern themselves with things and conditions but with people too.
Loseke (2003) divides claims into those which construct conditions and those
which construct people. While conditions may often be explained as troubling,
through means of logic and rational argumentation, people are often constructed
using emotional motivational frames.
Claimsmakers may seek to construct people as victims deserving sympathy or as
villains deserving condemnation. Victims are portrayed as not responsible for their
condition, and/or given an elevated moral status. The suffering of the victim must
touch on prevalent cultural themes to be accepted. For example, while a distant
Latin American peasant farmer may be a socially validated object of pity, claims
about suffering economic migrants in the context of apprehension about mass
immigration may not succeed. Claimsmakers must therefore have regard for the
importance of ‘feeling rules’, or general conventions about emotional etiquette. For
whom and for what are we meant to express sympathy?
Other strategies include depicting the victim as pure and innocent, or as potentially
anyone (i.e. you, or your children), or personalised in an affective manner. The
case is similar, albeit inverted, with the construction of villains. These may be
dangerous outsiders, or people possessed of evil motivations. Whatever the case,
the warrant must possess the capacity, if successful, to motivate, to explain why
these facts matter and why the proposed solution is the right course of action.
Finally, conclusions, or the prognostic frame, answers audience questions about
what is to be done; a general line of action and responsibility for action. In
constructing solutions, claimsmakers legitimise some solutions at the expense of
others, and may include indicators to success. Recall that Spector and Kitsuse
(1977) defined a claim as a demand made by one person of another. This may not
always be the case, especially in the case of social movements whose call is
often, at least initially, for ‘interpretive change’ — an appeal to the public to
acknowledge the problem or adopt a new (mental/psychological/affective)
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orientation towards it (Best, 1990). This is familiar to anyone who has encountered
campaigns seeking to ‘raise awareness’.
Recall as well that claimsmaking occurs in a competitive environment. Competition
may not only occur between different social problems but also within them. So,
prognostic frames may compete over the same problem, but with different problem
constructions and conflicting cultural themes. The advent of Fair Trade’s
mainstreaming means that the solution often proposed by Fair Trade
claimsmakers is market-based, with responsibility for action lying at the feet of the
individual consumer. Alternative perspectives may instead seek to mobilise people
into protesting about the structure of trade relations. The inverse can also be the
case: a social problem activity arranged around a conclusion (e.g. Fair Trade) can
compete over the definition of the problem. The question of who becomes
authoritative on an issue is therefore an important consideration.
This is why the concept of ownership of social problems is crucial. Activists who
are successful may gain ownership, as claimsmakers come to be the recognised
authority on a troubling condition (Gusfield, 1981). A social problem can have
multiple owners, especially (as in the example given above) when a social problem
may have differing, competing solutions and a degree of internal conflict over
definition. What ownership means, however, is the ability to press various single
claims, statistics or conditions into one social problem. This ability is enhanced by
the involvement of influential individuals or groups who can gain prominence for a
social problem and even institutionalise it, through access to policymakers (or
especially if they are policymakers themselves). Ultimately, ownership occurs
when a particular framing of a problem comes to be seen as definitive, and is
adopted by other actors.
The role of ownership in the competitive social problems marketplace is especially
important in the case of social movement organisations (SMOs). These are
‘outsiders’ who must compete for public attention in the absence of direct access
to power and influence (see figure 4.1). But claimsmaking is done by ‘insiders’ as
well: those in a relationship internal to the policymaking process. These are “the
set of groups that can routinely influence government decisions and can ensure
that their interests are normally recognised in the decision-making process” (Best,
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1990: 13; see also Useem & Zald, 1982). Given Fair Trade’s mainstreaming
means it addresses itself as much to market institutions as to public ones, for our
purposes we consider major corporations (e.g. in the food industry) as ‘insiders’.
While in most instances policymakers are considered to be those in the legislative
or executive branch of government, other social settings have their own insider
claimsmakers.
When claims about new social problems emerge, they most often come from
outsiders, be they individuals or social movements, seeking recognition for the
social problem and for themselves as owners of the problem. Claims are
sometimes addressed directly to the public to enlist support, a strategy aided by
higher degrees of organisation. Individual outsiders are at a notable disadvantage,
whereas a well-organised social movement can mobilise support more easily,
making use of its own network. Nevertheless, the outsider/insider distinction rests
in part on the degree of organisation: while outsiders in some cases may be wellorganised, insiders are marked by their high degree of organisational efficiency
and reach. Outsider claims, therefore, very often depend for transmission of their
message on the mass media.

4.7 The mass media
The mass media can act on occasion as a primary claimsmaker, as a journalist
seeks out a new story and has the ability to define the problem. But more often,
the media acts as a secondary claimsmaker, translating and packaging claims
made by others. Here, journalists can as as ‘gatekeepers’. The term designates
those who straddle different communicative fora or means of communication.
Earlier we distinguished primary from secondary claims, and noted that many
primary claims do to not receive a wider hearing. Gatekeepers are those who
make a decision on what information to disseminate to their audience.
While gaining an audience is not a guarantee of success, as Best explains, “simply
receiving coverage helps validate a claim as worthy of consideration” (1990: 115).
An enthusiastic gatekeeper who proselytises in favour of a social problem can be
an important ally in gaining recognition for the social problem in question. Thus the
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framing of primary claims in ways that are more easily picked up by gatekeepers is
important. Having a newspaper editorialise in favour of dealing with a new social
problem could drastically improve the prospects of that social problem’s ‘career’.
Hence the important role of PR in SMO activities. Sympathetic reporters adopting
stories as their own can be an entry way into much broader diffusion through wider
channels of communication.
The media remains crucially important to the social problems process, especially
when concerning outsider claimsmaking, because despite its fragmentation and
the contemporary proliferation of claims, the ‘mass’ element in the media
continues to signify that it is the most important channel of communication in
society today. Particularly in an age that has seen the eclipse of the mass politics
of the 19th and 20th centuries, the media stands as the principal public forum for
debate. A second reason for its importance is its agenda-setting ability. While
claims do not automatically tell people what to believe, the prominence given to
issues can convey a sense of what is important in the larger world. Finally, the
media can influence the understanding of social problems through the frames it
uses (Loseke, 2003; Lakoff, 2010). Even if developing world poverty were already
‘on the agenda’, framing it as a problem of rich-world consumption could lead to a
radically different construction of the problem.
The mass media is also a useful focus for it allows the study of the interaction of
various primary claims and claimsmakers which may not normally directly confront
one another. While the competitive context of claimsmaking in public is the object
of our study, this cannot be done in the abstract — at least not with any scientific
rigour. Observing this process in a particular forum, the news media, allows us to
establish concrete methods of observation and analysis. Those claims which are
successful can be understood as those which have achieved resonance with the
audience. The news media is well-attuned to this fact and will to an extent follow
the audience. Thus, claims which are successful and survive allow us to gain an
understanding of the cultural moment in which they are produced. Examining the
framing of claims in the news media therefore can reveal to us the nature of the
moral economy communicated by Fair Trade.
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The following chapter elaborates the specific methodology this thesis adopts, and
details the precise empirical steps taken to study the claimsmaking process in the
media.
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5 Method

In order to carry out our analysis of Fair Trade as a social problem activity, and
approach the research questions detailed at the outset of this thesis, the
methodology of qualitative data analysis of the news media must be outlined.
Theoretical justification for this method will be advanced, as will explanation of
sampling and data analysis techniques.

5.1 Qualitative Media Analysis
Several terms exist to denote similar methodologies: ethnographic content
analysis, qualitative data analysis, qualitative document analysis or qualitative
media analysis. We will henceforth use the latter term (QMA). This approach,
drawn primarily from Altheide (1987, 1996, 2000) and Altheide et al. (2008), is
situated between two existing methods: traditional quantitative content analysis
and qualitative, immersive methods like participant observation and focused
interviewing. The result is an approach dedicated to the study of the interaction of
a text and its context, and the means by which meaning is constructed.
QMA has its theoretical and methodological roots in the work of George Herbert
Mead, Herbert Blumer and Alfred Schutz (Altheide, 1996; cf. Blumer, 1956, 1971;
Berger & Luckmann, 1967). It is founded upon three apprehensions about the role
of communication and meaning. Firstly, social life consists in a process of
communication and interpretation regarding the definition of a situation. This
process is one which, although ongoing, always precedes us: the symbolic order
we enter from birth infuses our view of everything: ourselves, others and our
future. Secondly, the communicative process mediates between subject and
object, internal and external, joining them into a situation that we experience and
take for granted. Thirdly, the notion of process is key, because everything is ‘under
construction’ all the time, even one’s most firmly held beliefs, values and personal
commitments. How are these constructions held in place? The role of ‘reality
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maintenance’ is crucial in influencing our beliefs and behaviour — things of which
we may not always be aware (Altheide, 1996). Research in this vein, therefore,
must seek to explain this process.
The philosophical lineage between the constructionist approach detailed in the
preceding chapter and QMA should become apparent. Both are concerned with
unpicking and reconstructing the sense of ‘givenness’ about the world and
understanding the process by which this has come about. What the QMA method
provides is the specific tools to do this, taking into account new technological
innovations and the methods appropriate to the study of artefacts of culture.
The focus here is on the analysis of documents in order to “understand culture —
or the process and the array of objects, symbols, and meanings that make up
social reality shared by members of society” (Altheide, 1996: 2). Documents are
symbolic representations that are recorded and can be retrieved for analysis. As
much of culture consists of documents (particularly in the contemporary period
with the proliferation of media), analysis of documents for relevance, significance
and meaning can provide a rich area of sociological study.
The digitisation of archives has made relatively quick and easy access to
documents such as periodicals a reality. Other innovations, in the audiovisual
realm or to do with the internet, have also opened up new communicative realms
for qualitative document analysis. The LexisNexis online archive of news media
makes the painstaking task of studying news media over time less so. Where
previously researchers would need access to a newspaper’s own archive, or more
recently, would have to plough through microfiche, today a single researcher can
analyse reams of news stories over time relatively quickly. This allows for the
possibility of tracking discourse.
The news discourse is one way society comes to know itself, and through which
social problems are constructed (Altheide, 2000). This is a technique of following
certain words, issues, themes and frames over time. It is a “qualitative document
analysis technique that applies an ethnographic approach of content analysis to
news information bases that are accessible through computer
technology” (Altheide, 2000: 292).
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This ethnographic approach concerns itself with how a researcher interacts with
documentary materials so that specific statements can be placed in the proper
context for analysis (Altheide, 1987). As documents are reflexive of the process
that produced them, the research must crucially be aware of context. While the
document always exists independently of the researcher, the meaning drawn from
it does depends on the researcher’s perspective.
As meanings and patterns do not emerge all at once, neither in society nor across
documents, process is important. Meanings and patterns emerge through constant
comparison and investigation over time. Documents can demonstrate the gradual
shaping of meaning through understanding and interpretation (Altheide, 1996).
The relevance to constructionist social problems research should be evident here:
the gradual ‘drip drip’ effect of definition (and its contestation) shapes ideas of
social problems in the public consciousness. What QMA proposes is the study of
documents for the tracking and analysis of the definitional process.
This ethnographic approach (at root, the description of a people and their culture)
is to be distinguished from quantitative content analysis. The difference is captured
in table 5.1. Ethnography takes as its subject matter human beings engaged in
meaningful behaviour. This guides the mode of inquiry and the orientation of the
investigator. We wish to discover underlying meanings, patterns and processes
rather than test the quantitative or numerical relations between variables.
Quantitative content analysis, on the other hand, serves to verify or confirm
hypothesised relationships, rather than discover new or emergent patterns. The
protocols are constructed through operational definitions of concepts to obtain
enumerative data for the purposes of measurement (Kripendorff, cited in Altheide,
1996; cf. Krippendorff, 2004).
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Table 5.1 Quantitative (QCA) and Ethnographic (ECA) Content Analysis20
QCA

ECA

Research goal

Verification

Discover; verification

Reflexive research design

Seldom

Always

Emphasis

Reliability

Validity

Progression from data collections, analysis,
interpretation

Serial

Reflective; circular

Primary researcher involvement

Data analysis and
interpretations

All phases

Sample

Random or stratified

Purposive and theoretical

Pre-structured categories

All

Some

Training required to collect data

Little

Some

Type of data

Numbers

Numbers; narrative

Data entry points

Once

Multiple

Narrative description and comments

Seldom

Always

Concepts emerge during research

Seldom

Always

Data analysis

Statistical

Textual; statistical

Data presentation

Tables

Tables and text

Content analysis, which predates QMA, “equated ‘true knowledge’ with number
and measurement, and therefore with collecting quantitative data” (Atlheide, 1996:
5). To an extent, it was premised on the assumption that data communicated by
the media was consumed passively, rather than in an active relation to the content.
While this was prevalent in the 1960s, by the 1990s a more reflexive approach had
come to dominate. Nevertheless, the focus of QMA is not immediately on the
audience itself. Attention instead is paid to the document process, context and
significance, and to how the document helps define a situation and clarify meaning
for an audience member (Altheide, 1996: 12).
QMA, of course, remains empirical, meaning that instances of certain meanings
and emphases can be identified and held up for demonstration (Altheide, 2000).
However, the emphasis is on the validity of the conclusions as opposed to the

20

Adapted from Altheide, 1996
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reliability of the empirical method. The exact replication of findings is not strictly
possible due to the highly reflexive and interactive nature of QMA. However, in
detailing the steps in the process and through careful categorisation of data, other
researchers should normally be able at least to approximate the findings.
This inductive approach entails an investigator who is always central to the
research process. There is a reflexive and recursive movement between the
‘stages’ of research (though again, these stages are non-linear). This is meant to
be “systematic and analytic, but not rigid” (Altheide, 1996: 16). Categories are
devised so as to guide study, but others are allowed to emerge, allowing for
constant discovery and constant comparison (ibid.). The idea is that the objects
should guide study, rather than some predetermined categories into which data
must be forced.
What is required, therefore, is prior research and awareness of the activity
involved in the production of documents. We are not hypothesising about Fair
Trade’s moral economy framing and seeking to test our hypothesis, but using what
we have learned through the study of Fair Trade’s history, and through tracking its
discourse, to inform our sampling and categorisation. This requires an
engagement with tracking an entire population of documents. Protocols,
categories and codes may be informed by conceptual and theoretical issues, but
when it comes to their particular application, these emerge through interaction with
the technology and the materials (Altheide, 1996).
The initial stages of identifying a topic, conducting ethnographic or historical study
or a review of the literature, and the study of initial documents might be followed in
a linear fashion. However, as of then, the process becomes recursive so that the
following stages may be returned to over and again once coding and analysis of
the documents throws up new insights, concepts and categories. These stages
involve drafting a protocol, collecting the data, devising a theoretical sample,
coding the data, comparing items, and presenting case studies. While this may
appear excessively flexible and unstructured, once the practical methodology used
in this study is outlined below, the validity of inferences drawn in application of
QMA should become clear.
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5.2 Identifying the topic, immersion and tracking discourse
Before conducting the sort of qualitative analysis we have undertaken, it is crucial
that the researcher familiarise themselves with the topic and its context. Prior to
the selection of Fair Trade as a specific topic, a study of ethical consumerism was
undertaken. This was prompted by an apprehension of the continual
consumerisation of politics over the course of the 2000s in the UK — both in terms
of political appeals to ‘the consumer’ by government and state agencies, as well
as the use of consumption by social movements to engage in political activity.
From the anti-GMO campaigns at the end of the 1990s to ecological arguments
around climate change for reducing energy consumption in the middle of the
2000s, consumption appeared as a prime site of political contestation.
Yet, the history of consumer movements (see ch. 2) informs us that the consumer
did not always occupy pride of place in socio-political discourse, despite the
contemporary ‘authority of the consumer’ (Keat et al., 1994). This prompted a
study to discover the changes and continuities represented by ethical
consumerism vis-à-vis its predecessors.
An immersion in discussions of ethical consumerism, particularly in UK
broadsheets such as The Guardian and The Independent, prompted the
realisation that ethical consumption — and Fair Trade specifically — had a takenfor-granted nature. The idea that good could be achieved by changing
consumption patterns was presented as a self-evident fact, even if the idea it could
change the world was questioned. We are thus faced with two options: active
engagement in debate over the social problems in question and their proposed
solutions, or the study of the discussion itself to learn how it had acquired its
character of ‘givenness’. The previous chapter (see sections 4.1, 4.2) justifies the
selection of the latter approach.
The following step involved a preliminary survey of ethical consumerism in the
news media. Two important insights were gleaned from this immersion and
analysis. The first was that ethical consumerism began to be discussed in the
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mid-1980s in the UK and the US and passed through a series of discernible
phases, identifiable through changes in language and emphasis. The early period,
lasting until around 1997, sees an attempt to establish the concept of ‘ethical
consumption’ (often using different terms). The period until c.2004 witnessed a
convergence between ethical consumerism and the apotheosis of the antiglobalisation movement. From 2004 until the end of the decade, ethical
consumerism became a widely accepted frame with an increasingly large number
of mentions in the media. Additionally, ethical consumerism began appearing in
non-news newspaper sections, e.g. lifestyle features, indicating its mainstreaming.
The second insight was that the earlier period witnessed debate over the relation
of ethical consumption to other forms of consumer activism (such as the
antiapartheid campaign and sundry boycotts) as well as greater prominence for
political claims about it. This insight encouraged us to focus on the pre-1997
period because, firstly, it might be more revealing of the transformation in
consumer activism, and secondly, because the closer temporal association to the
alternative trade period might reveal more substantial moral framings of the
economy.
It was decided to focus on Fair Trade specifically for three reasons: ethical
consumerism appeared too broad for this study; Fair Trade is very prominent in a
variety of institutional settings, particularly in higher education, and seems to have
a strong degree of brand recognition; and thirdly because of its particularly selfreflexive nature. This last point was gleaned from a study of the Fair Trade
academic literature (see ch. 3). Its position ‘in and against the market’ — its use of
the market to moralise the market itself — singled out Fair Trade as the most
interesting expression of ethical consumerism.
A second preliminary immersive news media survey was carried out, this time on
the search term ‘Fairtrade’; a periodisation similar to that of ethical consumerism
suggested itself. The decision was therefore made to carry out a QMA on Fair
Trade. The focus on news media was informed both by personal experience of
immersion in debates in that medium, but also by a sociological understanding of
the news media as a key site for the social construction of lay knowledge about
the world through discussion and debate. The alternative approach of carrying out
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a qualitative ethnographic study on other Fair Trade literature (such as Fairtrade
marketing and advertising) was less appealing. This is firstly because examples of
such empirical studies were encountered in the literature review (cf. Varul, 2008b;
Wright, 2004), and secondly because the dialogical aspect found in the news
media is absent in such documents; their production is informed by different
communicative concerns.

5.3 Data gathering, database-building, sampling

The first step in this stage was the building of a research database. A search of all
English-language news sources globally was carried out via the online LexisNexis
database. This global scope is justified by the nature of Fair Trade itself: the social
movement, trade network and labelling initiative were from the beginning global
phenomena. Although the organisations responsible for the labelling initiative are
located primarily in Western Europe and North America, there are a number of
NGOs associated with the movement in developing countries (such as the very
prominent consumer movement in Malaysia). Excluding the claims of such
organisations from our population would potentially limit our understanding of Fair
Trade’s construction.
A search by the terms ‘fairtrade’, ‘fair trade’ and ‘alternative trade’ was carried out
to identify the first mention of the concept. This was established to be 1984.
However, even taking only the 1984-1996 period, this resulted in an enormous
population for the database. The main reason is the ordinary usage of phrases
such as ‘a fair trade’ or ‘the alternative trade...’ The vast majority of sources were
entirely non-relevant. Additionally, many mentions referred to non-Fair Trade trade
deals, especially predominant in economics, business and finance news and
newswires. The following terms were thus excluded from the search: trade deal,
trade law, trade-off, fair trade commission, trade mission or trade rules. These
were all commonly found phrases, each with their specific designations, none of
which are relevant to our purposes. Finally, topics or categories were added to the
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search in order to focus in on our concerns.21 It should be noted that these still
include a range of topics normally beyond the realms of Fair Trade discussion. The
purpose however was to strip out the non-relevant rather than diminish the size of
the population as such.
The search resulted in a population of 8,640. These were sorted according to
relevance and the top 20%, or 1728 sources, were downloaded. These sources
were then uploaded to NVivo, the qualitative data analysis software, and classed
according to year and publication. In an effort to gain a more consistent sample in
terms of document type, and to further narrow the sample to a more manageable
size, the following were excluded: letters to the editor; press releases and
business wires; transcripts of TV or radio; articles under 100 words; and
advertising, advertorials, classifieds, bulletins and notifications. The resulting
sample consisted only of news articles, comment pieces and features over 100
words.
Until this point, sampling had only been carried out on the basis of objective
criteria or by automated means. The final step in our sampling required a more
subjective approach. A large body of the sources still did not concern our research
topic. We therefore undertook to remove from the sample any mentions of fair
trade which were only incidental (such as, to take a hypothetical example used in
the previous chapter, an article about health services in which a doctor mentions
drinking Fairtrade tea). Finally, we dealt with three sets of ‘fair trade’ mentions
which referred to other non-relevant social/political/economic ideas: (1)
protectionist campaigns or policies in favour of trade barriers (for example,
disputes between the US and China over steel tariffs, in which protectionism is
referred to as ‘fair trade’, in contrast to free trade); (2) consumer protection, as
exemplified by the UK’s Office for Fair Trading (OFT); (3) the broad fair trade
movement in those cases in which no mention is made of the consumer/labelling
initiative.

21

The topics were the following (included with boolean term ‘OR’ so sources could match any one
category): Import trade; international organisations & bodies; associations & organisations; nonprofit organisations; company activities & management; environment & natural resources; trade &
development; economic development; business ethics & corporate citizenship; labour and
employment; sustainable development; international economic organisations; ethics; labour force;
charities.
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The resulting sample consisted of 139 sources,22 small enough for a researcher to
become intimately familiar with all the documents.

5.4 Claimsmakers, claims, coding and categorisation
The aim here is to identify claimsmakers and connections between major
advocates and their activities, rather than carry out a detailed and in-depth
analysis of rhetoric — something which is done in the final stage. The first step is
to become familiar with the material and begin coding according to categories and
themes suggested by the material. This is an emergent process so the level of
specificity varies; some codes are precise phrases found in claims while others are
general political themes. The aim of this exercise is to draw out the broad issues in
the construction of Fair Trade so that at the subsequent stage the categories are
more precise. For example, on the first round of coding, claims about green
consumerism were placed under the ‘tree node’ of <environmentalism>.23 After
studying the various categories suggested by the material, it became evident that
claims about green consumerism pertained instead to the category of <relation to
other forms of consumer activism>. This proved a valuable insight in the second
round of coding. One way of understanding this process is to see it as a means of
making field notes before the real coding begins.
Subsequently, all claims made by activists were identified and coded as ‘nodes’ in
NVivo. This conception of claimsmaker owes more to Spector and Kitsuse’s (2001)
characterisation than it does to Berger and Luckmann’s more amorphous
conception of a claimsmaker as anyone competing over a definition of reality. After
all, it is our primary concern to study the framing of Fair Trade by its activists and
then secondarily to look at claims by journalists and authorities.
Primary claims are understood in our sample to be direct claims by
representatives of Fair Trade or alternative trade organisations (FTO/ATOs),

22
23

See the appendix for a list of sources

Tree nodes are what qualitative data analysis software NVivo calls a category with hierarchically
ordered subcategories.
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whether they be grassroots activists, spokespeople or executives. Individual
activists are likewise considered primary claimsmakers. These are ‘outsiders’ in
that they lack direct access to power and influence, and so must pursue
campaigns to attract attention. Broadly, these can be termed social movement
organisations (SMOs). By ‘direct claims’ we mean either articles written by, quotes
from, or reported speech of an ATO/FTO representative, or citations of FTO/ATO
literature or documents (e.g. advertisements).
The majority of SMOs in question will be charities and other NGOs, although in
some instances these can include businesses (in the guise of Fairtrade importers
and marketers). For example, Oxfam would be included in this set, as would
Cafédirect, the Fairtrade brand Oxfam co-established. The Co-op, a cooperative
supermarket chain in Britain and part of the Co-operative Group, would be
included by virtue of its campaigning aims. JD Sainsbury’s supermarkets, one of
the first major retailers to stock Fairtrade lines, would not. At root, the division rests
on whether the organisation in question has a ‘political’ interest in the promotion of
Fair Trade. Those with a primarily commerical interest in Fair Trade’s advance are
not considered activists, but are instead considered in a later section.

All activist (primary) claims were then coded as either grounds, warrants or
conclusions. Simultaneously, activist organisations were coded. The specific
claims — grounds, warrants and conclusions — were then thematised, broadly
along the lines of themes that emerged from our first run-through the material.
Following the analysis of primary claimsmaking, the process was repeated for
secondary claimsmakers (journalists, the media) and for claims by authorities and
insiders.

5.5 Analysing the sample, rhetoric
In order to analyse the sample, one must pay close attention to the rhetoric that is
used. We must study the means of persuasion employed by claimsmakers, the
“structural elements, tropes, styles of argumentation, speech acts” (Krippendorff,
2004: 16). Each article was therefore read sentence-by-sentence with attention
paid to rhetorical features. Often implicit claims had to be teased out and due
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regard paid to their role in the social construction process so as to understand
whether the claim is a ground, warrant or conclusion.
Once the primary claimsmaking was coded and analysed, and the themes found
to satisfactorily comprise all the relevant claims, we moved onto the secondary
claimsmaking. The same process was followed, though the focus was different.
Whereas in the primary stage, the object of study is outsiders attempting to
promote their claims through the media, secondary claimsmaking is carried out by
those with greater resources, namely access to an audience. The second stage
also comprises a study of the claims by insiders and various authorities.
Awareness of the context in which claims are made and the nature of
claimsmakers is crucial properly to grasp the process. Inflated claims and
exaggerated rhetoric on the part of an outsider seeking to propagate their claim is
of a different nature to a media gatekeeper making similar claims, precisely
because the latter’s position in the overall social problems process, and the
resources they can draw upon, are different.
The analytical process must also pay heed to social problems ideas introduced in
the preceding chapter, such as ownership and opportunities, as well as the frames
used. The notion of framing is particularly important to our study. After all, our
research question regards the moral economy frame constructed through Fair
Trade social problems activity. Understanding claims as entailing certain inclusions
and exclusions — communicating ideas of what is important and what is not — is
crucial to our analysis. The way in which ethical consumerism frames social
problems seems to have a taken-for-granted nature, something we bore witness to
earlier on. Our task is in part to tease out the existence of disputes over frames; it
is also to identify how master frames come to be constructed and accepted
(Benford, 1993; Benford and Hunt, 2003).
Finally, a degree of quantitative analysis of the qualitative data is necessary. The
numerical relation between different categories and themes must be assessed so
as to know whether any deeper tendencies are revealed over time.
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the general QMA approach as well as the specific steps
taken in the empirical section of this thesis.
One final aspect about the way the problem has been approached in this study
must be discussed. Classically, constructionist studies of social problems
investigate the way in which a condition has been turned into a social problem
through the analysis of claims. These claims attempt to define the problem
(grounds), argue why it is important or why it matters (warrants) and propose a
solution to it (conclusions). But the research agenda here concerns itself with Fair
Trade as a social problems activity, and not with Fair Trade as a social problem
itself. Whereas normally the object of the study is that which is being
problematised, here the object of study is that which is doing the problematising. In
a sense, we could say Fair Trade is both the object and subject of this study.
What this means is that we are already assuming the conclusion: Fair Trade. We
wish to discover what it is that Fair Trade is the solution to, and why these
problems matter. Consequently, more of the focus is on the diagnostic and
motivational frames, than on the prognostic.
Nevertheless, the ‘Fair Trade’ about which prognostic claims are made are not
self-evident. How is the audience of Fair Trade claims invited to act? We know
from the secondary literature on Fair Trade that it is not a discrete activity on which
there is consesus. On the contrary, it can be a specific labelling initative, a social
movement, a reform programme, and so on. In brief, it is a set of practices relating
to, but not limited to, consumption of Fair Trade goods.
Therefore, although we have built our database from a search of news media
mentions of ‘fair trade’, we are studying its opposite, that which it problematises —
and how it frames those problems. The condition of ‘unfair trade’ is therefore used
as a heuristic device to explore Fair Trade as a social problems activity. What we
are not doing is assuming that Fair Trade claimsmaking identifies ‘unfair trade’ as
the problem. That is obviously the object of our investigation — to discover what
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Fair Trade constructs as a problem. Instead, ‘unfair trade’ is merely used as a
placeholder so that we can phrase a research question as follows: ‘How does Fair
Trade construct unfair trade as a social problem?’
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6 Constructing Fair Trade as a Social Problems Activity

This chapter presents our empirical research into the construction of (un)Fair
Trade as a social problem through the news media. Our primary focus is on how
activists have framed Fair Trade and whether this can be deemed a moral
economy. Our secondary focus is on the diffusion of these claims through the
media, and on its reception.
Firstly, we will present the primary claimsmaking activity, seperated out into distinct
rhetorical aspects: grounds, warrants and conclusions. Although this may appear
awkward because these elements are often syntactically joined, it allows us to be
more precise in analysing the different ‘ingredients’ in the rhetorical recipe.
The first sections will therefore present grounds, warrants and conclusions in turn,
with each section having its own overview and summary. The next section
presents secondary claimsmaking. This is divided up into themes, rather than
rhetorical features, so as to illuminate and reflect back the themes discovered in
the activist claimsmaking. After summarising these findings, we examine insider
claimsmaking and finally counter-claims. A final summary brings together the most
salient features of the Fair Trade discourse presented herein, which will be
analysed in the following chapter.

6.1 Primary claims: Overview
One hundred and thirty-nine sources dating from 1984 to 1996, inclusive,
comprise the sample of this study. The first encountered mention of Fair Trade or
alternative trade dates to 1984. Only four sources are encountered prior to 1988,
the year which seperates alternative trade from Fair Trade (Fridell, 2007a). These
articles all concern traditional ATOs, characteristic of first and second wave Fair
Trade. For example, two articles in The Globe and Mail (Canada) from 1984 and
1986 concern Toronto’s Bridgehead, set up in 1981 by two United Church
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ministers to import fairly-traded Nicaraguan coffee. Articles in The Guardian from
1986 and 1987 concern Newcastle-based Traidcraft, a prominent organisation in
primary claimsmaking. Terminologically, these all feature ‘alternative trade’ rather
than ‘Fair Trade’.

Table 6.1 Sources per year

Year

Total sources

1984

1

1985

0

1986

2

1987

1

1988

0

1989

2

1990

3

1991

3

1992

16

1993

24

1994

33

1995

24

1996

30

Indeed, the number of sources adopting the term ‘alternative trade’ declines
significantly in relative terms over the period of interest. Whether this
terminological shift implies a conceptual change as well will be debated later on.
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Chart 6.2 The decline in the term ‘alternative trade’

Over the period, agricultural goods becomes more prominent at the expense of
handicrafts (see chart 6.3). As with the former terminological change, the
implications will be discussed below.
Chart 6.3 The decline in mentions of handicrafts
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The most prominent rhetorical component — by far — amongst activist
claimsmakers in our sample was warrants.24 Conclusions were the least common,
while grounds were also infrequent throughout the sample, against expectation.
While the paucity of conclusions may be expected, given the framing of this
investigation (the conclusion is assumed by our mode of investigation; see ch.5)
the paucity of grounds is more remarkable. From a purely quantitative perspective,
relatively few claims are made by activists regarding the definition of the problem.
At the same time, a great number of claims pertain to the ‘why’ (as opposed to the
‘what’ and the ‘how’).

Table 6.4 Number of sources and mentions per rhetorical component 25
Parts of a claim

Number of
sources

Number of
mentions

Grounds

29

43

Warrants

61

103

Conclusions

19

33

6.2 Primary claims: Grounds
This first section presents Fair Trade’s diagnostic framing. Recall that in the
previous chapter it was explained that we will presume the condition being
problematised as ‘unfairness’ or more specifically ‘unfair trade’. This is merely a
heuristic device. As per constructionist methodology, the condition which Fair
Trade activism frames as problematic is only a ‘putative condition’ (Spector &
Kitsuse, 1977). This first section will be devoted to examining what and how
primary claimsmakers frame whatever putative conditions they identify as
problematic.
Sometimes SMO claims are explicit and can read like a press release or
advertisment. For example, as Sheila Young of Oxfam points out, “Most poverty is
man made and a major factor in this is unfair trade” (Howard, Observer: 1993).
24

NB Claims can be coded as belonging to more than one category at a time. Therefore totals
might not add up as expected.
25

‘Source’ refers to an individual document. ‘Mention’ is an instance of the term or claim found in a
document.
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Here the problem of poverty is explicitly framed as a problem of ‘unfair trade’ by
the representative of an organisation campaigning for Fair Trade.

Claims are not always laid out so clearly. They may be bound up with, or
subsumed under the rhetoric of, other social problems. Or claims can take the
form of a contrast. So a positive situation (implicitly deemed ‘fair’) can be
highlighted as the absence of previously existing ‘unfairness’. In so doing, the
claimsmaker would be implicitly identifying grounds for Fair Trade’s existence and
therefore making a diagnostic claim about ‘unfairness’.
Twenty-nine sources featured a total of fourty-three diagnostic claims. These were
firstly identified generically as grounds, then grouped together into discrete claims,
and finally were thematised according to their frame. Four themes presented
themselves in the sample: economic, political, humanitarian and environmental. All
of the claims about the nature of unfairness in trade were about conditions
afflicting the global South (with one exception). The diagnostic claims will be
presented below according to these themes, but an attempt will also be made,
where possible, to present them chronologically and according to SMO.
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Table 6.5 Grounds by theme
Theme

Specific claim

Economic

25
Economic insecurity

3

Exploitation by
middleman

6

Lack of market access

2

Low income

2

Low prices

10

Unfair trade

2

Humanitarian

Environmental

14
Deprivation

10

Disaster

1

Suffering

3

[General]

3

Political

Total

Number of instances

4
Government failure

1

Problem of charity or aid

3
46

The predominant framing of problems by Fair Trade activists is economic (see
table 6.5). The claims regard issues such as low income levels for primary
producers in the global South, or about the operation of the market. Humanitarian
frames are more vague and there can be some overlap with the economic
category. When that which is being problematised is a non-specific issue of
deprivation or suffering, rather than specifically economic relations, we have coded
this ‘humanitarian’. Political frames refer to social problems presented as the result
of a political shortcoming, be it the failure of governments/states, or aid agencies/
SMOs.
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As to the organisations represented here, we find that all but two claims are made
by non-profit organisations (the exception, in two separate instances, being Green
& Black’s, a Fairtrade chocolate brand). No organisation appears more than twice,
except for Christian Aid which makes claims in seven instances. If all ATOs (i.e.
second wave organisations that tend to be smaller and trade primarily in
handicrafts) are grouped together, they are the most represented amongst
diagnostic claimsmakers (eight times). This is despite the predominance of the
term ‘Fair Trade’ over ‘alternative trade‘.

Table 6.6 Organisations making claims featuring grounds
Alternative/Fair Trade
organisation

Mentions

Self-help Crafts of the World/
Mennonite

2

Traidcraft

2

Cafedirect

2

Christian Aid

7

Max Havelaar

1

Other ATO (Ireland)

1

Equal Exchange

2

Equal Exchange (US)

1

Oxfam

1

YMCA (Canada)

1

Association of European Fair
Trade

1

Green & Black's

2

Fairtrade Foundation

2

Banana Link

1

TwinTrading

1

Other ATOs (North America)

4

Other/unnamed

2
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The 29 sources which feature grounds are distributed unevenly over the period in
question; the plurality fall in 1992. The first few years of our sample feature
relatively few grounds, yet given the overall size of the sample, it may be difficult to
draw conclusions from this fact.

Table 6.7 Sources featuring grounds by year
Year

No. of primary
claims relating
to grounds

1984

0

1985

0

1986

1

1987

0

1988

0

1989

0

1990

1

1991

1

1992

9

1993

4

1994

5

1995

3

1996

5

6.2.1 Economic grounds
The first source featuring grounds appears in 1986. An article about the
Newcastle-upon-Tyne organisation Traidcraft carries an interview with managing
director Richard Adams. A claim about ‘low income’ for producers is made, albeit
implicitly. The journalist writes:
“Traidcraft tries to mirror a just society in its own wage structure, which starts
at £4,700 for an 18-year-old packer and rises only 2.7 times for the highest
paid. ‘Yet the money that people earn here is probably equal to all the wages
coming from those other 6,000 jobs’, said Mr Adams. ‘The average income of
our partners is about £80 or £90 a year. It's absolutely desperate but that has
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to be set in the local context.’ He acknowledged the accusation of
exploitation but set it against average incomes in some producer countries of
28p a day” (Halsall, Guardian: 1986).
The organisation’s ‘partners’, Fair Trade producers in the global South, have a
very low income relative to workers in the North. Adams recognises this is
insufficient and points to the positive contribution Fair Trade can make, relative to
circumstances.
‘Low income’ features one other time. In a 1996 article, Christian Aid’s director,
Michael Taylor, points out the situation in non-Fairtrade farms: “Punishing working
conditions, pesticide abuse, low wages and discrimination were common” (The
Grocer: 1996). The problem is framed as an economic one, specifically in terms of
what we might call ‘labour themes’ (relating to employment and industrial
relations). An environmental issue, pesticide abuse, is added in as well,
augmenting the list of charges.
The predominant economic problem raised by Fair Trade activists is low prices for
producers’ products (nine instances). Lorna Young, cited as a Cafédirect
spokeswoman and one of the most frequently recurring claimsmakers, argues:
“The collapse of international agreements on coffee prices in 1989 had a
devastating effect on many small-scale coffee farmers. World markets make no
allowances for developing economies...” (Simpson, Press Association: 1992).
Young refers to the low price problem again in a separate source the same year:
“...since the bottom dropped out of the market prices have just spiralled down, and
farmers have got into a worse and worse poverty trap” (Business Age: 1992).
In both these claims, Young identifies the 1989 coffee price crash as the cause of
producers’ impoverishment. The rhetoric of a worsening situation is also mobilised
to add urgency to the claim. The notion of a ‘poverty trap’ is advanced, with Fair
Trade assumed to be a means of escape from said trap. The former instance lays
this out explicitly, identifying the benefits of Fair Trade, as against the world
markets which “make no allowances for developing economies”. More than just
low prices being problematised, we see here the identification of world markets as
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uncaring or inattentive to the needs of developing countries; that is to say,
constructing world markets as ‘unfair’.
The world’s first Fair Trade label, Max Havelaar, features once in the context of a
claim about low prices, when a newly-elected board member of the foundation,
Rweyemamu, claims:
“...efforts should be made to convince consumers that low coffee prices not
only leave producers in the Third World ‘without food and education’, but also
in deteriorating quality, as current prices do not even cover production
costs... Paying a higher price is also in the best interest of the consumer, as
due to the vicious circle of low prices, falling incomes and deteriorating
quality, soon no good coffee will be available on the market” (de Bruin, IPS:
1992).
Here we see another example of the ‘low prices’ grounds but elaborated with
humanitarian themes (low prices leaving people ‘without food and education’).
There is a clear instance of frame extension whereby economic issues envelop a
different area: that of the consumer’s interest in quality coffee. The quality coffee
consumer is enjoined to care about low prices through this framing device. This is
a worsening situation: the vicious circle affects the poor producer just as it does
the coffee consumer.
Further economic grounds appear in sources from 1992, possibly associated with
the establishment of various Fair Trade labelling initiatives that year or with the
proximity to the coffee price crash. Christian Aid makes a direct claim about this
problem, using statistics to illustrate:
“A spokesman for the charity [Christian Aid] said coffee provides Ethiopa with
66% of its export earnings, but coffee prices are at their lowest for 30 years.
In 1985-86, 1.22 million bags of coffee earned Ethiopa $346m. By 1989-90,
1.38 million bags earned about half that amount, $170m. Last year, 1990-91,
that figure fell to $118m” (Buie, Herald: 1992).
The problem of low prices is also highlighted by activists in relation to other
agricultural goods which were already, or were to become, the subject of Fair
Trade initiatives: bananas and cocoa. Josephine Fairley of Green & Black’s claims:
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“The farmers, having been promised high prices in the past, have been let down
badly at harvest-time… We pay a decent price, helping them to keeping growing
cacao and hold on to their lands” (Coltart, Herald: 1994). A particular notion of
relationship is advanced here. Someone along the supply chain has broken a
promise to the farmer — they have been “let down” by cacao buyers’ inability to
keep up their end of the bargain. Normal market relationships are problematised at
the same time as low prices. The farmer is constructed as a victim in this
relationship; Fair Trade is implied to rest on a different, more reliable trading
relationship.
Another common economic claim is that producers are ‘exploited by middlemen’ or
are victims of a power imbalance between producers and buyers (six instances).
The head of an American ATO which retails via mail-order catalogue explains:
“‘The way handcrafts are usually traded to the United States’, Salcedo said,
‘a producer sells to someone in the village who goes to the capital who sells
to an exporter who sells to an importer who sells to a distributor who sells to
retail stores.’ Most of the final selling price goes to the middlemen” (Benesch,
St Petersburg Times: 1990).
The identification of middlemen as the problem (or the positive version of the same
claim, that Fair Trade offers a solution by ‘cutting out the middlman’), is an
important component of the typical rhetorical recipe for Fair Trade claimsmaking
(or social problem formula story), so often does it appear throughout the discourse
as a whole. This claim is either presented logically (often accompanied by
economic facts and figures) or emotively (often by casting the middleman as a
villain).
Another identification of a problem that falls under the ‘economic’ rubric is that of
the lack of market access for producers. A US ATO representative claims that in
Guatemala they “found people who make good things with no place to sell
them” (Benesch, St Petersburg Times: 1990). Elsewhere a handicraft importer
laments the fact that the only economic outlet for very impoverished craftspeople
is selling dolls to an alternative trader (Lalonde, Gazette: 1993).
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‘Economic insecurity’ is a non-specific economic claim, many instances of which
verge on the humanitarian. Lorna Young explains:
“Nothing that the producers buy is static in price, in fact inflation in these
countries tends to be quite high. Coffee is a quality product, and it should be
sold at a price which reflects the costs of production. Our suppliers are all
small scale producers who grow a number of products but need to sell their
coffee for cash. There are 300,000 farmers in the organisations we are
dealing with. It is enabling people to continue to utilise their knowledge and
skills which have been built up through generations, and provide for their
families, instead of being forced to abandon their land and lose
everything” (Bain, Scotland on Sunday: 1993).
A stark contrast is painted here between a quality product deserving of a high price
and, on the other hand, the hardship of economic dislocation (abandoning the land
and ‘losing everything’). In a parallel instance of frame extension to the one
discussed earlier, the consumer’s enjoyment of quality coffee is inversely tied to
producers’ economic insecurity, enjoining the reader/consumer to change their
consumption habits.
Finally, problems relating to unfair economic arrangements — a catch-all nonspecific economic categorisation — are raised in two instances. The first was
already cited at the beginning of the section, in which ‘unfair trade’ is singled out.
This is the sole instance of an activist explicitly using this phrase. The other
instance is found in an article on the exploitation of coffee growers. Dave Klassen,
a Fair Trade activist from the Mennonite Central Committee notes that:
“[M]onoculture (single-crop) practices like this are disastrous in already poor
countries like Rwanda and Burundi, whose economies were entirely reversed
to favor the production of products that may be desirable to foreign buyers,
but do not help feed people at home” (Finch-Durichen, Record: 1995).
This is a problematisation which frames economic issues in a more fundamental
way than just low prices or low income. It is a claim about the structure of the
economy in developing countries, one which appears to not be immediately
amenable to a ‘Fair Trade’ solution. It is notable however that this is the sole
economic framing which does so. For other similarly fundamental
problematisations we need to look at ‘political’ framings (see below).
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6.2.2 Humanitarian grounds
Grounds which are framed in humanitarian terms appear the second-most
frequently after economic frames. These typically relate to suffering or disaster, but
can also include more mundane themes, provided they address the problem as
one of univeral care, kindness or sympathy.
Disaster is raised once: “Christian Aid argues that Africa's poorest countries,
suffering the worst effects of drought and famine, are heading for disaster because
of the prices they receive for the raw materials they export” (Buie, Herald: 1992).
The rhetoric of a ‘worsening situation’, predicting humanitarian distaster, is
bundled up with an economic claim, thus bridging humanitarian and economic
frames.
Claims about suffering people in the global South are made in three instances. A
Christian Aid campaign is reported on as follows:
“The campaign will reinforce the anthem of ‘trade not aid’ now gaining
currency in development circles. ‘The starving in Africa need our
compassionate giving, and we... are again being generous in answering their
plea for help’, writes the ‘Trade for Change’ brochure. ‘But they and other
poor people across the Third World need more than that if they are to enjoy a
decent life — they require a fair deal when they sell us their
produce’” (Gourlay, IPS: 1992).
The claimsmaker assumes audience familiarity with the humanitarian issue of
starving in Africa (referred to as ‘the starving...’) and the conventional response
(‘compassionate giving’). But the activist brochure expands the domain of
humanitarian concern to cover not just charitable giving but ‘a fair deal when they
sell us their produce’ — i.e. Fair Trade. Problematising poverty and starvation in
this manner appears to preculde the conventional response of aid in favour of the
Fair Trade approach.
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Another instance of domain expansion can be witnessed in a Fairtrade Foundation
represenative’s comparison of the situation in developing countries to that of
slavery:
“The British public understands far more about environmental pollution or the
disappearing rainforest than unfair trading. But people won't want to buy
simply on price once they realise they are supporting slavery, which in some
instances is what it is jolly nearly” (Johnstone, Herald: 1994).
It is worth exploring this claim in more depth. Comparing the situation in
developing countries to slavery expands an existing domain, slavery, to cover
‘unfair trading’. Moreover, slavery is a classical example of a valence issue. A clear
evil is identified, to which any right-thinking person would be opposed. That
opposition must manifest itself, the claim implies, in support for fair trade. But the
Fairtrade Foundation’s claim communicates something else as well. The
claimsmaker piggybacks a Fair Trade claim on existing environmental concerns.
The British public is held not to tolerate pollution or rainforest depletion. They
should therefore be equally intolerant of ‘unfair trade’. In piggybacking on existing
concerns, the activist claimsmaker is able to construct a situation in the audience’s
mind in which their lack of support for Fair Trade is inconsistent with their existing
environmental concern.
A more frequent claim highlights the general problem of deprivation (ten
instances). An article about the Mennonite ATO, Self-Help Crafts of the World,
makes a typical claim about conditions in handicraft producer communities:
“‘A family could make eight to ten [three-basket] sets a day’, [Candi Smucker,
a Mennonite project organiser] said. ‘And this is a village with no electricity,
no running water, no school, no medical facilities.’ Although the people who
produce the crafts are ‘very reliable’, the unpredictable conditions in many
Third World countries can make for interesting business predicaments, the
Smuckers said. Once, they had to explain to customers that there would be
no more baskets from the Philippines for a while because a volcano had
erupted and destroyed the natural material used to make them, not to
mention two-thirds of a warehouse where thousands of baskets were stored.
‘It sort of brings home the reality of life in other parts of the world’, Brian
Smucker said” (Makinen, Washington Post: 1994).
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Humanitarian framing of ‘unfairness’ often depicts poor producers as victims. In
this instance they are deprived and subject to natural disasters (volcano eruption)
but are simultaneously depicted as good people or good workers in spite of the
conditions (‘very reliable’). This accentuates the sense of poor producers as
deserving innocents. Typifying examples help to create this impression.
A similar example sees a Alistair Smith of Banana Link, an FTO, claim: “The
human cost is terrible... Banana cultivation is transforming peasant farmers into
shifting agricultural labourers. That's creating all-male villages, prostitution,
alcoholism and family disintegration” (Blythman, Guardian: 1996).
There are other instances of humanitarian claims piggybacking on other ethical
consumption campaigns. One source quotes an evocative and controversial
Christian Aid advertisement:
“‘You may have stopped using eggs from battery hens, but what about tea
from battery tea workers?’, [the ad] said, alongside a picture of tea pickers'
cramped housing. The advert went on to claim that tea pickers earn as little
as $1.19 a day and have to live in mud and stone barrack blocks ‘without
toilets or windows’. Christian Aid also said tea which cost $1.65 a kilo when it
leaves Sri Lanka, fetches $7.65 a kilo in Britain when sold as tea
bags” (Tanner, IPS: 1992).
The ad is self-evidently piggybacking on animal rights campaigns. The situation of
poor tea pickers is equated to that of battery hens — an issue which featured in
animal rights campaigns throughout the 1980s and 90s. Statistics about low
income, a humanitarian claim about suffering, and statistics depicting North-South
economic inequality are then strung together and harnessed to the slogan about
battery hens to construct a conception of unfairness.
However, we must note that this claim is made in an article about the Sri Lankan
government’s offence at this ad. The government makes three claims in response:
that conditions in Sri Lanka are not as bad as elsewhere, that the ad will damage
sales of Ceylon tea, and that the ad will jeopardise the Fair Trade label. So
alongside claims straightforwardly defending their mercantile interests, the Sri
Lankan government also contests the ad’s claims on the terrain of Fair Trade itself,
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demonstrating that Fair Trade had already gained a degree of popular assent at
that point in time. Christian Aid retort that, “In no way were we calling for a boycott
of Sri Lankan tea” and that “the point is to create awareness and get demand for
fairly traded products spiralling in the shops” (Tanner, IPS: 1992).
The rhetorical strategy of making exaggerated claims about poor producers met
clear opposition and created confusion over whether a boycott was called for or if
a ‘buycott’ approach was recommended (that is, positive purchasing decisions to
achieve a social objective, of which Fair Trade is an example). The contestation
over differing consumer strategies — boycott versus Fair Trade — is played out
over another set of humanitarian claims about producer deprivation.
In 1993, Christian Aid launched a campaign about the Brazil nut industry, making
claims about suffering (humanitarian frame) and labour issues (economic frame),
thereby encouraging people to lobby the business to change its behaviour
(Johnstone, Herald: 1993). Christian Aid’s claims were contested by Traidcraft,
who felt that Christian Aid failed to endorse their own alternative, fairly-traded
Brazil nuts. Traidcraft’s external affairs director, Richard Evans, states: “I think
Christian Aid should be encouraging people to buy fairly traded goods like our
Brazil nuts. They are campaigning in the wrong direction” (ibid.).

A 1996 article features a repitition of Christian Aid’s claims about the Brazil nut
industry in Brazil, but in this instance the conclusion has changed: “We are not
asking people to stop buying Brazil nuts. But we want them to put pressure on
supermarkets to adopt a fair-trade policy” (Durham, Observer: 1996).
The rhetorical strategy of amplifying humanitarian claims perhaps was abandoned,
or at least moderated, in the face of opposition. This change may also reflect or be
constitutive of a practical campaigning change away from boycotts and towards
Fair Trade. This hypothesis will be returned to in our analysis.
One claim which proved to be unique within our sample focused attention on the
condition of workers in the global North: “Appalachian women who have been
displaced from the local apparel industry work for Deva... We have Third World
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conditions in the U.S., in sweatshops in inner cities. We're concerned about
quality, not just in the clothes, but in the lives of those who make them” (Frost,
Chicago Sun-Times: 1993).
The rhetorical strategy assimilates conditions in the US to those in the Third World,
building on themes commonly associated with the latter: sweatshops and
economic displacement. However, neither industrially-manufactured goods nor
developed-country workers are the object of Fair Trade claimsmaking anywhere
else in our sample.

6.2.3 Environmental grounds
A minor theme within primary diagnostic claims is the problematisation of
environmental problems. A British Fair Trade campaigners’ guide, which quotes a
banana farmer, is cited in an Irish newspaper thusly:
“Bananas need a lot of land so the farmers are cutting down forests to
produce more. Bananas have brought us chemicals that are killing us. The
blue plastic bags used to protect the bananas do not rot easily. There used to
be fish in our river. Now they've all gone, not just because of the floating
plastic, but because the chemicals sprayed on crops run into the
water” (O’Faolain, Irish Times: 1995).
The Banana Link campaign, cited earlier, also makes environmental claims: “Big
retailers hunt for low-priced, uniform and unblemished fruit — almost an industrial
product. So, these bananas are grown in conditions no industrial country would
tolerate in its own countryside. That means higher inputs of fertilisers, nematicides
and fungicides” (Blythman, Guardian: 1996).
In these examples, claimsmakers directly identify a product that is commonly
consumed by Northern consumers with environmental depredation, while at the
same time drawing a strong contrast, especially explicit in the latter case, with
environmental standards ‘at home’. However, these are rare instances. More
common is for environmental issues to be raised as means of piggybacking Fair
Trade claims on them, rather than being the issue Fair Trade claimsmaking seeks
to problematise itself.
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6.2.4 Political grounds
Political grounds in our sample tend not problematise the immediate conditions
faced by producers. Instead, these claims seize on the failure of past initiatives.
Activists may bring into question aid or charity, portraying these as ineffective or
demeaning.
A representative of a small North American ATO, ‘Marketplace: Handicrafts’,
claims:
“People who buy things because some poor blind person has made it or
some widow has made it, it's insulting to that person, if it's only to help that
person... That's what we were trying to do make things that people would
want to buy” (Benesch, St Petersburg Times: 1990).
More implicitly, Edward Sierra, director of Trade Wind, an ATO importing clothing
and handicrafts from Latin America, claims in the same article, “A lot of people are
clamoring for fair trade rather than dependency-creating aid” (ibid.)
Here claimsmakers seek to contrast their own approach, based on trade, to charity
or aid. The condition being problematised is “dependency-creating aid”, deemed
“insulting”. The diagnostic frame here is shifted away from immediate living
conditions and towards the failings of rival SMOs or alternative approaches. Recall
the similar competition between SMO tactics and strategy over humanitarian or
developmentalist questions seen above.
A related problematisation of the political situation is raised by a veteran
campaigner and activist, Benny Dembitzer:
“The issue of human rights was put on the map by voluntary agencies,
Amnesty International above all. Voluntary agencies and pressure groups put
the issue of environment on the map... But how is it that we have not yet
managed to get a broader consensus towards the Third World... These
issues have not been coherently put across to the general public by voluntary
agencies and pressure groups. The governments of the primarily but not
exclusively rich world benefit from the lack of attention and the lack of
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direction of the only lobby they recognise — large numbers of people
protesting” (Cater, Guardian: 1991).
The success of other ethical campaigns is contrasted to the failings of existing
development or poverty initiatives. Dembitzer seems to suggest that the way
human rights and environmental problems have been framed have excluded the
issue of poverty and global inequality. The claim also contains an implicit
conclusion, that change requires “large numbers of people protesting”.

6.2.5 Summary
The grounds communicated by Fair Trade campaigners are in the main economic
or humanitarian. These sorts of claims raise difficulties faced by the producers that
Fair Trade wishes to help. More often than not these are presented as typifying
examples rather than explicit statements or definitions of the problem. ‘Unfair
trade’ is hardly ever raised in toto. Instead, the diagnostic frame focuses attention
on the small picture, so to speak. The larger picture is only hinted at.
The producers constructed as victims are all agricultural or handicraft producers in
the developing world, with the one exception in which Northern factory workers are
discussed. There is no ambiguity and hardly any contestation over the construction
of the victim.
This is paralled by the type of organisation represented. ATOs are relatively
overrepresented relative to the sample as a whole. These are also the
organisations which raise the most detailed or evocative humanitarian grounds.
The FTO that most features is Christian Aid. However, many other large FTOs that
played an important role in establishing the initiative hardly feature at all (e.g.
Oxfam, Cafédirect, Fairtrade Foundation, Traidcraft, Equal Exchange). How are
we to explain the fact that it is ATOs that have done much of the diagnostic framing
in the discourse?
Another notable feature about grounds is the piggybacking on ‘green
consumerism’. Activists assume audience familiarity with these issues and
deliberately draw comparisons with (non-Fair Trade) environmental grounds.
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The relationship to another form of consumer activism, the boycott, also features.
A contrast is drawn by activists so as to distinguish the two approaches. This is
done in the context of competition over the degree to which humanitarian themes
should be amplified. It appears that exaggerated humanitarian grounds become
less popular as a strategy over the period surveyed.
Finally, we witnessed an attempt to bridge concern about coffee quality to that of
producer exploitation. Although ‘product quality’ is never raised as a ground per se,
this issue is discursively linked to social problems in the deveoping world. This
appears to be an instance of what Raynolds (2009) describes as an overlapping of
civic and domestic conventions with industrial ones (e.g. relating to product
quality). This idea is developed more fully in claims explaining why Fair Trade
matters — that is, warrants.

6.3 Primary claims: Warrants
Whereas we have noted a relative paucity of grounds in claims about Fair Trade
over the 1984-1996 period, motivational claims total 105 references in 61 sources.
Fourty-four percent of sources contained motivational claims, compared to twentyone percent for diagnostic claims. In absolute terms, there were 2.4 times more
warrants than grounds in primary claimsmaking in the period.
Motivational frames, or warrants, refer essentially to values. They explain why
something ought to be done. As we have already discussed, warrants are a means
of bridging grounds (the information about, and definition of, the problem) and
conclusions (calls-to-action). Motivational frames therefore do a lot of the ‘work’ in
making a claim effective and compelling. Grounds’ success depend on the cultural
resources they draw upon; they must resonate. Likewise, for conclusions to be
accepted they must seem like a logical course of action. But the rhetorical
component of a claim which performs the most interactive role is the warrant.
Warrants are ultimately about meaning: ‘Why does this matter to me?’
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Warrants have been thematically grouped into the following categories: selfinterest, reliability, practicability, consumer subjectivity, political values, religious
commitment and humanitarian aims. Each of these contains one or more distinct
claims which are represented in the sample. As will be demonstrated, the means
of motivating an audience to action may not be what one typically understands as
‘values’. Nevertheless, insofar as they make a claim relating to the good or to
meaning, they are relevant as warrants for Fair Trade.
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Table 6.8 Warrants by theme
Theme

Value claim

Self-interest

Number of instances
27

FT is business-minded

5

FT is good for consumer

13

FT is good for corporations

9

Reliability

9
FT is certified/monitored/
audited

Practicability

9
14

FT has limited or achievable
aims

7

FT is not charity

6

Corporations have the
power to implement FT

1

Consumer subjectivity

26
FT provides consumer
choice

2

FT appeals to consumer
power

2

Consumers feel guilty

2

Consumers are ethical

20

Political values

11
FT is sceptical about profitmaking

3

FT must be political

2

Putting people before profit

5

Anti-consumerism or antimainstream

1

Religious commitment

4
Religious values/community

Humanitarian aims

4
12

Help poor producers

7

Establish relationships
between consumers and
producers

5
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In terms of organisations represented in the discourse, Traidcraft have a clear
plurality. As with grounds, North American ATOs are relatively over-represented
while the larger FTOs and charities involved in Fairtrade labelling are relatively
under-represented (the Fairtrade Foundation and Cafédirect being the most
frequently cited amongst these).

Table 6.9 Organisations making claims featuring warrants
Alternative/Fair Trade
organisation

Mentions

Self-help Crafts of the World/
Mennonite

4

Traidcraft

18

Co-op

5

Cafédirect

8

Christian Aid

4

Max Havelaar

3

Equal Exchange

2

Equal Exchange (US)

1

World Development Movement

2

Oxfam

1

World Trade Watch

1

Green & Black's

1

Fairtrade Foundation

7

British Association of Fair Trade
shops

1

TwinTrading

4

British ATO/World Shop

1

Other ATO (Ireland)

1

Other ATO (North America)

9

Other ATO (Rest of world)

4
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In terms of occurences, these claims are heavily weighted towards the latter years.
Of note is that 1992 features a large number of warrants. As has been noted
previously, this could be due to the establishment and formalisation of the
Fairtrade concept that year.

Table 6.10 Sources featuring warrants by year
Year

No. of sources
containing
warrants

1984

1

1985

0

1986

3

1987

1

1988

0

1989

3

1990

4

1991

0

1992

21

1993

8

1994

17

1995

13

1996

24

6.3.1 Self-interest warrants
Motivational framing around the notion of self-interest is expressed in three
different ways. The warrant that ‘Fair Trade is business-minded’ is a claim that
FTOs make about themselves or their project. It is an appeal to an audience on
the basis of certain ‘values’: that of being run according to commerical imperatives
or of being professionally-managed.
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“Despite the charitable concern, Phillip Angler, managing director, is quick to
point out that Traidcraft is not a charity or a development agency — as a
company it operates within the commercial constraints of the market place
and holds producers accountable for the goods they supply. But he adds: ‘As
Christians we are trying to bring love and justice into business’” (Howard,
Independent: 1992).
Although there is a warrant relating to religious commitment, this is only as an
adjunct to the main claim: Fair Trade is a viable, commercial enterprise.
An unnamed US ATO puts forward a similar emphasis on commerical aspects:
“Alternative trade enthusiasts insist that they are not fuzzy-minded do-gooders.
They are as happy as the next fellow to turn a profit. Otherwise, remarked Judith
Buffo, a Portland, Ore. wholesaler attending the conference, ‘it's not doing any
good’” (Burdman, San Francisco Chronicle: 1992). Fair Trade’s success (‘doing
good’) is premised on ‘turning a profit’. This is contrasted to ‘fuzzy-minded dogooders’ who, it is suggested, are incapable of running a business effectively.

In an article entitled ‘Counter Culture’ (a play on the notion of a counter-culture and
of a culture based around the shop counter), Richard Adams, MD of Traidcraft,
claims the following about a Fair Trade shop he is opening: “Profit is important to
Out of This World. It is not a primary objective but it is an essential condition of
success” (Cowe, Guardian: 1995). The implicit appeal to the audience is again that
Fair Trade can be successful because it is run like a business.
Activist claimsmaking for Fair Trade can appeal not just to a general or unspecified
audience as above, but can also seek to appeal to commercial interests or
corporations. Julia Powell of Fairtrade argues:
“Brands that have the mark will have a competitive edge over those that do
not — as a growing number of consumers want to buy fairly traded goods.
Last year an Oxfam survey of 6,000 adults found that 81 per cent would buy
products identified as giving a fair deal to Third World
producers” (Rosenbaum, Independent: 1993).
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Fairtrade is presented as a business opportunity and appeal is made to
commerical interests. The citing of consumer demand for Fair Trade will be
returned to in the section on consumer subjectivity.
Likewise, in explaining Fair Trade’s appeal to supermarkets, a Co-op spokesman
says, “I think supermarkets regard ‘fair trade’ as something they need to do from
an image point of view. It may be part of the more caring Nineties... Ethical trading
sits happily with us” (Vidal, Guardian: 1994).
Various other sources feature claims about ‘a growing market for Fair Trade
goods’, often citing statistics about their current or future growth. Phil Wells of the
Fairtrade Foundation explains the changes that have made Fair Trade an
attractive proposition to corporations:
“Ten years ago big companies would just have said it was unrealistic to
expect to change anything, but the world has moved on. They are realising
that consumers and investors are getting interested in these issues and they
understand they can bring some leverage to bear on the suppliers” (Durham,
Observer: 1996).
Motivational frames based on self-interest such as this one construct a notion of a
‘changed world’ in which social actors, both business and consumers, are
interested in, and can take advantage of, ethical consumption.
This idea was already present in the first source in our sample, in 1984:
“We are not appealing to people's political perspectives. We know very well
that people might buy Nicaraguan or Tanzanian coffee once, twice, or if
they're really politically committed, three times. But we're not in the business
of being a good cause. We're in the business of business, and we'll only
succeed if what we sell is of good, acceptable quality to Canadian
consumers” (Lem, Globe & Mail: 1984).
Claims such as this frame Fair Trade products as being quality goods, in the
consumer’s interest to buy them, in direct opposition to the idea that buying
Fairtrade is a charitable or politically-motivated act.
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Alternatively, charitable or humanitarian ends are presented as going hand-in-hand
with the consumer’s interest in a quality product. Various Cafédirect posters are
cited putting forth this idea: “You discover great coffee. They discover school”;
“Fair trade, excellent coffee”; “You get excellent coffee. They get vaccines”;
“Richer, mellower and distinctly less bitter” (Tanner, IPS: 1993; Campaign: 1993;
Jones, Independent, 1995). In the former cases, the dualisms suggest good coffee
and humanitarian objective go together. The last instance plays on the double
meaning of certain qualities of a coffee and the values or emotions elicited by Fair
Trade.
In one instance this rhetorical strategy explicitly laid out:
“‘Through the advertising campaign we are now targeting ‘semi-ethical’
women. These are people who are reasonably interested in green and world
issues and feel that they want to do the right thing, but only if it is not too
difficult or too painful for them.’ To this end, says Ms Young, Cafédirect is
focusing on the quality of the product” (Jones, Independent: 1995).
Fair Trade’s motivational frames are constructed so as to appeal to a ‘semiethical’ category of consumers. Convenience is therefore balanced against ethical
commitments. A good quality product can mediate between these two motivations.
The idea of Fair Trade as worthwile because it is “not too difficult or too painful” is
repeated elsewhere: “With most wholefood shops, you feel guilty when you step
through the door. This has to be somewhere people want to go and feel
comfortable shopping there and will tell their friends to go,” (Cowe, Guardian:
1995) claims Traidcraft’s Richard Adams. This plays on a widely-held notion that
engaging in charitable activity is difficult and guilt-inducing. Fair Trade, in contrast,
is presented as “comfortable”.
These claims touch on the idea of practicability which will be returned to below.
First we turn to a set of claims closely related to the idea that ‘Fair Trade is good
for the consumer’ — the notion that it is reliable.
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6.3.2 Reliability warrants
These claims communicate the idea that Fair Trade is valuable because it is
certified, monitored or audited by some authority. Julia Powell of the Fairtrade
Foundation explains:
“Consumers are worried that environmental claims that companies make for
themselves may be spurious. Because we are independent, the Fairtrade
mark will have credibility. Our criteria are very strict. Companies want tough
criteria, so that once they have the mark there is no question about their
claims” (Rosenbaum, Independent: 1993).
As well as constructing Fair Trade as reliable, we encounter yet another case of
Fair Trade piggybacking on green consumerism, albeit negatively in this instance.
By the following year, this tendency becomes more pronounced. Powell reiterates
the claim, in response to a scandal over the ethical credentials of some of The
Body Shop’s products:
“Genuinely, I think it is a shame that Body Shop is being brought into
question because they have raised this very important issue. But what it does
point out is that unless people apply for independent verification they are
open to criticism. The foundation was set up to pre-empt companies making
their own claims about their products, because that is how the environmental
movement suffered — there was no independent organisation to oversee
'green' claims” (Bain, Scotland on Sunday: 1994).
Emphasising the reliability of Fairtrade certification is thus an important
motivational frame. Traidcraft’s Richard Adams explains that foregrounding
reliability is “a protective measure to stop people jumping on the
bandwagon” (Johnstone, Herald: 1994), while a Co-op representative frames
reliability as a product of consumer interest, not that of business or finance: “As a
consumer-owned organisation, our agenda is driven by consumer concerns, not
by the City... This is about a basic set of standards which customers can expect
from us as a retailer” (Cowe, Guardian Weekly: 1996).
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6.3.3 Practicability warrants
The cultural resources that motivational frames draw upon need not only be
traditional ethical or political values on the one hand, or material or hedonic
motives, on the other. Thirteen instances in the sample made use of ‘practicability’
warrants. These are claims justifying a conclusion ‘because it works’.
Christian Aid claims that supermarkets have “the money, the muscle and the
mechanisms to guarantee a better deal for Third World producers” (Grocer: 1996).
That is, supermarkets should support Fair Trade because they can.
Other practicability warrants orient themselves toward an implied consumer. A
director of the World Development Movement claims, “It’s not fair trade but fairer
trade”, while Lorna Young specifies that “It's as fair as possible at the moment and
it's a lot fairer than what they have been getting elsewhere” (Tanner, IPS: 1993).
These claims appeal on the basis of the modesty of aims: limited ambition makes
it practicable. Similarly, Traidcraft claims, “all we do is give some of the world's
poor the opportunity to work themselves out of poverty” (Williams, Guardian:
1989). The phrasing ‘all we do...’ appears as a disarming tactic, presenting Fair
Trade practice as a limited and inoffensive initiative.

6.3.4 Consumer subjectivity warrants
While some of the themes explored above — self-interest, reliability, practicability
— address themselves to the consumer, the theme of ‘consumer subjectivity’
regards claims about the consumer. These are means of justifying Fair Trade to an
audience by reference to the character of the (posited) ethical consumer.
The vast marjority of consumer subjectivity warrants are a form of the claim that
‘consumers have ethical commitments’ or ‘consumers demand ethical products’.
An early claim puts it thus: “We are all consumers and our marketing strategy is
based on the assumption that there are a growing number of people who will take
ethical as well as commercial decisions in their purchasing” (Williams, Guardian:
1989). Here, Paul Johns of Traidcraft is making an assumption about a latent
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demand for ethical products in the early days of Fair Trade. Additionally it is
claimed that ‘we are all consumers’, opening up the possibility that Fair Trade
could be for everyone.
This presages a similar claim about consumers having power. On the occasion a
promotional day for Fair Trade with British MPs, a Traidcraft representative claims
about the initiative:
“It is a worldwide movement which is moving ever more confidently into
mainstream retailing and politics and consumers have the power to influence
it… They have the power to change the way the world trades, in their pockets
and in their wallets” (Northern Echo: 1996).
This warrant is repeated the same year by Lori Wallach, director of the
Washington-based Global Trade Watch: “The leverage and power behind [Fair
Trade] is citizens, in their role as consumers” (Zirnite, IPS: 1996).
Fair Trade adovcates are appealing both to people as consumers, as well as
justifying Fair Trade on the basis that people are consumers and thereby are
endowed with certain capacities and capabilities. This is a variation on a theme
explored earlier, that of practicability: ‘because you can, you should’. However, in
the instances cited here, people’s ability to act is not a practical matter; it is a
reflection of their pre-existing ethical commitments.
Mike Drury of the Fairtrade Foundation makes claims about consumers being
‘ethical’ over three times, such as, “Consumer demand already exists with 73
percent of women shoppers prepared to pay substantially more for a guarantee of
fairer trade" (Tanner, IPS: 1994). The use of polling data to substantiate a claim
about consumers’ ethical consciousness is in fact a common strategy throughout
the discourse as a whole. The effect of these claims is to (1) construct the idea of
a substantial body of consumers waiting to express their ethical commitments, and
(2) construe Fair Trade as the means of enacting those values.
A variation on this theme is to frame the consumer as guilt-ridden about the state
of the world. For example, Lorna Young states: “On the issue of fair trade people
do feel guilty about the quality of their life in relation to the quality of the lives of the
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poor, but they don't actually see that there's anything they can do” (BusinessAge:
1992). A more positive version of this theme frames the consumer as a reflexive
subject: “Instead of saying you want to support fair trade in a supermarket but
have no choice, now you have two products. That will help people understand the
whole concept of the labelling,” claims Julia Powell (Bain, Scotland on Sunday:
1996).
In these instances, one might note that the boundary between grounds and
warrants is hazy. The guilt-ridden but ethical consumer is both a justification — a
warrant — for engaging in Fair Trade, as well as a problematised condition, in
need of resolution. How this ambiguity should be interpreted will be discussed in
the following chapter.

6.3.5 Political warrants
The political warrants in the Fair Trade discourse are ones that self-consciously
construct Fair Trade practice as driven by, or fulfilling, aims that are oppositional;
that is, they negate some aspect of contemporary culture or economy.
In three seperate instances Traidcraft questions profit-making or the profit motive.
A company prospectus warns potential investors that Fair Trade “should not be
regarded as an investment for personal gain or profit” (May, Guardian: 1987).
Richard Adams queries whether altruism is sufficiently present in the 1990s,
explaining, “A generation has grown up being told that the world is very
competitive” (Cowe, Guardian Weekly, 1996). The same year, Adams compares
Fair Trade’s lack of profit motive to similar initiatives: “We know from other social
ventures that investors feel uncomfortable if they are making too much profit out of
such an enterprise” (Wylie, Guaridan: 1996).
Discomfort with profit, money-making or economic competition finds its conclusion
in engagement with Fair Trade. The latter is communicated by Traidcraft as being,
at least partly, an altruistic act. This stands in contrast to motivational frames
empahsising practicability or business-mindedness that we presented earlier. In
one instance, Traidcraft even portray a new World Shop they are inaugurating as
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“a direct challenge to destructive consumerism” (ibid.). Yet, this is the sole instance
recorded of a claim justifying Fair Trade as political or cultural opposition to
mainstream consumerism.
Related warrants about Fair Trade being by necessity political are only found in
two other instances. For example, a North American ATO claims: “If we really want
democracy in Latin America, people have to have their basic needs taken care of
first on a grass-roots level... We buy exclusively from democratically-organized
cooperatives, mostly comprised of poor indigenous people, to foster economic
development” (Thurston, Journal of Commerce: 1992). This is both a ground
(problematising political structures in the developing world) as well as a warrant,
justifying Fair Trade on the basis of its endorsement of democratic organisation.
But again, claims such as these are rare.
Indeed, ‘political’ motivational frames are more commonly found in the guise of the
vaguer and more conciliatory formulation, ‘people over profit’. For instance, a
Mennonite Fair Trade volunteer claims, “I both liked the idea of buying quality craft
items that were each unique and helping people earn a living instead of
contributing to some corporation's bottom line” (Makinen, Washington Post: 1994).
Not only is a charitable act counterposed to ‘the bottom line’ but the former is
elided with a quality product. Note as well the notion of the product as authentic
(‘each unique’).
Elsewhere, an Indian alternative trader evokes the hardship faced by craft
producers due to changes in fashion in the global North, but claims that with “fair
trade, the commitment is made to try and put the producers concerns
higher” (Scotsman: 1996). We should note as well that these claims are made by
ATOs dealing in handicrafts rather than the new-model labelling and certification
FTOs.
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6.3.6 Religious warrants
Fair Trade is rarely framed in religious terms, and religious rhetoric is almost
entirely absent from the discourse, despite alternative trade’s roots in church
groups. Twice reference is made to an ecumenical community but only once do
activists seek to provide religious warrants for Fair Trade. Traidcraft
representatives in one instance claim, in reference to the Christian commitment to
‘love and justice’...:
“The challenge of the gospels is to bring good news to the poor and
oppressed and to strengthen the weak. What better way to try to do this
than through trade, which is so often the heart of the problem and which
has such power to transform lives?” (Howard, Independent: 1992).

6.3.7 Humanitarian warrants
What we have termed humanitarian warrants are claims featuring justifications for
Fair Trade on the basis of a commitment to universal care or sympathy. There are
two claims made in the discourse: Fair Trade transfers profits to poor producers,
and Fair Trade is a means of establishing North-South or consumer-producer
relationships.
The former sort of claim is voiced by Canadian ATO Bridgehead: “People like the
fact that we send the profits back to the producers. They see that as a good
reason to pay the extra cost” (Everett-Green, Globe & Mail: 1986). The warrant is
fairly implicit; the claim communicates a commonly-held frame and presents Fair
Trade as a self-evident good — either by stating what Fair Trade does, or by
offering an example of the good that it does. If we unpack these claims further, we
can note that they are as close as one might come, rhetorically, to the quasitautological claims that ‘Fair Trade is the solution to [x problems] because it is fair’.
This speaks to the fact that ‘fairness’ has broad assent amongst the public.
Indeed, one can argue that ‘fairness’ is Fair Trade’s master frame.
Warrants based on the idea of relationships draw on different cultural resources.
Lorna Young appeals to the fact Fair Trade offers “long-term relationships and
long-term guarantees” to producers, restoring dignity and relieving poverty (Brand
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Strategy: 1994). Traidcraft puts it as follows: “Handicraft producers are often
exploited by export buyers because of their vulnerable economic situation. We
chose not to do that; we'd rather develop a positive relationship with
them” (Howard, Independent: 1992).
The ‘why’ of Fair Trade is framed as an opportunity for the consumer, via an FTO,
to establish a meaningful or postitive relationship with the producer. The language
of relationships is evocative because it speaks to intimate and informal personal
interactions. The rhetoric here is not of convenience or practicability as we saw
earlier. Instead, there is an appeal to trust.

6.3.8 Summary
The primary claimsmaking by Fair Trade activists is rich with warrants,
outnumbering grounds and conclusions combined. The profile of organisations
making these sorts of claims is similar to that seen earlier. Traidcraft is very
prevalent throughout, and is represented through all the thematic categories.
Christian Aid is likewise responsible for a lot of claims featuring warrants. All ATOs
combined are again more prevalent than any single European or North American
labelling initiative FTO. The question as to why the earlier generation of
organisation is more present in the discourse (particularly when these ostensibly
benefit from fewer economic resources) is to be answered in the following chapter.
Warrants can tell us something about who is being appealed to. In our survey of
the discourse, companies or the market are often the intended audience. The
directing of motivational claims to, for example, supermarkets may tell us
something about agency in the Fair Trade construct.
Similarly, many warrants are directed to consumers, appealing to a notion of
consumer interest, or mobilising certain constructions of the consumer; one who is
discerning (in search of quality products), endowed with certain amount of power
and choice, potentially guilt-ridden, and above all ethically conscious. The most
common single claim was that consumers wish to exercise their already-held
ethical commitments. The precise content of the ethics is however not broached, it
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is presumed. As remarked, the ethical consumer is in some sense both a ground
and a warrant: a means through which the problem (‘unfair trade’) can be solved,
as well as the problem to be solved in itself.
Warrants based on the notion of a consumer endowed with ethical commitments
are present from early on (1989) and continue throughout the surveyed period.
Often, the mooted desire for ethical consumption is compared to the example of
green consumerism of the preceding period — further evidence of ethical
reflexivity. As we will see later on, this piggybacking strategy is in fact discussed
self-consciously by secondary claimsmakers.
Ethical commitments are presented as compatible with the consumption of quality
products. Industrial conventions of certification, auditing and reliability were
presented as a means of assuring consumers. Market conventions of competition,
efficiency and profit-making were likewise advanced in an effort to convince that
‘Fair Trade is not charity’. These can be understood as rhetorical elaborations of
the slogan, ‘trade not aid’.
Appeals based on convenience or practicability permeate the discourse.
Meanwhile, themes of sacrifice, charity or altruism were either absent or marginal.
Religious, political and humanitarian frames were likewise in the minority. When
they did appear, the claims were often framed as politically or morally
undemanding, either by justifying Fair Trade in terms of ‘people over profit’ or by
simple appeal to fairness or care.

6.4 Primary claims: Conclusions
Conclusions about Fair Trade are found in comparatively few instances (in only 20
sources). These prognostic frames have not been categorised according to theme,
as with grounds and warrants. Instead these have simply been regrouped into five
different claims: campaign, raise awareness, buy Fair Trade, create demand for
Fair Trade, and push for corporate adoption/influence the market.
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Table 6.11 Conclusions by claim
Claim

Number of instances

Campaign for FT

7

Raise awareness about the
issues/FT

5

Buy/consume FT

2

Create demand from consumers
for FT

3

Influence the market or
behaviour of corporate actors

11

A relatively small number of claims is examined here. The organisations
represented are a small set, with only Christian Aid and Fairtrade Foundation
appearing more frequently. While the presence of these two organisations is
reflected in grounds and warrants, the difference here is the small number of North
American ATOs present — organisations which dominate other rhetorical aspects
in the discourse.

Table 6.12 Organisations making claims featuring conclusions
Alternative/Fair Trade
organisation

Mentions

Traidcraft

2

Cafédirect

2

Christian Aid

8

Equal Exchange

1

Equal Exchange (US)

1

Individual

1

Scottish Catholic International
Aid Foundation

1

Association of European Fair
Trade

2

Green & Black's

1

Fairtrade Foundation

5

British ATO/World Shop

2
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Regarding the temporal distribution of conclusions, it is notable that the early years
prior to the formalisation of Fairtrade labelling feature no conclusions. This is not
as self-evident as it may seem: conclusions need not only consist of the claim ‘buy
FT’. Why no other conclusions are presented in the early years is a question to be
answered.

Table 6.13: Sources featuring conclusions by year
Year

No. of sources
containing
conclusions

1984

0

1985

0

1986

0

1987

0

1988

0

1989

0

1990

0

1991

0

1992

9

1993

3

1994

6

1995

2

1996

6

6.4.1 Conclusions in detail
Four instances of the ‘campaigning’ claim involve lobbying political institutions. A
campaign in 1994 over EU tarriffs on bananas is mentioned three times. For
instance, a group of European Fair Trade NGOs lobby the European Parliament to
push for “independently verifiable criteria for the production and marketing of
socially and ecologically sustainable bananas” (Percival, IPS: 1994). Christian Aid
asks supporters to “lobby their MPs and MEPs in protest at EC countries' dumping
of surplus agricultural produce in the Third World” (Buie, Herald: 1992).
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The other instances of conclusions urging campaigning regard strategies for
dealing with conditions in the Brazil nut industry. As we witnessed above in the
presentation of Fair Trade grounds, SMO competition emerged over differing
diagnostic and prognostic framings. Christian Aid made use of amplified
humanitarian themes about suffering, prompting concern from Traidcraft that these
claims would encourage a boycott of Brazil nuts, rather than the promotion of Fair
Trade Brazil nuts.
Consequently, Christian Aid asks for readers to “send postcards to the managers
of the Belem factories calling on them to honour wage agreements, recognise
union rights and install ceiling fans” (Johnstone, Herald: 1993). Wary of
encouraging boycotts of ‘unethical’ products, Christian Aid director Michael Taylor
speficies in 1996 that:
“We don't want a boycott of the produce we have highlighted or for the big
stores to dump certain suppliers. We want them to work with suppliers to
improve conditions, and we know that some of them are already taking steps
in the right direction” (Whittle, Press Association: 1996).
Similarly, a charity workers insists, “International pressure needs to be brought to
bear on the worst offenders. If they don't improve working conditions they should
find their trading position is affected” (Durham, Observer: 1996).
The emphasis is placed on campaigning as a means of dealing with unfair or
unethical conditions, but the tactics to be used are differentiated from boycotts.
Instead, letter-writing, organised lobbying and other forms of what some scholars
have termed ‘discursive consumerism’ are called for (Bostrom & Klintman, 2008;
Micheletti & Stolle, 2004, 2008). At a rhetorical level, these encouragements can
either take the form of a threat or a more conciliatory approach (e.g. “working with
suppliers”).
Conclusions about ‘raising awareness’ are often phrased in more passive terms,
such as ‘awareness must be raised’ rather than in the imperative tense. Lorna
Young states:
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“If people see ethically traded or fairly traded produce in the Co-op then it
should lead to them asking 'what's fairly traded?' which is incredibly
important. The solution to poverty goes way beyond providing the money; it
has to come about with people in the western world becoming aware of just
how their lives are interlinked with people from other
countries” (BusinessAge: 1992).
The conclusion is normatively framed through phrases such as ‘should’ and ‘has
to’ indicating what action ought to take place. But Young is not primarily enjoining
an audience of consumers to carry out an action. Rather, she is arguing for greater
prominence for Fair Trade goods in mainstream retailers. It is claimed that this will
lead to increased questioning of the nature of trade. Resolving the problem
(“poverty”) must come about through awareness about how the actions of people
in the global North are connected to those in the South. This is contrasted to the
limitations of another approach: ‘providing the money’ – that is to say, charity.
The conclusion is thus: Fair Trade needs to become more widely available so as to
prompt thinking about global interconnectedness, ergo, raised awareness. This
conclusion is communicated more forthrightly by Christian Aid the same year: “The
point is to create awareness and get demand for fairly traded products spiralling in
the shops” (Tanner, IPS: 1992).
And yet, the sequence of actions is inverted in this claim. Young wishes for Fair
Trade to become increasingly mainstream which will prompt raised awareness.
Christian Aid implies the opposite: raise awareness and demand will increase for
Fairtrade goods, which in turn will lead to greater consumption, and thus,
availablity of Fair Trade goods.
A Scottish Fair Trade shop owner says in relation to the labelling scheme:
“We are talking about giving people the power of their shopping basket.
Enlightened businesses are looking at what the customer really wants, and if
we can manage to convince customers that fair trading is the way forward
then change will come, just as it did with recycled goods and the
environmental movement” (Bain, Scotland on Sunday: 1996).
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We can note a couple of interesting facets here. Firstly the claimsmaker draws
upon a theme discussed in the previous section: consumer power. This is a
warrant used to drive to the conclusion that (a) demand for Fair Trade should be
increased and (b) that people should buy Fair Trade. Again, the cultural resource
of green consumerism is mobilised as a way of claiming Fair Trade is a realistic
strategy.
Paul Brennan, a campaign coordinator at Christian Aid, follows the same rhetorical
recipe in claiming: “We are mimicking what the Green movement did... But first we
need the demand and we haven't created the demand yet. It's going to take a few
weeks, a few months, to get our message across” (Gourlay, IPS: 1992). The
prognostic frame of ‘creating demand’ is a way of operationalising the constructed
notion of ‘ethical consciousness’ through the market; that is, “trying to convert
people's social and environmental concerns into choices about what they buy,” as
Richard Adams of Traidcraft puts it (Schoon, Independent: 1995).
Four strategies thus appeal to an assumed audience of citizen-consumers, either
directly or indirectly. Either citizen-consumers should join campaigns as part of
their Fair Trade engagement, or their awareness should be raised through contact
with Fairtrade labels. Alternatively, and more directly, they are told to buy Fairtrade
goods; or it is claimed that demand for these goods must be increased. The final
conclusion identified in the sample is also the one appearing most frequently. This
is an appeal for Fairtrade labelling to be adopted by corporations, or for Fair Trade
to influence the operation of the market (the discourse of ‘assimilation’, according
to Low and Davenport, 2006).
Mike Drury of the Fairtrade Foundation claims, “The Fairtrade Mark offers a unique
opportunity to gain market share with the support of consumers” (Latham,
Marketing: 1993). The use of the language of marketing is evident here and the
prognostic framing is oriented towards a corporate audience. This is perceptible
again in an article about the launch of the Fairtrade mark in 1993, in which the
Fairtrade Foundation claims: “The European experience shows that first in the field
approved brands which are available at launch will gain significant advantage,
benefiting from a pioneering ethical image, media coverage and heightened
consumer attention” (Bain, Scotland on Sunday: 1993).
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A similar instance of aligning prognostic frames in such a way as to speak to a
business-minded audience is carried out by Christian Aid, which explains its
strategy of appealing to supermarkets to adopt Fairtrade thusly:
“Supermarkets have staff going around the world all the time. We are just
asking for them to give the same care and attention to the people producing
the product as to the product itself. If supermarkets go to their suppliers and
say 'this is a real concern to us, we would like to see you clean your act up',
we think the suppliers will listen” (Johnstone, Herald: 1994).
The only exception to this phrasing of the claim is made by Josephine Fairly of
Green & Black’s chocolate, who argues: “I don't want to put Nestle, Cadbury's and
the rest out of business... but I would like to rattle their cage” (Tanner, IPS: 1994).
Here the rhetoric is more oppositional; Fair Trade labelling is implied to be a sort of
stalking horse vis-à-vis mainstream lines of chocolate. Nevertheless, the
conclusion is for Fairtrade to be adopted by mainstream distributors, and agency
rests with them. This is in contrast to the previously discussed prognostic framings
which address the citizen-consumer in various ways: from the most politicallyengaged (campaigning) to the least (creating demand for Fairtrade-branded
products).

6.4.2 Summary
The conclusions urged by Fair Trade activists take five different forms, and
address different sorts of audiences: consumers (in the guise of shoppers), citizenconsumers (potential activists and campaigners, as well as ethical shoppers), and
corporations (or the market in a more abstract sense). The conclusions tend to be
conciliatory in tone.
Once again we witness a piggybacking on green consumerism as well as a
distancing of Fair Trade from boycott tactics. This is a strategy of delineating
precisely what sort of ethical consumption engagement Fair Trade is, as against its
social movement rivals.
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At the same time, we witness a strong market orientation, similar to that found in
the motivational framing that sought to appeal on the basis of market-friendly
values. The implied audience is often a corporate one, certainly more so than a
political or institutional one.
Finally, two apparently similar prognostic framings presented herein are actualy
quite divergent. One strategy is to ‘raise awareness’ among consumers, which is
held to lead to increased demand for Fairtrade products on the shelves. The other
appeals to businesses to distribute or stock Fairtrade goods so that the
consumer’s engagement with Fairtrade products on the shelves prompts reflection
(i.e. raised awareness). The agent of Fair Trade is framed differently in these two
cases: the former constructs Fair Trade as a consumer-led movement; the latter
as consumer-dependent. The question therefore is, ‘where does responsibility lie
for Fair Trade’s expansion and success in this construction?’

6.5 Primary claims: Summary
The first point to note is that activist claimsmakers have evidently not devoted
most of their energies to defining the social problem. The social problem is
sometimes referred to as poverty or, in one single instance, as ‘unfair trade’. But
we encountered little contestation over naming and definition, and comparatively
little ink is spilt offering typifications of the problem — certainly relative to the
number of warrants found in the sample. The project of defining what Fair Trade
seeks to resolve is somewhat incomplete. Recall that we are studying the period of
Fair Trade’s emergence, during which one assumes much activist claimsmaking
would be devoted to constructing the problem.
One could attribute this fact to a methodological shortcoming. As the sample
consists only of those articles mentioning Fair Trade/alternative trade by name, we
might have missed other problematisations that occured elsewhere, or earlier in
time. However, it makes more sense (for reasons to be explained later on) to cast
this not as a problem of method, but rather a fact to be explained.
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Nevertheless, some diagnostic frames do appear and these need highlighting.
Grounds exclusively concern the global South. Only once is Fair Trade mentioned
in relation to social problems in the global North.26
The diagnostic frames are primarily humanitarian or economic. But over the
course of the sample, we see contestation over rhetorically exaggerated
humanitarian claims and these are consequently toned down. This trend is
reflected in the type of organisation advancing these claims: there is a gradual
marginalisation of traditional (second wave) ATOs in favour of modern FTOs,
whether these are major charities such as Christian Aid, nationwide bodies
responsible for certification such as the Fairtrade Foundation, or Fairtrade
importers such as Max Havelaar.
An associated feature is the marginality of political frames. Issues regarding
political movements or institutions are absent; oppositional political frames are in
the minority. When present, these tend to be advanced by the older-style ATOs,
primarily in North America. When political claims are advanced, they tend to be
vague (‘people over profit’) or to problematise other forms of ethical consumption/
charity (‘trade not aid’). These features are actually tendential within the sample
itself, such that ‘charity’ and ‘politics’ both become increasingly peripheral as we
move forward in time. Mentions of religion are even more scarce, with religious
framings hardly present at all.
The construction of Fair Trade by activists is thus carried out by distinguishing it
from charity or other forms of ethical consumerism. Green consumerism is
mentioned throughout the sample as a means of piggybacking Fair Trade on it.
Green consumerism is held to be popular, often as a means of illustrating people’s
ethical commitments, as well as to demonstrate that Fair Trade consumerism is a
realistic endeavour. Fair Trade is often presented as a successor to the
environmental consumerism of the 1980s.

26

This substantiates the point made by Adams and Raisborough (2008) that the proximate working
class is absent from Fair Trade. Only the ‘other’ working class ‘over there’ is visible (and
deserving). Frank’s (2003) question is therefore justified: “Where are the workers in consumerworker alliances?”
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Likewise, Fair Trade is contrasted to boycotts over which there is explicit
contestation in the discourse. This competition appears to be resolved in favour of
an emphasis on ease, practicability and accomodation, and against more hostile
or amplified claims which are held to prompt boycotts rather than ‘buycotts’.
Finally, Fair Trade distinguishes itself by emphasising the way in which it is not a
form of charity.
Possibly the strongest theme found in the primary claimsmaking activity is that Fair
Trade is practicable. Fair Trade is presented as worthwhile because it is do-able.
This has several facets. Firstly, because it is not morally demanding, and the
rhetoric surrounding it de-emphasises themes of suffering, Fair Trade is ostensibly
something that can be easily integrated into one’s life, without compromise.
Secondly, it does not require economic sacrifice (on the part of the consumer)
because the consumer receives a good product in return. Finally, Fair Trade is
constructed as a credible commercial enterprise: ethics and business can be
profitably combined.
A large number of appeals are directed to corporations and the aims of Fair Trade
are frequently about widening the distribution of fairly-traded goods, as opposed to
awareness-raising or campaigning. This suggests that Fair Trade is constructed
more as a consumer-dependent than a consumer-led movement.
The conception of the consumer is of crucial importance in the activist discourse.
Much energy is expended by claimsmakers in constructing the type of consumer
to whom Fair Trade appeals. This consumer is evidently pregnant with ethical
commitment. Polling data is often used to back up this idea.
The picture that emerges from the primary claimsmaking is that of a marketfriendly movement appealing to — and simultaneously constructing — a particular
notion of consumer. Traditional moral economy frames — about the right to live,
about market behaviour or about distributional questions — are marginal. The
most conspicuous moral economy frame is the problematisation of the
‘middleman’. This interloper is constructed as a villain. Fair Trade’s promise of a
more direct, honest and lasting form of trade relationship is presented as a
solution to this social problem.
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Meanwhile, countercultural ideas opposing mass consumerism or political
challenges to the market are absent. This should not be taken to mean that moral
economy frames are weak or absent in the Fair Trade discourse. As we have
argued in chapter three, all economies, and representations of economy, are in
some sense moral economies. It is our task in the following chapter to tease out
this aspect and the meaning of it.
A final observation about the primary claimsmaking process regards ownership. As
we know, ownership isn’t defined by the prevalence of a particular claimsmaker,
but rather by one claimsmaker’s frame becoming the recognised way of portraying
an issue. The prevalence of ATOs, for example, does not mean they have
ownership over Fair Trade. Likewise Traidcraft, which although appears to be a
main ‘go-to’ organisation for quotes on the subject, often frames Fair Trade in
political or religious terms that is clearly not the dominant frame.
Rather, it is labelling-and-certification FTOs which are the most legitimate
claimants to ownership of the social problem activity. The Fairtrade Foundation
and Cafédirect — as well as Christian Aid — are the most active in promulgating
frames of practicability and marketisation. This framing excludes ideas of charityas-sacrifice and suffering as grounds. Likewise it excludes political activism or
even questions of political reform in favour of a focus on the market. Both Lorna
Young (of Equal Exchange and Cafédirect) and Julia Powell (of the Fairtrade
Foundation) are individuals who can be seen as owners for their framing of the
following issues: consumer reflexivity, the harmony between self-interest/profit and
ethics, and the piggybacking on green consumerism as a means of demonstrating
Fair Trade’s practicability.
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6.6 Secondary claims
This section presents secondary claims, firstly as a means of understanding
whether the grounds which were found to be relatively peripheral in primary
claimsmaking are instead communicated by secondary claimsmakers.27 Secondly,
we are interested in how Fair Trade claims have been diffused and if there is a
difference in framing by journalists than by activists.
The section on secondary claimsmaking is structured differently to the foregoing.
Rather than divide claims up according to rhetorical features, the presentation
below will be thematic. The identification of themes is again driven by the material
itself. We will find some repetition of themes discovered in the preceding section.
This is not evidence of the scholar’s preconceived, theoretical categories being
imposed on the discourse. The method remains inductive. As we will see,
secondary claims echo many of the themes communicated by activists.

6.6.1 Fair Trade in the consumer activism context
Secondary claimsmaking on Fair Trade has sought to delineate Fair Trade by
making comparisons to boycotts and ‘green consumerism’. An article on child
labour discusses Fair Trade as part of a wider “social spending trend” which is…
“...an outgrowth of the civil rights movement, when boycotts were used as a
method of protest against businesses that discriminated against blacks. It
was broadened in the 1970s with calls for disinvestment in companies that
did business in South Africa, where apartheid was then official policy. In the
1980s, activists began to use boycotts and other actions to protest such
practices as the killing of animals for their fur and testing beauty or
pharmaceutical products on animals” (Campbell, Philadelphia Inquirer: 1996).
Through the mobilisation of the cultural resources of past consumer movements,
Campbell endows a new form of consumer activism with the legitimacy of the
(ostensibly noble) past.
27

Best (2008a) defines secondary claims as the media transformation of a primary claim, and
notes that these are usually shorter and more dramatic than primary claims — a means of
popularising them for a wider audience.
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Likewise, the Co-operative supermarket’s decision to carry the Cafédirect line of
Fairtrade coffee is explained by reference to its longstanding commitment to the
boycott of South African goods: “The Co-op has been in the forefront of ‘ethical’
shopping and only recently decided to sell South African goods after maintaining a
boycott for longer than almost all other stores” (Simpson, Press Association:
1992).
However, Fair Trade is also framed in opposition to boycotts, or as presenting a
historical succession beyond it. Regarding the EUROBAN campaign around EU
tariffs, an Irish journalist claims,
“It was a relief to be asked to boycott South African oranges and Californian
grapes. We did the simple thing of not buying, and we could see why we
were doing it. But bananas are more difficult. A boycott is the last thing
banana growers need” (O’Faolain, Irish Times: 1995).
This echoes the contestation between activists over the appropriate consumer
strategy to deal with the social problem of poverty in the developing world
(however this might be constructed).
While five sources describe Fair Trade in relation to antiapartheid boycotts (in
either positive or negative terms), a much greater number of claims is made in
relation to environmentalism (19). In some instances environmental aims are
presented as components of Fair Trade: “By encouraging self-reliance, ATOs say
they help developing countries diversify their economies, reduce foreign debt and
lessen farmers' need to expand cash crops into tropical rain forests, a trend that
has been blamed for global warming” (Fox, Financial Post, 1990).
In a series of articles on ‘positive initiatives’, a Guardian piece frames Fair Trade
within a broader environmental narrative:
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“The link is well enough established between terms of trade, starvation and
ecological devastation. The need to grow more and more export crops as
prices fall pushes food producers off their lands and creates conditions for
soil erosion, deforestation and desertification. The most promising Green
thinking on world trade is that there should be less of it, allowing poor
countries to use their land and skills for growing food instead of exporting
crops to pay for "development" of dubious real value” (Schwarz, Guardian,
1992).
In this instance, trade itself is framed as problematic. However, this is an isolated
instance. The general trend is that environmental problems feature as grounds
much more frequently here than amongst primary claims.
Where there is greater accord between activists and journalists is on the strategy
of piggybacking Fair Trade on 1980s green consumerism (30 instances). An article
in The Independent (UK) from 1991 introduces the newly created Fairtrade Mark
firstly by claiming that Fair Trade is a successor to green consumerism, and
secondly, by locating Fair Trade as a subset of ethical consumerism in general:
“After all those green investment trusts and apartheid-free equity portfolios, the
commodity markets now have their own version of the acceptable face of
capitalism. It is called ethical buying” (Counsell, Independent: 1991).
While the intended audience in that instance is the business community, the more
frequent appeal is to consumers. A headline in BusinessAge declares, “Fair Trade
will eclipse Greens” and claims that, “in the same way that the nation's conscience
whispers ‘environment!’ when choosing washing powder, now the media hear ‘fair
trade!’” (BusinessAge: 1992).
Fair Trade is also portrayed as emblematic of a broadening (ethical) consumer
agenda: “Companies have long responded to consciousness by making concern
for the environment an important business objective. But a growing number of
consumers claim to base their purchasing decisions on a much wider range of
ethical issues” (Dickenson, South China Morning Post: 1993).
While the construction of Fair Trade as positive step forward in normative terms is
predominant, some claims frame it differently. Guardian journalist John Vidal,
author of five articles on Fair Trade and broader ‘ethical issues’ in our sample,
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questions the popularity of green consumerism. One headline announces, “The
slump is peeling off the eco labels in the supermarkets. What will be the next
fad?” (Vidal, Guardian: 1993). In another article, Vidal claims, “Cafe Direct chose a
good time to launch. The ‘green’ shopping boom, disfigured by outrageous claims,
was petering out in the recession” (Vidal, Guardian: 1994). The implication is that,
whatever one may think of ethical consumerism, it is just as subject to fashion as
‘normal’ consumption. Nevertheless, the effect of both positive and sceptical
framings is that Fair Trade belongs to a continuous tradition of consumer activism.

6.6.2 Fairness
Whereas activists do not fully flesh out the problem of ‘unfair trade’ and
motivational framings centre on practicability and consumer subjectivity, secondary
claimsmaking communicates the master frame of fairness very clearly. Terms such
as concern, care, compassion, social commitment, social responsibility and social
conscience abound throughout the discourse (22 instance). Headlines put this
across clearly: “Upstart tea trader has a social commitment” (Lem, Globe and Mail:
1984); “Socially conscious importers promote Third World goods” (Thurston,
Journal of Commerce: 1992); “A world of difference for customers with
consciences” (Burnside, Scotsman: 1996).
Similarly, a 1992 feature on Traidcraft claims, “Not every firm is trying to extract the
last penny from consumers this Christmas. For some, a touch of compassion goes
with the commerce” (Howard, Independent: 1992). “Business is booming for
‘caring capitalists’”, claims a report on ethical investment (Wylie, Guardian: 1996).
This presentation of Fair Trade as fair, caring, responsible, etc. is notable in light of
activists’ tendency to place emphasis on commercial credentials. But this is only
one aspect of the claim. The idea being communicated here is that profit-making
and social responsibility go together. This is expressed through a variety of
formulations such as ‘enlightened self-interest’, ‘an idealistic proposal that makes
commercial sense’, ‘a fairer deal that gives all-round profit’, ‘gain market share
with the support of concerned consumers’, ‘a more enlightened approach’, or ‘a
purpose beyond simple profit making’.
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The idea that an altruistic act can also be profitable is sometimes inverted to
suggest that one might profit from altruism. A headline in the Independent
formulates it thus: “Fairness; a new commodity” (Vaughan, Independent: 1993).
The Guardian asks “Is it possible to run a business ethically? In today's
boardrooms, this is not so much moral dilemma as commercial necessity” (Cowe
& Entine, Guardian: 1996). Another headline in the same paper contends,
“Shopping in Tesco or Asda and helping the Third World? It's a great notion and
big business for charities” (Robotham, Guardian: 1992).
The idea that business and ethics go hand in hand is also advanced by insider
claimsmakers, lending greater credence to the idea (see section 6.7). Sainsbury’s
supermarket justifies its decision to stock Cafédirect coffee as follows: “It has
always been our policy to act with integrity throughout our business, and that
includes the way in which we source our products as well” (Bain, Scotland on
Sunday: 1993).
These claims recapitulate those made by activists, but in a more explicit fashion.
Moreover, we find the ‘ethics-plus-profit’ equation elaborated into a distinct moral
economy formulation. This can be termed ‘ethical capitalism’.
“Buyers find the ethical face of capitalism; Commodity markets in Britain are
developing a fairer deal for their Third World producers,” states one headline
before explaining that commodity markets (coffee in this instance) now have “their
own version of the acceptable face of capitalism” (Counsell, Independent: 1991).
In a feature on ethical business, Cowe and Entine claim the sustainable harvesting
of Amazonian nuts and berries “was hailed as the great success of caring
capitalism” (Cowe and Entine, Guardian: 1996).
This framing of Fair Trade as contributing to a moral economy known as ethical
capitalism is the product of secondary rather than primary claimsmaking. Activists,
as we saw, pursued more circumscribed claims. However, moral claims about the
economy, viz. ‘ethical capitalism’ are still in the minority (only four instances). It is
the more specific formulations attested to earlier (‘business and ethics combined’)
that are commonly found throughout the secondary claimsmaking (18 instances),
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and which are pursued in a wider range of contexts (marketing/business reporting,
coverage of charitable activities, human interest stories, etc.).

6.6.3 Developing the moral economy frame
If Fair Trade is framed by the media as representing a harmony between ethics
and profit, what is the content of the ethics in question? In what does morality
obtain? The standout claim is that Fair Trade ‘cuts out the middleman’.
Sources speak of farmers “tired of being gouged by middlemen who pay pennies
for days of work” (Benesch, St Petersburg Times: 1990). Fair Trade is good
because “there is no broker or middle group” (Fox, Financial Post: 1990). A ‘green’
shopping catalogue is endorsed because products “are purchased directly from
the people that make them instead of through middle-men, therefore ensuring that
the money ends up where it belongs” (Mills, Montreal Gazette: 1991). In
“bypassing unstable commodity markets and unscrupulous middle men”, more
goes to the producer (Independent: 1994).
The existence of middlemen is advanced as grounds for Fair Trade. These
immoral actors (‘unscrupulous’) are constructed as villains; they have no regard for
just distribution. What is advanced here is a conception of social justice that does
not accord with the current operation of the market. Producers are due more
proceeds from sale than they currently receive. Fair Trade remedies this situation.
More politically or economically developed claims also feature. For example, a
New York Times article on ethical gift-giving claims that FTOs “are trying to change
the whole wage structure in countries that produce luxuries sent here. They pay
producers higher-than-usual wages, or bypass importers and distributors, sending
more profit back to those who did the work” (Hall, New York Times: 1992). A
variation on the ‘middleman’ claim relates to market instability. Mexican farmers
are “buffeted by see-saw prices” so they are using new technology “in the hope
that better knowledge of the market will raise their incomes and protect them
against unscrupulous local middlemen” (Prest, Financial Post: 1996). Here,
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precarity wrought by fluctuating global commodity prices is associated with the
villainous figure of the middleman.
In total, there are 24 instances of the ‘middleman’ claim, and an additional ten
which do not refer to the middleman but which seize more broadly on trading
structures or price instability. In one instance, the consumer is constructed as
being complicit in the exploitation: the lead explains that the article will explore
“options for conscientious consumers who want to buy ethnic goods without further
exploiting their producers” (Kirby, Irish Times: 1992).
Regardless of consumer complicity or not (and this will be discussed in more detail
in the section on consumer subjectivity), we can attest to a moral economy frame
in the grounds for Fair Trade. More than activists, secondary claimsmakers
advance this construction of ‘unfair trade’ and do so at times in evocative, morally
charged language. We are presented with a more forthright construction of the
villains of the piece.
But what of the victims? Only 15 mentions can be classed as constructing ‘poor
producers’ as victims. This is approximately the same number as humanitarian
grounds in the primary claimsmaking (14) and 13 fewer if we compare it to primary
claims of economic grounds (excluding those specifically about middlemen or
market instability). So even at the stage of media claims, rhetoric about suffering
or victimised producers is downplayed. Although a few sources do refer to “the
poorest and most exploited people on earth” (Tanner, IPS: 1992), and peasants’
lives “turned into lotteries” (Nicholson-Lord, Independent: 1994), these are in the
minority.
The definition of the social problem is located instead at the level of the market or
global trade, when it is done at all.
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6.6.4 A mainstream phenomenon
Secondary claims about Fair Trade in large part portray it as mainstream. In The
Independent, Helen Jones describes a Fair Trade advertising campaign as “part of
a marketing strategy to reposition Cafédirect as a mainstream brand, widen its
consumer base, and make consumers aware of the plight of coffee growers in the
developing world” (Jones, Independent: 1995). “There is clearly a fair trade niche
and the idea is entering the mainstream. Last week the British Retail Consortium
agreed to sponsor a meeting with manufacturers, retailers and the Department of
Trade and Industry to attack exploitation”, states The Guardian (Manchester
Guardian Weekly: 1996).
Mainstreaming entails not just a change in commercial avenues or marketing, but
also in the milieu associated with Fair Trade. “According to Mintel, the slightly
‘freakish’ image of Green consumerism in the late 1980s — its association with
‘long hair and sandals’ — has vanished. Angela Hughes, Mintel's consumer
research manager, said it had become firmly established as a mainstream
market” (Nicholson-Lord, Independent: 1994). It is similarly claimed that “Fair
Trading has become an increasingly viable non-charity option, and not just for
those living in Islington”28 (Observer, 1993). PR Week quotes the chair of a PR
agency who echoes these ideas: “The idea of pressure groups consisting of Mrsandal-wearing-angry-person-from-Islington is a relic of the 1970s but a lot of
corporations don't notice that things have changed and are very
vulnerable” (Goddard, PR Week: 1996).
This is a reiteration of activist claims about practicability and self-interest. The idea
is that Fair Trade is available to all, not just the politically committed or members of
the counterculture.
This framing becomes more prevalent as one goes forward in time. Fair Trade is
described as ‘very very fringe’, ‘unorthodox’, and ‘ignored by the multinationals’, by
activists and journalists both, in three sources from 1992. By 1993 (after the
labelling initiative had been formalised), Fairtrade brands are said to “challenge
28

A North London borough often associated with the liberal middle-classes.
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major names such as Nescafé and Maxwell House” (Campaign, 1993); “Fair Trade
chocolate challenges British giants” exclaims a headline (Tanner, IPS: 1994). By
1996, articles appear in which the big brands or retailers are presented as being
on the back foot: “With nearly a third of the food and drink sold in Britain now
imported from developing countries, supermarkets are increasingly under pressure
to obtain produce from ethical sources” (Durham, Observer: 1996); “Consumers
are now in the vanguard of the battle against trade-induced injustices as the
emphasis shifts from campaigns in high places to the high street” (Manchester
Guardian Weekly: 1996).
This construction of Fair Trade as mainstream has two facets. The claim can either
be that Fair Trade is mainstream or that it poses a challenge to the ‘usual way of
doing business’. There are nineteen claims coded as ‘challenge to mainstream’ but
in no instance is this framed a political challenge to society. Fair Trade is
constructed as having left its outsider or alternative status behind.
The only alternative presentation in the discourse comes from second wave Fair
Trade activists. These are not however counterclaims, they are mere differences in
emphasis (for example, foregrounding Fair Trade’s political nature). There is one
sole exception to this, which only goes to prove the rule. David Nicholson-Lord
discusses Fair Trade as part of the ‘new politics of consumption’ and argues that is
is “questioning the entire philosophy of consumption” (Nicholson-Lord,
Independent: 1994).

6.6.5 Business themes

If Fair Trade is constructed through and by the news media as mainstream, what
are the features of this characterisation? The meta-category ‘business themes’
captures a set of distinct claims that appear in the primary claimsmaking variously
as self-interest, reliability and practicability (warrants) and as ‘influencing the
market’ (conclusions).
Fair Trade is presented a ‘business opportunity’. BusinessAge magazine notes
that “Co-op was the first to realise that fairly traded goods could be a hit with the
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‘90s consumer.... Safeway, too, realise the increased consumer loyalty they might
gain by supporting the concept of fair trade” (BusinessAge: 1992). Fair Trade is an
opportunity to ‘cash-in’ on a new trend: “Premier Brands hope their Typhoo blend
will cash in on growing consumer concern for products which treat workers in the
Third World more fairly” (Tanner, IPS: 1993). Marketing magazine calls Fair Trade
a “new marketing opportunity” and a “unique opportunity to gain market share with
the support of consumers” (Latham, Marketing: 1993).
The presentation of a new market niche as a business opportunity is matched by
an emphasis on contemporary Fair Trade’s practicability. For example, The
Guardian’s John Vidal argues that Fair Trade’s mainstreaming may be able to
overcome the limitations of earlier approaches:
“The old 1960s Christian/charity idea of buying goods from the world's poor
in order to help them has remained a marginal, alternative way of doing
business and has never appealed to hard-nosed supermarkets which
demand consistently high standards of supply, packaging and quality” (Vidal,
Guardian: 1993).
Business themes also obtain in the rhetoric of product quality (ten instances),
labelling/certification (nine instances), and the foregrounding of business
credentials (fifteen instances).29 These are all reiterations of primary claims and
serve to affirm a construction of Fair Trade as a viable mainstream businessminded practice.

6.6.6 Consumer subjectivity
The single most frequent claim by journalists throughout the sample is ‘consumer
ethical consciousness’, of which there are 47 instances in 36 different sources.
The mode claim is that this social awareness is growing, due either to heightened
consciousness or by more individuals holding these views.
The common strategy adopted by activists for trumpeting a new consumer
consciousness — the citing of statistics from polls and surveys — is replicated and
29

This is presented in terms such as ‘not romantic’, ‘not charity’, ‘hard-headed’ and ‘businessminded’.
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augmented by the media. Regarding Traidcraft, it is claimed that the idea of a
growing ethical concern…
“…is not a naively sentimental view but one backed by a £4 million turnover.
In fact a poll which the company commissioned recently showed that 79 per
cent of British people were prepared to pay more for commodities such as
tea if it meant that the producers got a fair deal” (Williams, Guardian: 1989).
That this claim was made in 1989, before the formalisation of the labelling
initiative, and continued throughout the period surveyed, is remarkable. It
demonstrates the popularity of this rhetorical strategy.
One particularly notable example is that of a 1992 National Opinion Poll which is
cited by seven different articles over a number of years, all claiming that 84% of
shoppers would welcome ‘people-friendly labelled goods’.
In The Guardian, John Vidal contributes to the construction of the notion of an
ethically motivated mass of consumers by putting it in historical terms:
“British shopping habits have already been transformed in many areas and
are unlikely to return to the pre-green consumer years… Today there is a
growing expectation that firms should behave responsibly. The economic
theory that the firm is a special unit purely enslaved by market forces, which
has no discretion in the way it operates, doesn't seem to me to be accepted
any longer.” (Vidal, Guardian: 1993).
At a quantitative level, the difference between grounds defining the problem and
claims about demand for ethical products is great. Much more time and space is
devoted to claims about consumers’ existing ethical concern than to defining what
the object of ethical concern should be. This can be understood as an effort to
construct the Fair Trade consumer.
As we argued before, the (ethical) consumer in Fair Trade claimsmaking can be
treated as both grounds and warrants. The existence of the ethical consumer is
proffered as a motivation to act (‘this figure has a social conscience which must be
mobilised to resolve x, y, z social problems’) as well as being the object of action
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(‘here is this consumer filled with ethical zeal, in need of an outlet’). This
conspicuous feature of the discourse is in need of explanation.
Additional social problem activity is carried out to define the specific nature of this
consumer. For example, some sources raise the issue of exhaustion with
mainstream consumerism. This is especially prominent in articles about Christmas
shopping advocating ethical gift-giving (a claim only made by journalists in our
sample). “More and more people confront the [holiday] season with doubts about
giving to those who have so much when so many — people, animals and the
planet — have so little”, claims one article (Priest, Vancouver Sun: 1993).
Affluence guilt is a closely related construct: “Many consumers face a moral
debate each time they pick a bag of coffee from a supermarket shelf” (Financial
Post: 1995). One strategy for mobilising affluence guilt is by highlighting global
inequality through simple, evocative contrasts. “Such industrial luxury is in stark
contrast to some of the working conditions where the company's goods are
produced”, a journalist remarks in reference to Traidcraft’s offices (Halsall,
Guardian: 1986). Consumerism in the global North can be counterposed to the
drudgery of developing countries: “In Britain ‘alternative’ probably means for most
the agreeable notion of doing good by consuming. Here in the northern tip of
Haryana, there are more brutal alternatives: dhurry weaving or degradation”
(Brown, Guardian: 1990). “As you bite into a crunchy Brazil nut this Christmas,
spare a thought for the women who make a living from shelling them,” appeals
Anne Johnstone in the Herald (1993).
Having problematised mainstream consumer behaviour, claimsmakers present
Fair Trade as a quasi-therapeutic solution, emphasising that Fair Trade shopping
can ‘satisfy our conscience’: “...you can pat yourself on the back: you've not only
acquired some great new furnishings, you've helped a family in a developing
country put food on the table or send a child to school,” claims one journalist
(Cowie, Philadelphia Inquirer: 1996).
Fair Trade is thus portrayed as a resolution to the consumer’s affluence guilt. But
this consumer is not only guilt-ridden — they are constructed as powerful. One
article on ethical business evokes this particularly well: “With the Eighties
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consumer boom, shopping took over from churchgoing as the nation's favourite
Sunday activity. It is only right, then, that morality should now intrude on shopping.
Consumer power is taking over” (Cowe & Entine, Guardian: 1996).
Secondary Fair Trade claims thus serve to affirm and expand the activist
construction of the consumer as endowed with ethical capacities, in need of
exercising them. This is never presented as being in conflict with notions of
practicability, convenience, ease or other ‘self-interest’ framings. Analogous to the
claim that profit and ethics can be combined is the idea that the consumer interest
and the citizen-consumer’s moral commitments go hand in hand.

6.7 Insider claims
Social problems activity often relies on experts to define a problem and lend their
authority to particular definitions or conclusions. Consumerism’s history isn’t
excluded from expert opinion — think of comparative testing advice provided by
Which? magazine. Given Fair Trade concerns itself with international trade and
development issues, one might assume claimsmaking in this area would be
bolstered by scientific opinion (say, development economics). And yet we find only
three instances of such.
In one case, the New Economics Foundation and Manchester Business School
are cited as working with Traidcraft to produce alternative quantifiable performance
targets for ethical goods, known as social auditing (Gosling, Independent: 1992).
In another, an unnamed ‘comprehensive academic report’ is mentioned in support
of the launch Typhoo Fairtrade tea. Finally, The Guardian introduces Britain’s ‘first
professor of corporate responsibility’, described in an interview as “an academic
whose ethical concerns are firmly rooted in real world economics” (Halsall,
Guardian: 1993).
Although expert claimsmaking is evidently peripheral to the construction of Fair
Trade, these mentions or claims do serve to bolster the notion that Fair Trade is a
professional, economically sound and market-friendly initiative, which is reliable
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and produces verifiable results. We might categorise this as another example of
‘business themes’ in Fair Trade claimsmaking.
The Fair Trade discourse also makes use of political support. Examples have
already been given of EU institutional support for Fair Trade in light of campaigns
such as EUROBAN, but domestic British political endorsements are also found.
Three sources discuss an Early Day Motion tabled by MPs Glenda Jackson, Peter
Bottomley and Simon Hughes in support of the Fair Trade concept and for the
Palace of Westminster to serve Fairtrade products. Two other articles mention
British politicians giving support to Fair Trade. Finally, the legacy of the
antiapartheid boycott is used to lend legitimacy to the Fair Trade venture by Clare
Short, shadow overseas aid minister in 1996:
“The beauty is that it [Fair Trade] is consumer power. It was sanctions in the
end that brought down apartheid in South Africa. Globalisation has created
an incentive to pay people less and exploit people more. This is meant to turn
the ratchet in the other direction. This will create an economic incentive for
suppliers to behave well” (Bellos, Guardian: 1996).
Again, an insider claimsmaker echoes frames first used by activists. Three aspects
are notable: first, the framing of Fair Trade as the inheritor of past forms of
consumer activism; second, in promulgating moral economy frames about
exploitation; and third, in mobilising ideas of market economics (incentives) to
legitimise the practice as not-charity.
Another example of political endorsement of Fair Trade is given by Labour Party
spokesperson on overseas development, Tony Worthington, who is quoted as
saying:
“People have told supermarkets that they will not buy goods that will damage
the future of the planet. They have used green power... They must now say
that they will not buy goods that damage the people of the planet. Millions of
people have been pushed into starvation by unfair trading. We must
campaign for supermarkets to show signs that goods are fairly traded and
that the poor of the world have received a fair wage... 80% of the Third World
income comes through trade, 5% through aid” (Buie, Herald: 1992).
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Several aspects are notable here. Firstly, Worthington echoes the common claim
that Fair Trade succeeds green consumerism, partly as a means of indicating
support for the ethical consumption approach. Secondly, Worthington names the
social problem (unfair trade) which is not something that is often done in the rest of
the discourse. Thirdly, the imperative tense is used in respect to consumer
behaviour, rather than policy-making. In the archetypal model of the social
problems process, successful claimsmaking leads to policy changes. But Fair
Trade claimsmaking is instead directed at consumers; and indeed, there is no
indication that Worthington will push for any policy changes himself.
In fact, the rarity of Fair Trade claims interacting with policy-making is a
remarkable feature of the discourse. The majority of policy decisions we encounter
in the sample are made by managers of supermarkets.
There are eight instances of claims by supermarkets. Some are stock declarations
of support, such as the deputy chief executive of Sainsbury’s claiming: “Ethical
trading has always been an integral part of our business practice and we are
committed to ensuring that our suppliers have comparable standards” (Cowe,
Guardian: 1996). Others make more active claims, such Premier brands’
operations director: “...you will never be able to compare wage rates in the North
and South. What we are talking about is slightly less unfair trade really… You can
have your alternative trading organisations, little pockets of holiness, or get into
the mainstream and maybe be a little less pure” (Tanner, IPS: 1993).
Two claims are present here which affirm the self-presentation of Fair Trade by
activists. Firstly we find the practicability warrant again: Fair Trade will not put the
world to rights, but it can help a little bit. Secondly, there is the mainstreaming
theme: one need not be a marginal ATO dependent on morally demanding
charitable giving (‘pockets of holiness’) — one can be a mainstream supermarket
and actually achieve aims.
All these instances, although numerically not significant, are remarkable for clearly
echoing the predominant themes of the activist discourse. The news media’s
diffusion of these claims lends credence to Fair Trade.
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6.8. Counterclaims
But does this discourse emerge unopposed in these early years of Fair Trade
claimsmaking? Naturally, activist claimsmaking features little internal contestation
because individuals and organisations are ostensibly all pushing in the same
direction. This need not always be the case — activist claimsmakers may have
profoundly opposed ways of framing a social problem, whose only commonality is
their joint work in naming the problem.30 Indeed, there are some frame disputes in
the activist discourse, primarily between second wave ATOs and modern FTOs,
which we have already discussed.
But does this mean there are no counterclaims whatsoever? In fact, ten different
sorts of counter-claim are found. These can be divided into two categories: claims
which query Fair Trade on practical grounds (questioning efficacy, credibility or
practicability), and more fundamental, oppositional claims which reject Fair Trade
activist frames. We have termed the former, internal counterclaims, whereas the
latter are external — or ideological — counterclaims.31 The former outnumber the
latter 49 to 31 (or in percentage terms, 69% to 39%).
It should be noted that some claims question Fair Trade by presenting the initiative
as limited. We have not deemed these counterclaims per se, precisely because
the idea of Fair Trade as a limited, practicable intervention in the market is a part
of Fair Trade’s self-presentation.

30

To take an example, claims about pornography as a social problem may be made by feminists
and religious conservatives who bring to bear very different frames, cultural resources and so on.
31

‘Internal’ because the grounds from which claims are challenged are internal to the activist
discourse. These are counterclaims which are provisional and might be overtaken or easily
reversed following a change in circumstance. The ‘external’ counterclaims are rooted in a
standpoint outside the Fair Trade discourse which disputes the grounds, warrants or even
conclusions on principle. In some instances these can be termed ideological as they challenge the
claim on ideological grounds.
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Table 6.14 Counterclaims
Counterclaim

Number of
instances

Query credibility

18

Limited market or difficulty in realising business

31

Words-action discrepancy

7

Difficult to balance profit and ethics

4

Fair Trade consumption too facile

3

Greenwashing

5

Reduce trade

1

Fosters dependency

1

Political change/reform is needed

3

Fair Trade not necessary or the market works

7

6.8.1 Internal counterclaims
The second-most common counterclaim queries Fair Trade’s reliability.
Commenting on the launch of the Fairtrade Mark, BusinessAge claims it will be “no
easy task, as fair trade means different things to different people, and some
products are fairer than others” (BusinessAge: 1992). Similarly it is claimed, with
regard to past abuse of the ‘organic’ label, that “a key task the ATO group faces is
to convince packagers and consumers that the socially conscious claims of the
seal are actually practiced” (Thurston, Journal of Commerce: 1992). Others advise
consumers to read labels carefully or point out that labels are finding it difficult to
achieve credibility.
One factor in this is the end of “the great green hype” in which “environmental
labels became so muddied” and were challenged by counterclaims from pressure
groups and commercial rivals (Vidal, Guardian: 1993). A 1994 exposé of
questionable practices by the Body Shop also drew attention to Fair Trade claims.
This is cited in four separate articles from 1994 until 1996. Fair Trade’s
piggybacking on green consumerism’s naturally draws sceptical attention towards
the initiative once green consumerism comes under attack.
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The language used in these 18 counterclaims querying credibility is not hostile.
Many of these are voiced by journalists or in newspapers that are usually
sympathetic to ethical consumerism, humanitarianism or environmentalism (John
Vidal, Anne Johnstone; The Guardian, The Independent). These counterclaims
can be seen to be attempts to refine Fair Trade rather than challenge it.
Another set of counterclaims are sceptical of the business case for Fair Trade.
These emerge earlier than those querying credibility. For example, one journalist
asks, “can ‘fair trade’ make it without charitable grants?” in apparent contradiction
of the ‘trade not aid’ motto (Benesch, St Petersburg Times: 1990).
Fair Trade claims are also countered by raising concern about consumers’
willingness to pay the ‘social premium’: “the question remains how many more
Dutch consumers can be found who are willing to switch from their favourite brand
to a Max Havelaar label — and pay more for it” (de Bruin, IPS: 1992). Others
wonder whether the concept may not extend beyond its core constituency: “only
when these concerns extend beyond the liberal intelligentsia can real changes
come about” (Howard, Independent: 1992).
The limited uptake in Fair Trade can also be framed in terms of “compassion
fatigue” or of “media fatigue”32 (Carter, Guardian: 1991). If consumers aren’t the
ones identified as reluctant, then it is supermarkets or distributors who may not
embrace the label. Fair Trade would thus remain “very very fringe” (Gourlay, IPS:
1992).
We also learn that the Fairtrade Foundation “is still grappling with the superstore
buyers and the multinational manufacturers to try to persuade them to move faster
to fair trade” (Bain, Scotland on Sunday: 1993). The notion that Fair Trade is a
minority interest opposes the idea that there is a large body of consumers desiring
ethical products.

Media fatigue is the problem of the media sustaining interest in more than one humanitarian
story at once. This can also be termed its carrying capacity (Hilgartner & Bosk, 1988).
32
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6.8.2 External counterclaims
One approach is to point to the discrepancy between people’s words and action. A
journalist attests to the “gap between what people say in polls and what they do in
a frenzied tour of Safeway on a Thursday night” (Bain, Scotland on Sunday: 1993).
Just as Fair Trade activists use polling data to back up claims about ethical
consumers, counterclaims point out the conflict between polling data and actual
behaviour. Brand Strategy points out…
“...the mismatch between MORI's surprising figure that 28% of the population
is a green activist (?!), and New Consumer's own research which considers
only 1% of the population to be truly committed to seeking politically correct
products. This statistic means that there is an enormous 99% of us who are
either thirsting for informed guidance on these matters, or simply don't
care” (Brand Strategy: 1994).
Another questions survey methodology:
“...consumers were not asked what they thought about the sweatshop issue,
but questions such as ‘Would you avoid shopping in a store if you knew a
retailer sold garments that were made in a sweatshop?’...Answering ‘no’ is
tantamount to supporting a sweatshop.” (Campbell, Philadelphia Inquirer:
1996).
If Fair Trade is rhetorically justified on the basis of a large constituency of
practicing ethical consumers, questioning the reliability of polls and surveys
undercuts Fair Trade’s claims.
An associated counterclaim portrays Fair Trade activism as facile. Two sources
speak of “armchair greens/ethicals” or the “armchair consumer approach to world
poverty” (Brand Strategy: 1994; Tanner, IPS: 1993). This is more than a
disputation over consumer subjectivity however; the ethics-and-profit construct
itself is put to question: “Is it possible to run a business ethically?” ask Cowe and
Entine. The authors speak of “the difficulty of marrying an activist morality with
commercial reality” and argue that, “proving that ethics can live with the brutal
realities of capitalism is the bigger challenge facing the wider business
world” (Cowe and Entine, Guardian: 1994).
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The countering of a major claim of Fair Trade’s, that profit and ethics can be
combined, undergirds the specific accusation of ‘greenwashing’ or ‘clean-washing’.
Five instances of this counterclaim is found, two of which again cite exposés of the
Body Shop to bolster their case. This is a more thoroughgoing version of the
internal counterclaim about Fair Trade’s credibility, in that it critiques the very
concept itself: all attempts by corporations to be ethical are mere masks to
disguise the truth.
Many of these counterclaims focus on the application of Fair Trade; they don’t
dispute the principle behind it. Consequently they could theoretically be
incorporated by Fair Trade. However, a different set of counterclaims pose a more
ideological challenge. These claims tend to focus on the impact of Fair Trade on
producers or on the workings of the market. One source argues “the alternative
trading organisations only help to perpetuate the dependence of Third World
countries on exportable cash crops like coffee, to the detriment of agricultural selfsufficiency” (Everett-Green, Globe and Mail: 1986).
Three sources feature counterclaims focusing on the need for political change.
One cites the Coffee Trade Federation’s argument that “it would be better to revive
the international trade agreement which would benefit everybody” (Bain, Scotland
on Sunday 1993). Similarly, Martin Kohr, director of Malaysian NGOs, the Third
World Network and the International Consumers Network, wonders “whether these
[consumer] initiatives can have any effect on the big, bad world of international
trade out there” (Dale, Toronto Star: 1994).
Only once is a fundamental challenge to consumerism voiced:
“‘Specialised’ consumerism has proved a vital counterweight to producer
power, but it has also propagated a shrunken view of the individual as a
buying unit, a foot-soldier in the onward march of affluence. Socially and
environmentally, the costs of that affluence look increasingly high.
Consumers, and consumerism, need to broaden their horizons” (NicholsonLord, Independent: 1994).
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These examples are notable for being the only radical challenges to Fair Trade —
in favour of less trade, for political reform instead of consumer initiatives, or
against consumerism in general. In fact, these five instances are outnumbered by
counterclaims challenging the definition of the problem.
One journalist frames Fair Trade as an imposition on the free market that, like
other similar initiatives, is doomed to failure:
“The scheme has its flaws. The attempt to set a minimum floor price is
probably doomed to failure given the fluctuating nature of the world price for
coffee. Moreover, all attempts to ‘fix’ prices lead to trouble in the long run: the
failure of pacts from tin to cocoa — including in 1989, coffee — have
demonstrated. Also, traders, who dominate the coffee market, form a useful
function balancing and smoothing the market and establishing a true price.
Some effort will have to be made to include them in the system if it is to really
take off” (Counsell, Independent: 1991).
The director of public relations for General Foods is cited in 1986 (prior to the
collapse in the International Coffee Organisation price agreement’s collapse)
claiming that coffee-producing nations were quite happy with the basic structure of
the world coffee market: “They get the benefit of the ICO. We just pay what’s
required of us” (Everett-Green, Globe and Mail: 1986).
The idea that Fair Trade is unnecessary is voiced twice. Cadbury rebuts
accusations put to it thus: “We don’t not believe we are doing anything unethical…
the solution isn’t as simple as saying ‘we all belong to the Fairtrade
charter’” (Latham, Marketing: 1993). Similar rhetoric is used by Nike and Liz
Claibourne (a clothing label) which point out that above-minimum wages are paid
in their factories, and that “you can't impose American values on different cultures.
A lot of times, these are developing countries, and factories are an economic force
when before there were only farms" (Campbell, Philadelphia Inquirer: 1994).
It should be noted that these counterclaims are mostly voiced by industry figures.
Comment or opinion pieces might cite these but there is only one instance (cited
above) of a journalist countering Fair Trade claims from a pro-free trade
perspective. The paucity of conservative critiques of Fair Trade is in fact only
matched by the paucity of radical critiques. The majority of counterclaims accept
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the premise of consumer activism to some degree or another, and either point to
Fair Trade’s impracticability, or warn of the ideological purposes to which Fair
Trade can be put (‘clean-washing’). What is remarkable therefore is the extent to
which Fair Trade emerges in the 1984-1996 period relatively unopposed.

6.9 Summary of the Fair Trade discourse
Fair Trade’s social construction is carried out in the news media by activists as well
as by the media itself. The discourse mobilises a master frame of ‘fairness’ to
construct a form of consumer activism that is market-oriented and practicable, but
which also makes use of moral economy frames to communicate two distinct
notions: that the market can be made fair by ‘cutting out the middleman’ and that
profit and ethics can be combined.
Social problems activity always features contestation. In the case of Fair Trade,
this is manifest in the struggle over Fair Trade’s place relative to the broader
category of consumer activism. Both activists and journalists piggyback on green
consumerism’s prominence while at the same time distinguishing it from actions
such as boycotts. This takes the form of a frame dispute between FTOs and ATOs.
By the mid-1990s, modern FTOs come to supersede their predecessors.
This is evident in diagnostic framings: ATOs’ political and humanitarian rhetoric is
displaced by FTOs’ more rhetorically neutral economic grounds. These claims are
diffused by the media who likewise do not make use of the humanitarian rhetoric of
suffering. The tendency is instead to construct the ‘middleman’ as a villain, or more
generally to paint the market (or specifically prices) as unstable. This is Fair
Trade’s most obvious means of framing the economy in moral terms. Other
grounds, specifically relating to poverty or trade, are peripheral. This point is
brought into even greater relief by the marginality of counterclaims over the
definition of the problem. To the extent we can say Fair Trade is ‘about’ world
poverty/unfair trade, relatively few instances are found in the sample of challenges
to (a) the nature/existence of poverty or (b) the problematisation of existing world
trade.
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The moral economy framing of the middleman is extended so as to claim that
profit and ethics can be combined. The media at times goes further than activists
in conceptually developing this idea, best captured by the term ‘ethical capitalism’.
This is a means of bridging two frames: the moral claims about markets and the
practical claims about business or consumerism.
In fact, these sorts of claims — best captured under the umbrella of
‘mainstreaming‘ — are the most prominent throughout the sample. Activist
discourse, rather than putting forward a political challenge, emphasises the
practicability and achievability of Fair Trade; it is held to concord with selfinterested behaviour. There is a distinct attempt to present Fair Trade as morally
and economically unchallenging, and easily incorporated into normal routines.
Although some scepticism is raised about the content of ‘fairness’, the reliability of
ethical labels or the extent of the market for such goods, these are minor critiques
which don’t question the premises of Fair Trade or ethical consumerism.
Journalists emphasise aspects of Fair Trade’s mainstream quality more than
activists do, pointing to its move beyond its traditional subcultural milieus and
presenting Fair Trade consumerism as open and available to all. This is bolstered
by evidence mobilised by activists and the media both to demonstrate the demand
for ethical products. This in turn is premised upon a particular conception of the
consumer which is constructed through the discourse.
Indeed, Fair Trade as a social problem activity can be seen, above all, as an effort
to construct the ethical consumer. This figure is pregnant with ethical desire, in
need of an outlet to express these moral commitments. Shopping for Fair Trade
goods is presented as a means of assuaging affluence guilt as well as exercising
consumer power. This is only limited by so-called ‘compassion fatigue’. And yet,
the presentation of Fair Trade as easy and convenient is a means of evading this
problem.
The construction of Fair Trade does not appear to rely greatly on expert
claimsmaking or on political/institutional support. To the extent that there is any
insider claimsmaking, it serves to bolster the notion of consumer reflexivity, either
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by affirming the existence of demand for ethical products or in reifying notions of
consumer power.
A striking feature of the discourse is the extent to which it emerges unopposed.
The moral economy frames (middlemen as villains; profit and ethics combined) are
hardly contested, nor are the grounds for Fair Trade. Critiques from the political
Right and Left are marginal.
Instead, the challenges Fair Trade faces in its emergent period largely accept its
premises; these are ‘internal’ critiques. Rather than claims countering diagnostic
framings, these instead focus on warrants or conclusions. Some question whether
people act as they say they do (thus challenging the construction of the Fair Trade
consumer) or the ideological uses to which Fair Trade labelling is put (i.e. ‘cleanwashing’). But the outright majority of claims only query whether Fair Trade will be
successful or whether the labels are reliable. The limited nature of these
counterclaims means that a change in rhetorical strategy from Fair Trade activists
has not been necessary.
The remarkable ease with which the Fair Trade discourse has emerged is in need
of explanation. Its consistent framing in terms of valence issues can explain in part
why it has not prompted much disagreement. But this framing appears to have
marginalised more radical approaches to Fair Trade, from within the movement
itself. Instead it has sought — and appears to have succeeded — in promulgating
a ubiquitous notion of the ethical consumer. One could argue that, in fact, the
condition being problematised by the Fair Trade discourse is the consumer.
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7 Explaining Fair Trade’s Moral Economy

The previous chapter reconstructed the Fair Trade discourse from 1984-1996,
noting prominent themes and moral economy frames where present. Several of
these notable features are in need of analysis.
We see the following as the most important facets of the Fair Trade discourse:
1) The relative paucity of grounds and the dearth of struggle over the definition of
the social problem.
2) Fair Trade’s self-representation as not-charity, with its concomitant emphasis on
practicability and self-interest. Thematically, this is captured by mainstreaming
and what we have termed ‘business themes’.
3) Fair Trade’s moral economic framing of the market/international trade through
which the figure of the middleman is problematised.
4) The contention that profit and ethics can be combined, eventually obtaining in
the promotion of ‘ethical capitalism’; and the relation of this to the master frame
of ‘fairness’.
5) Fair Trade’s strategy to distinguish itself as a particular form of consumer
activism.
6) The devotion of a significant amount of claimsmaking activity to the construction
of the (ethical) consumer.
This chapter will seek to analyse each of these points in turn, drawing from the
scholarly Fair Trade literature (ch. 3) as well as the general understanding of the
nature of social problems (ch. 4).

7.1 The paucity of grounds
It is a reasonable assumption, at least for heuristic purposes, that the
claimsmaking in the early period of a social problem’s ‘natural history’ would
feature a focus on defining the social problem. This assumption is derived not only
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from an understanding of the general nature of social problems but also from the
history of post-WWII humanitarianism (of which fair trade can be seen as a part).33
And yet, we have encountered relatively few grounds relating to suffering, and a
paucity of diagnostic framing in general (rhetorically neutral claims about low
prices being the most common). This can be explained in two ways. The first
relates to methodology.
The population as a whole was collected by searching for the terms ‘fair trade’ and
‘alternative trade’, with the sampling done according to relevant mentions only —
those concerning the Fair Trade labelling initiative and the associated social
movement. What this means is that we are not studying the news media
discussion of a social problem but rather the proposed solution to a social
problem. Does this inversion of the traditional constructionist approach to social
problems (outlined by Joel Best, op cit.) which we have undertaken prejudice the
findings? One might surmise that we may have inadvertently excluded sources in
which the work of defining social problem was carried out. Perhaps rhetoric about
suffering producers in the developing world, for example, is present elsewhere?
Although logically plausible, this explanation is unsatisfactory. It would mean that
there are parallel sources in which conditions in the developing world are
problematised, but in which Fair Trade is not mentioned. At the same time,
sources in which Fair Trade is mentioned do not feature many diagnostic frames.
A more compelling explanation is that the Fair Trade discourse assumes the
problem. It does not ‘work up’ the conditions to which Fair Trade is posited as a
solution. After all, the project of framing poverty as a problem for which the
developed world bears responsibility was already well underway in the 1980s.
Humanitarian framings of poverty can be understood as valence issues. Social
problems activity would instead dedicate itself to competing over different
conclusions.

33

See Benthall (2011) for a study of the relationship between humanitarian relief agencies and
media representations of disaster. Benthall’s was one of the first works to study humanitarian
representations (in the first edition of the same work, 1993) and was critical of the use of ‘shock
tactics’ to motivate donations to causes. See also Barnett (2011) for a general history of
humanitarianism.
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Yet, this is not entirely satisfactory either: should Fair Trade activists still not try to
appeal on the basis of the specific problems afflicting producers? Does the
problem of unfair trade or developing world poverty not need constructing?
Perhaps not. This counterintuitive hypothesis can be explained by reference to the
notions of ‘post-humanitarianism’ and ‘the crisis of pity’, as developed by Lilie
Chouliaraki (2010) and Luc Boltanski (1999, 2005), respectively.
Boltanski identifies a set of criticisms of humanitarian action ensuing from the
instrumental, tactical use of humanitarian suffering. Humanitarianism came to be
identified with an alignment with, or manipulation by, powerful states. At a
rhetorical/ideological level, it was critiqued for providing cover for non-action (that
is, for not engaging in real political action) or for imperialistic intervention (that is,
the use of universalist humanitarian discourse to disguise particular power
interests).
These critiques led to a change in the nature of humanitarian communication (of
which Fair Trade social problems activity can be understood as a subset).
Chouliaraki (2010) presents three stages in the development of humanitarian
communication: ‘shock effect’ campaigns (prominent until the early 1990s) were
followed by the ‘positive imagery’ approach, which in turn lead to the contemporary
‘post-humanitarian’ stage. The sequential move from one stage to another depicts
the secular de-legitimation of humanitarian communication.
‘Shock effect’ tactics are victim-oriented representations which focus on a distant
sufferer. Chouliaraki gives as early examples a 1956 Oxfam campaign presenting
“a mother-child visual complex” constituting “the ideal victim”, and a 1961 Red
Cross appeal relying on “raw realism to depict human bodies in an extreme state
of starvation… devoid of individualising features” (2010: 110).
These enlist the audience as complicit, both for the imperial past and, on a
personal level, for being inactive in the face of suffering. Feelings of guilt and
shame are induced that are intended to lead to indignation. Emotions are thereby
externalised and made political. A perpetrator must be identified.
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However, there is a moral ambivalence in this guilt: the imagined benefactor
(ourselves) is constructed as being the same as the perpetrator (the West). It is
argued that the phenomenon known as compassion fatigue is the result of such
shock tactics. Two psychological effects are implicated: the bystander effect
wherein feelings of powerlessness lead to hopelessness; and the boomerang
effect, in which indignation is turned towards the campaigner for inducing these
guilty feelings.
‘Positive imagery’ appeals developed in response to the perceived failings of
shock tactics. While also making use photorealistic imagery, this category of
appeals rejects victimhood in favour of emphasis on the sufferer’s agency or
dignity. The sufferer is individualised (as a co-participant in development efforts)
while the benefactor is singularised (as the person who can ‘make a difference’).
The focus is consequently not on the perpetrator but on the benefactor. This
imagery is held to empower and humanise not only the sufferer but also the donor
(that is, us, the audience).
The latest stage in humanitarian communication has sought to move beyond
positive imagery appeals in response to critiques that the latter was complicit with
marketisation and a neoliberal approach to development which masked inequality.
This can be illustrated by the notion of the gift (in the form of, for example,
charitable donations): the gift between unequal parties binds both into the nexus of
benefactor/recipient. So instead of consuming positive images of the beneficiaries
of humanitarian campaigns, the new style (Chouliaraki terms it ‘posthumanitarianism’) breaks with both registers above and seeks to disengage
humanitarian/charitable action from pity. Fundamentally, this entails the
abandonment of the use of ‘grand emotions’ towards suffering in favour of a focus
on action; that is, on the reflexivity of the audience.
This new form of communication obtains in ‘clicktivism’ and increasingly
consumerised forms of activism. Chouliaraki holds that the new form recognises
the difficulty of maintaining grand emotion for any length of time (mirroring the
immediacy of postmodern consumer culture). There is therefore an absence of
justification for action: there is little emotional rhetoric and the audience is not told
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how to feel. Instead, moral exhortation is replaced with brand recognition (of the
NGO making the appeal).
Chouliaraki’s portrayal of the change in humanitarian communication tallies with
the results of our study into Fair Trade’s representation through the news media.
Shock tactics, in the form of striking rhetoric about suffering, are found only rarely
in our sample. Only 14 out of a total of 46 primary diagnostic claims were
categorised as ‘humanitarian’ and many of these should not be understood as
instances of shock tactics.
For example, one article (already cited) discusses a Christian Aid campaign
comparing Sri Lankan tea pickers to battery hens (Tanner, IPS: 1992). Yet the
article is structured around counterclaims objecting to the Christian Aid
advertisement (from the Sri Lankan government as well as from unnamed FTOs
who feel the “campaign has also jeopardised the introduction of a Fair Trade mark
scheme”).
A more prominent aspect of shock tactics encountered in the discourse can be
seen in the construction of affluence guilt. Speaking at the launch of the Fairtrade
label, British MP Glenda Jackson claims, “I don't believe anyone in this country will
relish the idea that we eat well because other people don't eat at all” (Schwarz,
Guardian: 1992). Similarly, a Guardian journalist explains, “In Britain ‘alternative’
probably means for most the agreeable notion of doing good by consuming. Here
in the northern tip of Haryana, there are more brutal alternatives: dhurry weaving
or degradation” (Brown, Guardian; 1990).
Yet, that latter article actually serves as a evocative example of the changing
nature of the discourse. The article’s headline, “Rural India weaves a new future”
suggests themes of hope; in the body of the article we are introduced to handicraft
makers who exhibit “little of the shy, almost cringing passivity of so many Indian
village women”. One woman, “Neelam, an 18 year old”, is asked whether she
would give up her income to her husband. She replies “Why should we part with
our own money? If we earn it we should keep at least some of it.”
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This is a rejection of victimhood and a personalisation of the ‘recipient of
charity’ (though these are of course constructed as trade partners). There is a
concomitant emphasis on the dignity of the producer; for example we encounter
“people in Guatemala (or other countries) wanting not handouts but a way to earn
a decent living and tell their stories” (Benesch, St Petersburg Times: 1990) or
headlines like “Fair trade movement helps farmers help themselves” (The Daily
Yomiuri: 1995).
Representations such as these are compatible with Chouliaraki’s description of the
‘positive imagery’ stage of campaigns. But the change in humanitarian
communication is not an unconscious process. Indeed, there is a self-conscious
re-orientation away from shock tactics and the use of instrumental use of guilt to
mobilise action, witnessed in media discussion of compassion fatigue (even if this
is in relation to environmentalism, viz. the construction of Fair Trade as the
successor to exhausted ‘green consumerism’). It is claimed by James Ferguson of
the Latin America Bureau in London (an NGO), with regard to a Christian Aid
campaign of 1993 that, “It's a step away from the starving baby syndrome. I'm glad
to see trade rather than aid as the message… It's very direct and that's good. It
has what the advertising people call the feel good factor” (Tanner, IPS: 1993).
That campaign features posters depicting a “smiling gap-toothed coffee picker
from Central America holding a chubby child up for the camera”, a contrast to
images of extreme deprivation. And yet, the campaign, which advances slogans
such as, “You discover great coffee; they discover school”, occupies an ambiguous
place in Chouliaraki’s stages. The promotion of value to the donor/consumer
(‘great coffee’) and the breezy style with which humanitarian action is promoted
identifies the campaign as belonging to the post-humanitarian stage.
The primary claims we categorised as self-interest warrants are therefore a prime
example of post-humanitarianism. This also obtains in the emphasis on the ease
of engaging in Fair Trade. Cafédirect presents their strategy as such:
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“Through the advertising campaign we are now targeting ‘semi-ethical’
women. These are people who are reasonably interested in green and world
issues and feel that they want to do the right thing, but only if it is not too
difficult or too painful for them” (Jones, Independent: 1995).
Post-humanitarianism is also illustrated by foregrounding the quality of the
product. This can be illustrated by pointing to the care afforded to making
alternative trade handicrafts or to the quality of agricultural goods (such as coffee).
This theme is elaborated in warrants we identified as ‘reliability’. Communicating
trust in the certification and auditing of Fairtrade goods is an orientation to
consumer reflexivity, rather than an appeal based on grand emotion. In the terms
used by Varul (2008a), the motivating factor for the consumer is use-value not
solidarity.

7.2 Fair Trade is not charity
The prevalence of ‘business themes’ throughout the discourse — as well as
motivational frames like ‘practicability‘ — is intimately tied to Fair Trade’s selfconscious construction as not-charity. Claims about Fair Trade’s businessmindedness, focus on the ‘bottom-line’, discussion of market opportunities and of
branding are all means of depicting Fair Trade as morally undemanding. Gross’
description of post-humanitarianism is apposite:
“The post-humanitarian sensibility thus comes to challenge traditional
conceptions of agency, where such activism tends to presuppose a certain
subordination of the self to a higher moral cause and promotes instead a
different disposition, where a playful engagement with the self without
visionary attachments may also prove to make a difference to the lives of
vulnerable others” (Gross, 2006, cited in Chouliaraki, 2010: 121).
The Fair Trade discourse, exhibited in the preceding chapter, does not however fit
neatly into Chouliaraki’s successive stages of communicative registers. The
different styles co-exist, and do so even within a single document, consisting as it
does in several claims. What we can say is that shock tactics have been largely
eclipsed, while positive imagery and post-humanitarian styles compete throughout
the 1984-1996 period. The predominance of motivational frames grounded in selfinterest, reliability and practicability, however, indicate that it is the latter register
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that tends to dominate. The concept of frames is germane here; recall that frames
are as much about what they exclude as what they include. The prevalence of
business themes and notions of ease, convenience and ready-to-hand (or better
put, off-the-shelf) ethics is a frame which excludes the use of grand emotion to
appeal to an audience.
The puzzling fact attested to earlier regarding the dearth of struggle over the
definition of the social problem now appears explicable. Contestation between
activists does occur, but over consumer reflexivity — that is, over different ways
consumers should act. Counterclaims meanwhile seize on warrants and
conclusions, rather than on the definition of the problem (e.g. poverty or unfair
trade) because claims about the latter are in the minority. Instead we find
counterclaims querying the reliability of the Fairtrade label or questioning the
extent of the market for such goods, precisely because Fair Trade claimsmaking
prioritises claims of acting-through-the-market over claims about suffering. The
more pointed counterclaims that we discovered thus logically focus on the
discrepancy between words and action or on the facile nature of Fair Trade.
The focus on the 1984-1996 period was justified on the basis that this period
captures the transition between the aims and ideals of the wider fair trade activist
movement and its market-oriented mainstreaming. We hypothesised that
claimsmaking in this period would feature moral economy frames that originated in
the pre-1988 reform-oriented movement. What we have found is a predominance
of what we broadly call ‘mainstreaming’ themes and therefore representations of a
more consumerist form of activism. This is underscored by the fact that
conclusions in the primary claimsmaking are only found as of the 1990s. The study
here bears witness to a Fair Trade discourse which has dispensed with evocative
humanitarian claims — and possibly departed from the early ideals of the
movement.
It is not being argued, however, that the social construction of Fair Trade evinces
no moral economy frames. On one level this is because, as has already been
explained, all representations of economy can be understood as entailing ‘moral’
claims, even if these are codified in apparently amoral terms. But on another, it is
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because there are clearly moral34 claims about economy presented in the process
of constructing Fair Trade.

7.3 Fair Trade cuts out the middleman
The claim that Fair Trade ‘cuts out the middleman’ acts as a regular refrain
throughout the sample, appearing in over one-sixth of the sources. It is rarely
elaborated to explain the operation of the Fair Trade mechanism, but is instead
repeated as a mantra. The middleman is constructed as the villain of the piece; at
times, the consumer is even portrayed as complicit.
Fair Trade, by contrast, is presented as a mutually-beneficial arrangement
between producer and consumer. The excising of the exploitative interloper allows
for a ‘fair price’ to be paid — that is, just reward for labour. An associated, though
less prominent, claim is that Fair Trade offers to build more authentic relations
between consumer and producer. This is a representation of relationships that
concords with a neo-Smithian moral economy founded on sympathy and
reciprocity (Fridell 2007a; Watson 2007). It does not oppose the market; as we
have seen, few claims identify the market system itself as the problem. It instead
constructs the Fair Trade market as more pure version of trade, in which the
corrupt figure of the middleman has been excised.
However, as we know, Fair Trade operates through major corporate distributors;
Fair Trade’s discursive construction does not negate this. If anything, it conceives
of itself as being at ease with this fact, through the emphasis on business,
marketing, branding etc. As Varul (2008a) explains, Fair Trade’s neo-Smithian
moral economy is about attitudes to the market, rather than changes to real social
relations. The normal, non-Fair Trade consumer would, by implication (and
occasional outright claim), be complicit in the system of corrosive middlemen. Fair
Trade promises a change in attitude on the part of the consumer.

34

See ch. 3, section 8.2, footnote 6 for a discussion on the definition of ‘morality’.
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7.4 Ethical capitalism
The moral economy frame also communicates a conception of fairness which
entails the combination of profit and ethics. It is important to stress what precisely
is being constructed here. There are a great variety of different articulations of the
same fundamental notion about combining social responsibility and profit-making
business. These are often framed as challenges to the idea that such a thing
would be impossible. As one headline asks — before responding in the affirmative
— “can you be caring and commercially correct?” (Jones, Independent: 1995).
This is presented as a historically novel idea. Previous historical conceptions of
social responsibility — especially on the part of firms or the wealthy — would be
expressed as charity or philanthropy. As we have already demonstrated, Fair
Trade problematises charity as too morally demanding or as politically unviable.
The other means of guaranteeing social responsibility in a capitalist society would
be through the incorporation of social demands ‘from below’. Solidarity-based
socialist movements would be the obvious example, but instances exist within Fair
Trade’s own pre-history. The reform-oriented fair trade movement which Barratt
Brown (1993) gives voice to conceived of itself as challenging capitalist institutions
in the interest of gaining concessions and eventually of reforming the trade
system. Reformed capitalism would be a more just order.
Fair Trade however communicates a different idea: social responsibility (or more
broadly ‘ethics’) is not a supplement to economising behaviour or profit-seeking
activity; nor does it represent a challenge from outside or below to the dominant
order. Fair Trade represents an inscription of ethics into business such that they
operate in partnership. This is a mutually-beneficial arrangement. Again, the neoSmithian conception of a moral economy is a useful lens for understanding Fair
Trade’s social construction: atomistic actors pursue their self-interest (businesses,
consumers), but their engagement in the market is guided by sympathy and
reciprocity (no middleman; authentic relationships).
The language of conventions theory can help elaborate this notion, especially that
drawn from Raynolds’ work on the subject. Fair Trade is not just a commodity
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network but also an ‘alternative knowledge system’.35 Raynolds (2002)
understands Fair Trade as a system of competing and overlapping conventions.
‘Neoliberal’ conventions governed exclusively by price are destabilised in favour of
relations of trust. Trust, in conventions theory, is a domestic mode of coordination
(deriving from place and tradition, tacit understandings, etc.) The relations Fair
Trade constructs are supposedly means of extending mutually-reinforcing
domestic and civic coordination (regarding fairness and equality) into the market.
But this simultaneously competes with commercial conventions (price), industrial
conventions (product quality) and public conventions (brand recognition).
Yet while Raynolds depicts these conventions as competing, our study of Fair
Trade discourse demonstrates that — at least at the level of representation/
knowledge — these conventions exist in a state of harmony. Ethical capitalism is
constructed as a stable, coherent concept. The moral economy frame that Fair
Trade communicates suggests to us a world in which consumers’ changed
behaviour can cut out the problematised interloper to create a just form of
capitalism, in which the victims (developing world producers —though as
demonstrated, these are not the primary object of the discourse) are given their
just desserts. The less mediated relationship between consumer and producer can
be achieved through the simple act of consuming the right products. Provided
participation from larger economic entities (roasters, distributors, supermarkets,
etc), ethical capitalism will ensue.

7.5 The consumer activism context
Fair Trade discourse can be seen as having two principal axes. The first relates to
the neo-Smithian moral economy frame. The other, which we have discovered to
be more prominent, is consumer reflexivity. Fair Trade self-consciously engages in
a struggle to distinguish itself against, but is also as a part of, ethical
consumerism/consumer activism. This strategy should be understood as part of
the project of constructing the ethically-reflexive consumer.

35

Recall that social constructionism seeks to understand the lay knowledge people have about the
world — meaning that is constructed through an intersubjective process. The attempt here is to
describe and analyse Fair Trade’s understanding of the world; its ‘alternative knowledge system’.
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We have borne witness to the internal contest between consumer activists over
whether boycott or ‘buycott’ tactics should be adopted (e.g. over Brazil nuts). This
is a key example of Fair Trade advocates shunning the use of pity and/or
indignation for fear it would provoke non-consumption of, or divestment in,
‘unethical’ products. Instead activists emphasise the Fair Trade solution — positive
action that can be taken by citizen-consumers. Post-humanitarianism’s dispensing
with grand emotion in favour of an emphasis on branding is especially evident
here.
Fair Trade is also constructed as historically succeeding green consumerism,
thereby casting aside its limitations; specifically its subcultural milieu and the lack
of trust in the ‘brand’. So while green consumerism’s market is limited to ‘hippies’,
Fair Trade is mainstream; while bogus claims about environmental credentials led
to a loss of trust, the Fairtrade label’s international standard, backed up by reliable
auditing and certification procedures, means greater affinity and loyalty to the
‘brand’.
The idea communicated through this framing is that this is ‘a new way for the
citizen-consumer to act’. Yet this is also a more commodified vision of activism,
limited to purchasing decisions. And this is irrespective of whether ethical
consumerism is framed as consumer-led or consumer-dependent.
But didn’t previous forms of consumer activism or humanitarian appeals also
operate in a marketplace, competing for attention, instrumentally using emotion for
their own ends? Broadly speaking, no: charitable appeals on the basis of distant
suffering did compete in the marketplace, but the gift itself was not commodified.
As Varul (2008a) argues, it is precisely in Fair Trade’s commercialisation and
commodification — in the form of the Fairtrade product — that the ethical content
inheres. Only by entering into a market-mediated relationship with the distant
producer can ethical ends be achieved (the dignity of an equal trade relationship).
In this sense, Fair Trade is inherently and self-consciously more commodified than
past forms.
On the other hand, Chouliaraki (2010) understands traditional humanitarian
appeals as equally commodified; pre-1990s appeals sold emotion. For
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Chouliaraki, the real difference between shock tactic or positive imagery
humanitarianism and post-humanitarianism is the principle used to secure
legitimacy. The former mobilises moral universalism, whereas the latter principle
uses reflexive particularism. We might conclude therefore that, through the framing
of humanitarian causes in the language of consumerism, the Fair Trade discourse
reifies the ethically-reflexive consumer.

7.6 Constructing the consumer
The discursive construction of Fair Trade is, above all, the construction of the
ethical consumer. The devotion of the plurality, if not the majority, of claims to
consumer subjectivity and to spelling out the consumer’s agency is the most
striking aspect discovered in the sample.
As we have demonstrated, the consumer constructed in the news media has many
faces: s/he is guilt-ridden, powerless, powerful, ethically-reflexive, hedonic, and
more else besides. This speaks to a postmodern condition which, in the sociology
of consumption, is best captured by Gabriel and Lang’s ‘unmanageable
consumer’. Each portrait of the consumer highlights one feature of the consumer’s
physiognomy while obscuring others (2003: 3). Yet however the ethical consumer
may be framed, the overall effect is to reify the consuming subject. The ethical
practice of Fair Trade consumption validates this character as good and moral.
This orientation towards consumer subjectivity can be contrasted to the practice of
motivating subjects on the basis of a vision. According to Boltanski (1999, 2005),
the ‘crisis of pity’ in humanitarian action is a result of uncertainty over who the
victims are and who the perpetrators are. He locates this crisis in the broader
collapse of grand narratives and the end of Left and Right at the end of the Cold
War. If grand narratives no longer structure political thought, it becomes difficult to
apportion responsibility. This ironically leads to a proliferation of humanitarian
action, but which has the character of swinging wildly from pity to cynicism and
back again. For Chouliaraki (2010) a similar process is at stake: posthumanitarianism entails a new form of agency which moves away from submission
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to a higher moral cause in favour of a playful engagement with the self, bereft of
any visionary attachments.

7.7 Fair Trade: an exercise in myth-making?
Having reconstructed the emergence of the Fair Trade discourse as a social
problems activity, we are left to conclude, with Devinney et al. (2010), that the
ethical consumer is a myth.
Devinney, Auger and Eckhardt’s work was briefly covered in chapter three. At root,
the authors see the ethical consumer as a mythical figure because that which they
discover through an exhaustive study of ethical consumption behaviour and
revealed preferences does not concord with the ethical consumer’s representation.
It is however not our role here to contrast the representation of the Fair Trade
consumer with actual behaviour. That is not the task of constructionist sociology
and it is not our scholarly interest here. What we wish to do, through depicting the
social construction of Fair Trade, is shed light on a cultural moment. The fact that
Fair Trade’s frames are largely taken for granted tells us something about the
contemporary order.
Our study has revealed that Fair Trade discourse (a) reifies the consumer as a
reflexive subject; (b) validates Fair Trade consumption as ethical behaviour; and
consequently (c) problematises the ordinary consumer.
Following Barthes (1972), Devinney et al understand a mythical figure as a
fictional role model because investment in its attainment is neither rational nor
sensible for the mass of society, however noble it might be. Secondly, the myth
represents certain idealisations that are used to contrast and challenge the
current, flawed behaviour of society, inducing guilt. And thirdly, the ethics or
morality of this figure is itself subject to contestation, in that it poses a question to
society as to whether society should be organised along the lines it proposes.
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What we have discovered about the Fair Trade consumer’s construction fits this
understanding. When we say the Fair Trade consumer is a myth, we are not
making a claim about the actual behaviour of ethical consumers. We are drawing
attention to how constructions can serve certain social and political purposes. In
Berger and Luckmann’s terms, a social construction “justifies the institutional order
by giving a normative dignity to its practical imperatives (1966: 137). Although Fair
Trade may be constructed as easy to engage in and practicable, the citizenconsumer nevertheless suffers from what Devinney et al see as ideological
schizophrenia, acting according to self-interest and private choice while
simultaneously pursuing the common good and the survival or well-being of others
as ends. The ethical consumer is an “ideal, embodied in a hero who holds to a
moral standard sufficiently high that it creates the guilt surrounding our obviously
flawed, self-interested behaviour” (Devinney et al, 2010: 185).
This figure is unattainable because the model it presents is not only unrealistic but
also logically problematic. It makes little sense to classify tastes and consumption
behaviour as ethical/non-ethical; that casts ordinary consumers in a way that is
inconsistent with democratic and libertarian traditions. Indeed, all consumption is
in some ways ‘ordinary’; there is no absolute moral divide between ordinary and
‘ethical’ (Devinney et al, 2010; Varul 2009a).
Devinney et al thus propose the concept of ‘consumer social responsibility’ which
avoids these arbitrary divisions. Consumer Social Responsibility should be
understood as merely one component in the complex consumer decision-making
process; it has no specific moral or ethical content (in contrast to Fair Trade which
makes particular claims about the content of ‘the ethical’). The concept merely
accounts for any non-functional aspects of products in consumers’ assessment of
the value and satisfaction they receive from consumption.
The question then is, to what ideology does the Fair Trade consumer myth
contribute? The discourse itself gives some indication as to what this might be: socalled ‘ethical capitalism’. As a way of conclusion, the final chapter of this thesis
explores the meaning of ‘ethical capitalism’ and suggests new lines of research.
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8 Conclusion: The Ideology of Ethical Capitalism

Fair Trade evinces some peculiarities which we have identified and then analysed.
The paucity of grounds and focus on consumer subjectivity is indicative of posthumanitarian communication. Despite this emphasis on practical action — at the
expense of constructing problematic conditions or emotive appeals — the
discourse nevertheless communicates a distinctively neo-Smithian moral
economy. Fair Trade is framed as a contribution to ‘ethical capitalism’ which
consists in the melding of profit and social responsibility into a new social and
economic order. Trade in Fairtrade goods is held to cut out the middleman, leading
to a mutually-beneficial relationship between consumer and producer. How one
can engage in this — rather than why one might — remains the object of much of
the discourse.
Fair Trade, it has been argued, is a distinctive form of ethical consumerism in that
the market is not just used as a means to enact social change (indeed all
consumer activism mediates its politics through the market in one way or another)
but is the object of the activity as well (Varul op cit.). This is the true meaning of
Barratt Brown’s pioneering phrase ‘in and against the market’. But our
investigation has demonstrated that it is not the market but the consumer that is
the primary object of Fair Trade claimsmaking. It is simultaneously the subject of
Fair Trade, in the form of the ethically-reflexive consumer that the discourse
constructs. If it is not too glib a formulation, we might suggest that Fairtrade
operates instead ‘in and against the consumer’.
As a means of conclusion, then, we will revisit what this thesis set out to achieve
and offer a critical assessment of how we have gone about it. We will finish by
suggesting ways forward for future research in this area.
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8.1 Ethical consumerism in its history
The first objective of this thesis was to insert Fair Trade, a specific case of ethical
consumerism, into the history of UK and US consumer activism in order to discern
aspects of continuity and change.
We have demonstrated that, in fact, Fair Trade self-consciously constructs itself
vis-a-vis other forms of consumer activism. Its focus on the consumer means it
has a reflexive awareness of the possibilities of consumer activism. However, Fair
Trade frames other forms of consumer activism as too politically- and/or morallydemanding. Fair Trade is constructed in this regard as having the following
features: (a) it is ethical in contrast to Naderism or value-for-money consumerism
which are self- rather than other-oriented; (b) it forgoes making explicitly moral
claims; (c) it is a mainstream phenomenon, receiving affirmation from dominant
institutions in society, including major corporations.
This marks Fair Trade out as a curious phenomenon. Its framing excludes politics
in favour of ethics. And yet the content of this ethics remains rather unarticulated.
Strong moral judgements are eschewed in favour of an emphasis on practicability.
Ethics is equated to buying Fair Trade products.
In contrast to its antecedents, in particular Naderism, Fair Trade broaches little
opposition. No longer confined to its limited social milieu of hippies and liberal
church groups, Fair Trade is big business. Naderism on the other hand was selfconsciously oppositional (anti-corporate) and had to struggle for concessions from
businesses and the state. Our study of the emergence of Fair Trade discourse
reveals no such political contest. Does this not indicate that Fair Trade, and ethical
consumerism more broadly, might align with the interests or ideals of the elite, or a
fraction thereof? If Fair Trade is not political but is instead a means of configuring
the consumer as a consumer (Varul, 2009a) — and the ethical consumer is a myth
— then is not the construct we have analysed herein just a means of bolstering the
legitimacy of certain institutions or a particular social order?
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We hope that through this thesis we have demonstrated the contribution the study
of consumer politics can make. Particularly at a point in history at which the
consumer stands head and shoulders above other social subjects, studying the
political uses to which the consumer is put, both discursively and in practice, can
reveal to us the nature of contemporary ideology. We consider it fortunate,
therefore, that scholarship seems to be moving in this direction, and away from
stereotyped conceptions of the consumer — either as hapless dupes or as
unencumbered sovereign agents in the global economy, in Johnston’s words
(2008).
However, there remains a bias in the sociology of consumption towards the
problematics of choice. When a majority of the world population remains
constrained by material necessity, an analytical reorientation away from choice
and towards the problematics of access (to the consumer society) might be
pertinent, and ennobling (cf. Hilton, 2009).

8.2 The uses of a moral economy
Our second objective was to apply the analytic concept of moral economy as a
means of discovering lay knowledge and perceptions of the economy.
One criticism of the way the concept has been operationalised in this study could
be that it is too diffuse a category. Perhaps the approach, drawn primarily from the
work of Russell Keat and Andrew Sayer (op cit.), codifies ‘moral’ too broadly? But
we maintain that this usage is justified by reference to (1) its actual normative
usage by social movements in their self-conception, and (2) its long history of
analytic use. Moreover, the Fair Trade literature suggests that this might be a
profitable line of inquiry, but scholarship has as of yet not fully developed this
perspective. We hope that this has been a pertinent contribution to it.
And yet, why not use more elaborated and rigorous analytic categories drawn from
politics or sociology? Perhaps, in a supposedly post-ideological age in which
ethical consumerism conceives of itself as post-political — as an instance of ‘just
doing the right thing‘ — does moral economy’s own conceptual openness not
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capture this non-ideological presentation? Its emphasis on ethics over politics (Fair
Trade’s deliberate attempt not to pursue explicitly moral claims notwithstanding)
suggests to us that trying to understand the ways in which social movements
frame the economy in moral terms is the correct approach.
Indeed, as philosopher Slavoj Zizek has long argued, this self-presentation as antiideology is evidence of contemporary cynicism. “[T]oday, we only imagine that we
do not ‘really believe’ in our ideology — in spite of this imaginary distance, we
continue to practise it. We believe not less but much more than we imagine we
believe” (Zizek, 2009: 3). This is to say, we do not believe in capitalist ideology or
in ‘consumerism’ (we profess to consume ethically, to challenge the unfair
structure of international trade), yet we continue to practice it (ethical consumerism
still ‘buys into’ consumerism). Non-ideology is the form contemporary ideology
takes.
The recasting of the economy in a moral frame justifies using moral economy as
an analytic concept in order to discover and demonstrate the tacit moral and
political assumptions behind it. Economic sociologist Wolfgang Streeck discusses
neoclassical economics’ obfuscation of its hidden moral/political assumptions by
pointing out the problematic way it divorces moral and economic economy:
In fact, for political economy, if standard economists account for economic
dysfunctions by a cleavage between traditionalist principles of moral
economy and rational-modern principles of economic economy, this amounts
to a tendentious misrepresentation of the nature of the problem as it hides
the fact that the economic economy is also a moral economy, namely that of
those commanding strong power in markets for indispensable productive
resources” (Streeck, 2011: 4-5).
Conceiving of claims about the economy in terms of moral economy allows us to
uncover what is hidden, and also tells us something about the cultural context in
which these claims are made.
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8.3 Constructionism’s contribution
The third objective of this thesis is to apply a ‘contextual constructionist’ approach
to social problems as a means of ideologiekritik.
Rather than take social movements’ (e.g. consumer activism’s) claims as read,
constructionism suggests submitting these to due scepticism. As we argued in
chapter four, this is not a means of ‘debunking’ claims so as to reveal discourses
as mere ideological distortions, as per the vulgar Marxist conception of ideology.
Nor, contrarily, is it to deny the objective reality of the world outside the ‘text’.
Instead it is to depict the dialogical relation between subject and object; to study
how lay knowledge is produced and maintained.
In areas such as the study of ethical consumerism, this is important, for it can
counter some of the bias found amongst academic approaches, whereby
scholars’ sympathy for the broad aims of the movement prevents the submission
of claims to sufficient scepticism. Why should social movements’ representation of
the world be assumed from the start? Is it not better to seek to uncover the
intersubjective process through which that knowledge has been produced, so as to
better understand its place in the world? Reconstructing the claimsmaking process
can reveal the intended audience of claims, the cultural resources these claims
draw upon, and the extent to which the cultural moment is accepting of the
problematisation proposed by claimsmaking.
A worthwhile endeavour for extending the work of this thesis and surpassing some
of its limitations, would be to study the Fair Trade discourse over a longer period,
and to contrast it to other forms of ethical consumerism. In particular, it would be
pertinent to examine discursive changes after the global economic crisis. This idea
will be returned to at the end.
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8.4 Reflecting the cultural moment
The fourth ambition of this study, in line with the broad aims of the constructionist
approach to social problems, is to reveal something about the cultural moment that
produces said construction.
It should be clear that ethical consumerism is not the result of concessions to
demands ‘from below’. Nor is it a cynically instrumental attempt on the part of
dominant institutions to con consumers or the public, to buy their allegiance by
presenting themselves as ethical (as per ‘greenwashing’ or ‘clean-washing’
critiques). Instead, it appears as the genuine belief on the part of its claimsmakers
to be a contribution to ‘ethical capitalism’. The lack of contestation over this
concept or other claims made for Fair Trade suggests the degree of tacit assent it
has. In the spirit of taking people’s claims seriously (though not uncritically), we
must construe these as honest beliefs on the part of the institutions that adopt it,
as well as on the part of consumers. For the latter, Fair Trade can endow the
banality of consumption in a post-political world as a morally-validated and
worthwhile activity. For some capitalists, it must likewise appear a meaningful
activity, even if the consequence is to sustain and legitimate their position in the
world.
Zizek calls these capitalists, following their own use of the term, ‘liberal
communists’. These are people...
“...who no longer accept the opposition between Davos (global capitalism)
and Porto Alegre (the new social movements’ alternative to global
capitalism). Their claim is that we can have the global capitalist cake, i.e.
thrive as profitable entrepreneurs, and eat it too, endorse the anti-capitalist
causes of social responsibility and ecological concern” (Zizek, 2010: 14)
The socially responsible capitalism they espouse, which we have discussed here
as ‘ethical capitalism’, is becoming hegemonic, argues Zizek:
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“[T]he ideological version of capitalism which is emerging as hegemonic out
of the present crises is that of a "socially responsible" eco-capitalism… this
version is presented as part of a wider shift towards a new holistic postmaterialist spiritual paradigm… a new approach is emerging which no longer
opposes the market to social responsibility — they can be reunited for mutual
benefit… Capitalists should not just be machines for generating profits, since
their lives can have a deeper meaning. Their preferred mottos have become
social responsibility and gratitude…” (Zizek, 2009: 34-5)
Zizek goes on to discuss Starbucks’ marketing which claims, “when you buy
Starbucks, whether you realise it or not, you’re buying into something bigger than
a cup of coffee. You’re buying into a coffee ethic”. This for Zizek is a perfect
exemplar of ‘cultural capitalism’.
This echoes very clearly the claims made by and for Fair Trade. For Zizek, this is
how capitalism, at the level of consumption, has integrated the ‘legacy of 1968’ or
the critique of alienated consumption — the idea that authentic experience
matters.

8.5 Extending research into the new spirit of capitalism
Our attempt to locate Fair Trade in the history of consumer activism (and in its own
pre-history of humanitarian relief efforts) has shown how the alternative ideas
behind the movement have been evacuated at the expense of a focus on the
market. But it would be wrong to see this process, as Zizek indicates, as simple
abandonment of previously-cherished ideals, or as ‘selling out’. What the social
construct of ‘ethical capitalism’ represents is the recuperation of countercultural
ideals and themes into the operation of capitalism.
We would therefore see it fitting that contemporary sociology follow in the
footsteps of Boltanski and Chiapello’s magisterial The New Spirit of Capitalism
(2006). It has almost become a cliché today to implicate the 1960s counterculture
in the creation of neoliberalism; that the desires set free by cultural revolution were
co-opted by the New Right in the 1980s; that we are now being sold back
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rebellion.36 What Boltanski and Chiapello’s work does, however, is marry a critical
and practical sociology together so that as well as describing the critical and
justificatory operations performed by people in everyday situations, it also
constructs a model of normative change. Through scholarship of business studies
literature, the authors plot changes in discourse while also proffering a critique of
the ‘new spirit of capitalism’. Their work remains the gold standard in this area.
But the study of this ‘new spirit’, or of ethical capitalism, at the level of
consumption is still in need of development. This is particularly so in light of the
post-2008 global economic crisis. An economic model premised on the expansion
of credit and debt-fuelled consumption was the backdrop to the ethical
consumerism of the 1990s and 2000s. What does the new conjuncture hold for the
politics of consumption?
If the ‘new normal’ emerging post-crisis promises only austerity and belt-tightening
into the indefinite future, how will legitimacy be achieved for this order? And what
are the social and intellectual roots of any emerging ideological configuration? In a
consumer society, the demands placed upon said society by consumer activism
can often shape its future. As we hope to have demonstrated, the social
constructions that consumer activism advances can be recuperated by capitalism
at an ideological level. Thus the study of consumer activism remains important for
sociology, if it is to shed light on the specific dispositifs through which normative
change happens. The constructionist approach to the study of discourse therefore
still has an important role to play in the study of ideology.

36

To take just a couple of examples:
Fischer, M. (2013, June). “A social and psychic revolution of almost inconceivable magnitude”. eflux Retrieved from: http://www.e-flux.com/journal/%E2%80%9Ca-social-and-psychic-revolution-ofalmost-inconceivable-magnitude%E2%80%9D-popular-culture%E2%80%99s-interruptedaccelerationist-dreams/
Hartman, A. (2010, December 17) Neoliberalism and the Spirit of the 60s [Web log post]. Retrieved
20 June 2013, from: http://s-usih.org/2010/12/neoliberalism-and-spirit-of-60s.html
Heath, J. and Potter, A. (2005). The Rebel Sell. Chichester: Capstone
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